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Rabbi Yitzchok Adlerstein 

HaMedrash V'HaMaaseh 
Give Till It Doesn’t Hurt(1) 
If there be a destitute person among you…you shall not harden your heart 
or close your hand against your destitute brother. (2) 
Chazal offer a formula for success in a mishnah in Avos: “Make His Will 
your will, so that He will do your will, just as He does His. Negate your 
will for the sake of His Will, so that He will set aside the will of others for 
the sake of yours.”(3) We would be tempted to see the two sentences as 
closely related. This does not really work. The two lines deal with very 
different expectations. The first declaration speaks of joining the 
individual’s will with that of His Creater; the second deals with overcoming 
his resistance to G-d’s directives. 
I believe that the two statements involve two different classes of 
commandments. Chazal caution us not to react to prohibited items as if they 
were naturally repugnant. “Do not say ‘I could not possibly eat pork.’ 
Rather say, ‘I am drawn to it. But what can I do? My Father in Heaven 
decreed against it!’”(4) They would say the same about affirmative 
obligations. A person should not claim that he has a natural inclination to 
wear tzitzis and tefillin. Rather, he should say that he could quite well do 
without them, but he dons them because HKBH tells him to. 
While this approach makes sense in regard to commandments between 
ourselves and Hashem, it would make no sense to apply it to mitzvos 
between man and man. It cannot be that a person should say, “I find 
tzedakah and chesed to be abhorrent. I cannot abide the sight of a pauper. I 
give to him nonetheless because Hashem demands it of me, and I force 
myself to comply.” To the contrary, the inclination towards chesed is itself 
a mitzvah! We are told to emulate the midos / characteristics of G-d. This 
means internalizing known traits of HKBH, and making them part of our 
personalities. Just as He is compassionate, we are to be compassionate as 
well – not just to act as if we were. 
The meaning of the mishnah in Avos should now be apparent. Regarding 
mitzvos that are rationally accessible, such as many of the ones governing 
our conduct towards our fellow man, we are told to make His will our will. 
We should imitate His ways, until the midos that generate those ways 
become part of our nature. When we internalize His midos of chesed, His 
will becomes ours. 
On the other hand, we never strive to develop an innate revulsion to many 
of the things prohibited to us that concern our relationship with G-d, rather 
than Man. To the contrary, we are to see ourselves as restricted only by His 
edict, and nothing else. Regarding these mitzvos, the best way to observe 
them is by battling our own desires, and negating them for the sake of His 
will. 
Our pasuk offers a ready hint of this. “You shall not harden your heart or 
close your hand against your destitute brother.” Now, the second item 
seems to be what the mitzvah is all about. Don’t close your hand, the Torah 
instructs. Give generously. What does the Torah mean by the first phrase? 
It tells us not to treat the mitzvah of tzedakah like a strip of bacon. 
Regarding the latter, it is commendable to want it, but to refrain because of 
Hashem’s commandment. Not so in regard to tzedakah. If a person opened 
his hand while his heart remained hard, he has not properly fulfilled the 
mitzvah. 
Chazal(5) add a curious and cryptic postscript to our pasuk. “There are 
people who are pained to give, and those who are pained not to give.” It 
may be a cogent observation, but where do they see this in a pasuk 

instructing us to give? Once again, the source is the unexpected phrase 
about hardening our hearts. Chazal tell us that the point of these words is 
that we must not only give, but we need to internalize Hashem’s 
beneficence and kindness as well. Giving is surely important, but we should 
not neglect our goal of becoming more like Him. Chazal understand that 
the Torah stresses the importance of improving our inner reaction to 
tzedakah because people react differently even when they give. It is hard 
for some people not to give, while for others, the opposite is true. Those 
people who give with great inner struggle are targeted by our pasuk: 
Besides giving, learn how to soften your heart as well. 
We can readily understand why it is difficult for some people to give. Many 
people work very hard for their earnings. There is natural reluctance to 
share them with those who did nothing to deserve them. Overcoming that 
reluctance is important. We can therefore also understand why the Torah’s 
first instance of mandatory giving – the machtzis ha-shekel – functions as 
atonement(6) for getting past that resistance. 
It does raise other questions, however. Calling the machtzis ha-shekel 
donation an atonement seems to fly in the face of the gemara’s(7) principal 
that “an accuser cannot become a defender,” i.e. something that symbolizes 
a spiritual failing of the people cannot play a role in propitiating HKBH for 
more favorable treatment. Now, it is recognized(8) that a surfeit of silver 
and gold in their possession led the Bnei Yisrael to make the Golden Calf. 
Why then should a cash donation change roles? How does it move from the 
role of accuser to that of defender? We can also turn around the question. 
Why should this principle ever apply to silver and gold? They should be 
treated as exceptions to the rule, because we see quite clearly that they 
function in both roles! The pursuit of riches contributes to the downfall of 
untold numbers of people. But the proper use of wealth accomplishes 
untold good! There is no way to deny the dual role of money as facilitating 
much that is evil and much that is saintly. 
The gemara considers what looks like violations of the accuser-defender 
rule, and resolves the tension by differentiating between avodah that is 
performed “within,” i.e. in the kodesh kodashim, and what is performed 
outside. The kohen is barred from donning golden garments – reminiscent 
of the Golden Calf – only when he serves “within” the Holy of Holies. At 
other times he dons the ordinary garments of the kohen gadol, including the 
ones that used gold! 
The distinction between “within” and “without” can address our chief 
outstanding question as well. We sometimes stand “outside” and look in at 
our community – especially noting its faults, and what needs to be 
improved. When we note the human rubble left after silver and gold is 
misused, we point to its proper use on different occasions. It is as if we 
declared, “We’ve risen above all the bad stuff. Money does not tempt us 
enough to commit aveiros. It hasn’t blinded us. 
This argument is satisfactory for the person standing “outside,” removed 
from the presence of the Shechinah. It will never do for those standing 
“inside,” those seeking to attach themselves to Hashem’s presence. A 
relativistic argument - that we are not so bad because we could be doing 
much worse - would be an embarrassingly deficient. In the inner sanctity, 
in the space in life where we try to get closest to Hashem, only sterling 
purity will do. Unfortunately, there the silver and gold of our lives point an 
accusatory finger at our failures. 
1. Based on HaMedrash V’HaMaaseh, Re’eh, by R. Yechezkel Libshitz 
zt”l 
2. Devarim 15:7 
3. Avos 2:4 
4. Toras Kohanim 4:9:12 
5. Yalkut Shimoni, Re’eh #897 
6. Shemos 30:16 
7. Rosh Hashanah 26A 
8. Yerushalmi Yoma 8:7 
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Rabbi Oizer Alport 

Parsha Potpourri 
Parshas Re’eh – Vol. 12, Issue 42 
This week’s issue of Parsha Potpourri is unsponsored. At this point, most of the remaining issues in Sefer Devorim are still unsponsored and available for dedications.  
Each issue of Parsha Potpourri requires a tremendous amount of work, and sponsorships are greatly appreciated. For more information about dedications, which are 
$50 per issue, please send me an email.  Wishing you all a Good Shabbos, and I hope that you enjoy the Divrei Torah!  

 שמור את חדש האביב ועשית פסח לד' אלקיך כי בחדש
)16:1האביב הוציאך ד' אלקיך ממצרים לילה (  

Parshas Re’eh concludes with the laws of the three annual pilgrimage 
festivals. In its discussion of Pesach, the Torah commands us to bring a 
Korban Pesach (Passover-offering) in the springtime, explaining that this 
is when Hashem took us out from Egypt at night. This seems to indicate 
that the redemption from Egypt occurred during the night. Similarly, in 
Parshas Bo (Shemos 12:29-39), the Torah implies that the Jews were freed 
from Egypt immediately after the slaying of the first-born, which took place 
at night. The problem with this is that a different verse in Parshas Bo 
(Shemos 12:41) states explicitly that Hashem took us out from Egypt  בעצם
 in the middle of the day. Similarly, in Parshas Re’eh, the Torah – היום הזה
(Devorim 16:3) proceeds to command us to remember the day of our 
departure from Egypt. 
Rav Shimon Schwab resolves the apparent contradiction by explaining that 
there were two different exoduses: There was a departure from Mitzrayim 
(Egypt), and there was an additional departure from Eretz Mitzrayim (the 
land of Egypt). What is the difference between them? The exit from Eretz 
Mitzrayim refers to physically going out of Egypt. However, there was also 
a departure from Mitzrayim, which represents leaving behind the moral and 
spiritual influences of Egyptian culture. 
With this dichotomy, Rav Schwab points out that when the Torah discusses 
the Jewish people leaving Egypt at night, it always speaks about going out 
from Mitzrayim, for it was during the night of the slaying of the first-born 
that the Jews separated themselves from the impurity of Egyptian society. 
The Torah then proceeds to command us to remember the day of the 
Exodus from Eretz Mitzrayim, because they did not begin the process of 
physically exiting the land of Egypt until the following day. 
Along these lines, Rav Moshe Shternbuch notes that we conclude the 
Maggid portion of the Seder with a blessing in which we express our desire 
to thank Hashem על גאולתנו ועל פדות נפשנו – for our redemption, and for the 
deliverance of our souls. He explains that the double expression 
corresponds to the dual nature of the Exodus, with גאולתנו referring to the 
physical redemption from slavery and פדות נפשנו referring to the spiritual 
deliverance from the impurity of life in Egypt. 
Similarly, the Satmar Rebbe, Rav Yoel Teitelbaum, points out that the 
Exodus from Egypt is described in the Mishnah (Berachos 1:5) as  יציאת
 .יציאה ממצרים instead of the seemingly more grammatically precise מצרים
He suggests that Chazal are hinting to us that just as important as taking the 
Jews out of Egypt was taking Egypt out of the Jews. 
Extending this concept, Rav Mordechai Jofen notes that the Ramban writes 
(Vayikra 23:36) that Shavuos is considered the עצרת (solemn gathering) of 
Pesach, comparable to Shemini Atzeres, and the days of Sefiras HaOmer 
in between are likened to Chol HaMoed. However, this is extremely 
difficult to understand, as in Parshas Re’eh (16:8), the Torah clearly refers 
to the seventh day of Pesach as the עצרת of the Yom Tov. How can the 
Ramban disagree with an explicit verse and say that Shavuos is the עצרת of 
Pesach? 
Rav Jofen explains that because Pesach celebrates two distinct components 
of freedom from Egypt, it is therefore appropriate that each element be 
marked by its own separate עצרת. The seventh day of Pesach 
commemorates the splitting of the Yam Suf and the drowning of our 
Egyptian oppressors, which represents the עצרת that cemented our physical 
redemption from Egypt. However, at that time, we were still sunk in 
spiritual impurity and had not yet fully extricated ourselves from the 
negative influences of Egyptian culture and values. The culmination of this 
component of our freedom came seven weeks later when we merited 
receiving the Torah at Mount Sinai on Shavuos, which the Ramban 
therefore refers to as an additional עצרת for Pesach. 
In addition to helping us appreciate the deeper significance of the Exodus 
from Egypt, this dichotomy is also quite relevant to each of us. Whether we 
are fortunate enough to live in Eretz Yisroel or whether we live elsewhere, 
we are all still in exile and are influenced by the “Eretz Mitzrayim” around 
us. As the leisurely days of summer drift to a close and the month of Elul 
begins with the shofar calling us to wake up and return to Hashem in 
preparation for the impending Day of Judgment, let us strive to extricate 
ourselves from the pervasive foreign influences of the culture that 
surrounds us. 

ושמתי כדכד  עניה סערה לא נחמה הנה אנכי מרביץ בפוך אבניך ויסדתיך בספירים
 שמשתיך

הפטרה) – 12-54:11' ושעריך לאבני אקדח וכל גבולך לאבני חפץ (ישעי  
The Haftorah for Parshas Re’eh is the third of the seven Haftorahs read 
after Tisha B’Av that contain messages of comfort, and it begins, 
“Afflicted, storm-tossed one, who has not been consoled: Behold, I will set 
down gems as your floor stones and lay your foundation with sapphires. I 
will make your windows of rubies and your gates of garnets, and your entire 
boundary of precious stones.” Hashem informs us that after all the affliction 
and travails that we have endured, He will comfort us by placing valuable 
stones and precious gems in our foundations, floors, and windows. 
The Gemora (Bava Basra 75a) records that upon hearing Rav Yochanan 
expound upon this topic, one of his students wondered how it is possible 
for Hashem to find pearls and gems large enough to create walls and 
windows. The Gemora concludes that this student was killed as punishment 
for his disbelief in the words of our sages. The Haftorah’s message of 
consolation and the related story recounted in the Gemora are difficult to 
understand. What is the significance of buildings made of valuable jewels, 
and what was the underlying cause of the student’s skepticism? 
In his sefer Iyun Tefillah (pg. 364-5), Rav Shimon Schwab discusses the 
nature of these precious stones, and he explains that each gem is a Jewish 
prayer for Moshiach and the ultimate redemption. Every time that we 
beseech Hashem to rescue us from this bitter exile, our prayer adds to the 
rubies and sapphires of the eventual rebuilding of Yerushalayim. 
Similarly, at the end of Parshas Mishpatim, the Torah records (Shemos 
24:9-10) that Hashem appeared at Mount Sinai with sapphire brickwork 
under His feet. What were these sapphires? The prayers of the Jewish 
people for redemption from Egypt. When Rav Yochanan’s student heard 
this idea, he incredulously wondered how it is possible that our prayers 
possess the ability to rebuild the Beis HaMikdash, and it was for the grave, 
unforgivable offense of questioning the potency of heartfelt Jewish prayers 
that he was deserving of the death penalty. 
On a deeper level, Rav Yisroel Reisman adds that these supposedly 
“precious” stones – rubies, sapphires, and pearls – actually possess no 
inherent worth. Intrinsically, they are all useless rocks. The only reason that 
they are prized and desirable is that we have mentally decided to ascribe 
value to them because many people enjoy wearing them as jewelry. 
The concept of prayer works similarly. Merely uttering words does not 
have the ability to change anything; the power of prayer comes from the 
mental concentration and fervor that we invest in our pleas. Therefore, 
Hashem approaches the storm-tossed and seemingly inconsolable Jewish 
nation and informs them that He will personally console them through 
promises of ruby windows. 
How does this message cheer us up? Is our yearning for Moshiach due to 
our desire for ruby windows? Rav Reisman explains that the consolation is 
the knowledge that every prayer and every sigh that we utter in exile has 
value and ascends to Heaven, where they are transformed into precious 
stones that come together to form the foundation and structure of the 
ultimate rebuilding of Yerushalayim, may it be speedily in our days. 
© 2017 by Ozer Alport. To subscribe, send comments, or sponsor an issue, email oalport@optonline.net 
 

Aish.Com - Rabbi Benjamin Blech 
The Solar Eclipse: A Jewish Message 
The connection between covering our eyes when we recite the Shema and 
when looking at the eclipse. 
The world will soon be witness to one of the most spectacular events in the 
universe. 
On August 21 the sky will suddenly go dark in the middle of the day. The 
temperature will noticeably drop by many degrees in a few short moments. 
Birds will stop chirping and flee back to their nests. And millions of 
Americans will gather under the heavens, from Oregon to South Carolina, 
to view the first total solar eclipse to cross America in many decades. 
It is an awesome spectacle – and throughout history, in many eras and in 
countless cultures, its occurrence was fraught with fear and consternation. 
For those who lacked the scientific knowledge to understand the temporary 
darkness due to the coverage of the sun by the overlapping of the moon, 
superstition bred many myths and fanciful folklore. The very word eclipse 
comes to us by way of old French from the Greek for abandonment or 
forsaking – as if the sudden darkness expressed divine displeasure so severe 
that God chose to temporarily remove the gift of his presence. 
How do Jewish sources view a solar eclipse? 
At the very beginning of the Torah, Jewish biblical commentators find a 
direct allusion to the phenomenon of an eclipse: “And God said, ‘Let there 
be luminaries in the expanse of the heavens … and they shall be for signs 
and for appointed seasons and for days and years’” (Genesis 1:14). What is 
the meaning of “for signs”? The classical commentary of Rashi tells us this 
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refers to the times when the luminaries are eclipsed – and “this is an 
unfavorable omen for the world”! 
Does that mean that we ought to now be very afraid? 
Remarkably, Rashi concludes his commentary with a reference to words 
from the prophet Jeremiah: “… As it is said ‘And from the signs of the 
heaven be not dismayed, etc’ (Jeremiah 10:2) When you perform the will 
of the Holy One, blessed be He, you need not fear retribution.” 
If an eclipse is a prediction of imminent divine punishment, as Rashi 
inferred from the verse, why would Rashi immediately negate that very 
idea with a quote advising us not to be dismayed or fearful of heavenly 
signs? The answer is profound and rooted in the supreme importance Jews 
attach to the concept of free will, the ability of mankind to directly affect 
their destiny by virtue of their self-chosen actions. The concept of Greek 
fate runs counter to Jewish thought; fate can be altered by faith. As the High 
Holy Day formula puts it, “Repentance, prayer, and charity override the 
evil decree.” 
An eclipse may be an omen but it is not a verdict or a final judgment. It is 
a moment in time which serves as a reminder of God’s awesome power and 
goodness. Without the benefit of the sun, its light, its warmth, its power, its 
energy and its role in the solar system, we could not survive for a moment. 
That is why, with infinite wisdom and at preordained times on the calendar, 
God removes us from its rays for the briefest of times so that we might 
reflect on the miracle of its otherwise constant presence which we so readily 
take for granted. It is that which the Torah refers to as “a sign.” 
A sign asks us to take note. It has a message. Fail to heed it and suffer the 
consequences reserved for those who take God’s gifts which make life 
possible for granted. It is not hard to believe that the Creator of the universe 
built signposts predicated on natural law as ongoing reminders for 
mankind. 
The awesome message of an eclipse and its meaning for us has a 
remarkable parallel to a universal Jewish custom. 
It is extremely important, NASA and other experts tell us, that we cover 
our eyes and not look directly at the sun when it happens. Failure to heed 
this counsel could lead to blindness. I cannot help but think of the very 
same admonition to cover our eyes when we recite the Shema. At the 
moment when we contemplate God’s uniqueness and greatness we indicate 
that His splendor is beyond the capacity of our vision; to think we truly see 
His essence with the limited perspective of our eyes is to be blind to the 
reality of His infinite magnificence. 
The eclipse reminds us of a universe so much vaster than our ability to fully 
comprehend. Don't fear it, rather welcome it as a sign, as the Psalmist King 
David reminded us, that “The heavens declare the glory of God, and the 
sky above proclaims his handiwork”(Psalms 19:1). 
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/ci/s/The-Solar-Eclipse-A-Jewish-Message.html Like what you read? As a non-profit organization, Aish.com relies 
on readers like you to enable us to provide meaningful and relevant articles. Join Aish.com and help us continue to give daily inspiration to people like you around the 
world. Make a secure donation at: https://secure.aish.com/secure/pledge.php or mail a check to Aish.com, c/o The Jerusalem Aish HaTorah Fund PO Box 1259 
Lakewood, NJ 08701 Copyright © 1995 - 2017 Aish.com - http://www.aish.com  
 

Rabbi Shlomo Caplan 

Mishulchan Shlomo 
Parshas R’ei – Feel The Kedusha 
Bnai Yisrael were commanded, upon entering Ererz Yisrael, to destroy the 
idols that the Canaanites worshipped and to smash their altars. The Torah 
continues with the following pasuk: “You shall not do this to Hashem your 
G-d” (Devarim 12:4). Rashi quotes the Sifrei: “Would it enter your mind 
that Bnai Yisrael would smash the altars (in the Bais Hamikdosh)? Rather, 
‘Do not copy the deeds of [the Canaanites], for your sins would thereby 
cause the Mikdash [which includes the altar]…to be destroyed.’” 
Rav Moshe Feinstein observes that although Moshe feared that Bnai Israel 
would worship avodah zarah, perform acts of immorality and commit 
murder, which are far more serious aveiros, but he would never suspect 
them of smashing their own altar, the mizbe’ach, or even allowing others 
to destroy it. Rav Moshe explains that as serious as the three cardinal sins 
are, each has a very powerful yeitzer hara that entices people to do it. Even 
idolatry once had a powerful yeitzer hara. The idolatrous Menashe, who 
was a king during the era of the first Bais Hamikdash, appeared in a dream 
to Rav Ashi, the great redactor of the Talmud. Menashe told Rav Ashi that 
had he been alive at that time, he would have picked up his coattails to run 
to worship avodah zara; however the Anshei Kenesses Hagedolah (the 
Great Assembly), many years before Rav Ashi, prayed to have this yeitzer 
hara abolished. 
However, no human being with a sensitivity for holy objects would ever 
dream of smashing the holy Jewish altar. Who would dare throw a Sefer 
Torah or Tefillin on the ground or, G-d forbid, tear them to shreds? 
Therefore Moshe Rabbeinu brought his message home by reminding them 
that their sins could lead to such a horrible violation of the Bais Hamikdosh 
and the mizbe’ach. 

It occurred to me that perhaps we could apply this idea to the way we view 
a shul or Bais Hamedrosh. We should view it as a room that not only has 
Kedusha, but is also filled with Kedusha. It is the abode of all the holy 
Sifrei Torah, all the chumashim and sefarim, and it is a location where all 
our prayers take on greater significance and efficacy. Perhaps this is why 
the Shulchan Aruch (Orach Chaim 124:7) asserts that speaking during the 
repetition of the shemoneh esrei is “a sin too great to bear” since it 
simultaneously violates the Kedusha of the shul and of the shmoneh esrei, 
our most important tefilla. The Mishnah Berurah (ad loc. 27) cites the Kol 
Bo who says, “We have seen many shuls which were destroyed because of 
this sin.” It was as if Hashem was telling us, “If you don’t appreciate the 
Kedusha of this place, what do you need it for?” 
When a Jew who has never stepped into a frum shul during services enters 
one for the first time, he expects to hear nothing but the whisper of the 
prayers and the voice of the Chazzan. How disappointed and disenchanted 
he becomes when he hears almost ceaseless chattering from the “peanut 
gallery.” Perhaps there is an element of Chilul Hashem here too. I 
remember a particular Ba’al Teshuva who had just returned from Aish 
Hatorah. He could not get over all the talking in my shul. (And my shul was 
one of the quieter ones.) 
If we follow this line of reasoning, we can apply this same idea to our fellow 
Yidden. How much Kedusha resides within each precious Jew! Every Yid 
is a “portion” of Hashem – deriving from the breath that Hashem breathed 
in Adam’s nostrils. How dare we insult him or cause him pain! How dare 
we speak lashon hara about him! 
And what about ourselves, shouldn’t we respect and cherish the Kedusha 
that is within us? This would certainly have a significant effect on the way 
we behave. Our respect for Kedusha starts with Hashem and should work 
its way down to everything that reflects His Kedusha. 
 

Rabbi Daniel Freedman - Ohr Somayach 

Orbital Omens 
On Monday August 21, 2017, the contiguous United States will be plunged 
into darkness. No, I’m not a prophet. This is actually a total solar eclipse 
that will cover most of the United States. This eclipse is different from 
many other eclipses that have occurred because it is a total eclipse over a 
region of the world populated by millions of people that hasn’t seen a 
similar eclipse since 1979. For astronomers this is a banal occurrence that 
has very little significance since eclipses come and go in a cycle that was 
known to the ancients as the “Saros” cycle. This cycle predicts accurately 
when the next eclipse will take place. Please note that one should never 
directly look at any solar eclipse for any length of time since this can cause 
irreversible damage to one’s eyes. 
The moon travels around the earth in an almost circular orbit, in an 
imaginary line that traces its path around the earth. The sun is about four 
hundred times larger than the moon, but is also about 400 times further 
away, which creates the effect that the moon’s disc completely covers sun 
during a solar eclipse. The moon’s orbit, however, is not in a direct plane 
with that of the sun. The centers of the moon, earth and sun do not match 
up exactly in a straight line. In other words, the moon varies its orbital plane 
such that it doesn’t always come directly between the sun and the earth. If 
it would, then every new moon would cause a solar eclipse, and, by 
extension, every full moon, a lunar eclipse. Rather, the moon’s plane moves 
up and down, so to speak, relative to the orbital plane of the earth and sun. 
This means that the earth, the moon and the sun come into direct alignment 
only once in every eighteen years or so. When they do they create a solar 
eclipse if the moon comes directly between the sun and the earth, and a 
lunar eclipse when the earth comes directly between the sun and the moon. 
The Gemara in Succah (29a) states that when an eclipse of the sun occurs 
it is a bad omen for the world, and an eclipse of the moon is a bad omen for 
the Jewish People. We know that in 1914 the Austrian Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand was assassinated in Sarejevo on June 28, which portended the 
August 2 invasion of Luxembourg by Germany. This began World War I. 
That date was 10 Av 5674, the Sunday of Tisha B’Av that was pushed 
forward. In that same year on August 21 the European continent 
experienced a total solar eclipse. This was part of a cycle of eclipses (called 
a series) that lasted until 1917. In 1917 World War I ended with the Treaty 
of Versailles. There was a total lunar eclipse on November 7, 1938, over 
Europe and Africa. Just two days later Jewish shops and synagogues around 
Germany were looted and desecrated, and that infamous night would come 
to be known as Kristallnacht. A purview of eclipses during the period of 
World War II also reveals that a total solar eclipse appeared in September 
21, 1941, over Asia and Japan. (Pearl Harbor was attacked by Japan on 
December 7 of that year). It seems that eclipses — specifically total solar 
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or total lunar over regions of the world that are occupied by significant 
populations — do not portend well regarding world or Jewish events. 
While we can’t make any predictions about what exactly will happen as a 
result of the upcoming eclipse on August 21, we can be sure that as the 
Gemara continues: If the Jewish People fulfill the desire of G-d, they will 
have no need to fear omens.” 
In this respect the words of the Prophet Yeshayahu (59:19) take on new 
relevance: So shall they fear the name of G-d from the west, and His glory 
from the rising of the sun. When affliction comes like a flood, the spirit of 
G-d shall drive it forth. And a redeemer shall come to Zion, and to those in 
Jacob who turn from transgression, says G-d. 
© 1995-2017 Ohr Somayach International - All rights reserved. Articles may be distributed to another person intact without prior permission. We also encourage you to 
include this material in other publications, such as synagogue or school newsletters. Hardcopy or electronic. However, we ask that you contact us beforehand for 
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“You shall rejoice before G-d, you, your children… and the Levite in your 
gates for he has no portion or inheritance with you.”(Devarim 12:12) 
When HaShem has brought the Jews into their land, and vanquished their 
enemies, they are commanded to bring sacrifices in the holy site of G-d’s 
choosing, the Bais HaMikdash. One may not bring offerings wherever he 
desires, but rather must come to the designated place of HaShem. 
In bringing these korbanos and rejoicing in HaShem’s salvation and 
bounty, the people are commanded to celebrate completely. Such a 
celebration must include their sons and daughters, servants and maids, and 
the Levite who has no portion in the land. 
It makes sense that the person must include his children, and even his 
servants, as they are an extension of himself. However, why is the Levi 
included? Even if one has an obligation to take care of him, how does it 
belong in the same context as his family? 
The Haamek Davar (Yahrzeit 28 Av) explains that this joy is not simply a 
celebration of a good meal, but rather it must be spiritual, as it says, “before 
HaShem, your G-d.” Further, one might think that the Levi has no 
connection to the blessing of HaShem’s magnanimity so why should he be 
included in the joy of the man and all those touched by his prosperity? 
It is precisely because he has no portion of his own, and you have excess in 
your home to share, so he becomes a partner in your joy. 
What this means to us is that for one to be happy “before HaShem,” in a 
way that is acceptable to HaShem, he must ensure that his own joy is only 
manifest when everyone is taken care of. If someone else doesn’t have, his 
joy isn’t complete. 
Indeed, the Rambam writes that one cannot fulfill the mitzvah of Simchas 
Yom Tov if he has not given charity and made efforts to ensure the poor 
have their needs for the holiday. We are commanded to emulate HaShem 
Who is merciful and clothes the naked, shelters the homeless, and feeds the 
hungry. This Levi was not given a portion specifically to give the other 
celebrants a way to complete their joy by seeing to his needs along with 
their own. 
For this, too, we celebrate and thank G-d for enabling us to see beyond 
ourselves and find joy in making others happy. This is something worth 
celebrating more than any pleasure we could find in purely physical 
satisfaction. 
A wealthy philanthropist came to the Satmar Rav z”l (Yahrzeit 26 Av) with 
a problem. “Many charities have come to depend on me, but my family is 
growing; I have children in kollel and pay tuition for grandchildren. I 
simply can’t meet all of my obligations.” 
The Satmar Rav showed him the posuk in parshas R’eh (16:11), which says 
regarding Yom Tov, ‘You are to rejoice in the presence of HaShem --- you, 
and your son and your daughter, and your male slave and your female 
slave, and the Levite who is in your city, and the proselyte, and the orphan 
and the widow who are among you.’ “You may think this verse tells you 
that you must support all eight people, but that is not true. 
Rashi on this posuk says, ‘Four of Mine and four of yours. If you make My 
four happy (Levi, ger, orphan, widow) I will make your four happy (your 
children and servants.)” 
“R’ Yid,” continued the Satmar Rav, “Keep supporting the schools and 
tzedakos that count on you and HaKadosh Boruch Hu, Himself, will see to 
taking care of your family.” 
Now You Know 

The Parsha begins with the words, “See I give before you, today, blessing 
and curse. 
The blessing: that you shall hearken to the commandments of HaShem your 
G-d that I command you today. 
The curse: if you do not hearken to the commandments of HaShem your G-
d, and you stray from the path that I command you today; to go after other 
gods that you haven’t known.” 
From here, our Sages learn that one who acknowledges Avoda Zara, that 
there could be any other forces in the Universe than G-d, has effectively 
negated belief in any of the Torah. 
What is unusual is that the blessing is “that” you will hearken while the 
curse is “if you will not.” 
We may explain as follows: There are myriad mitzvos and appropriate 
behaviors that a Jew is supposed to follow. A person might feel it is beyond 
him; an impossible task. 
When one tries, however, and succeeds, he will realize the greatness 
imbued in him by G-d. Achieving this lifestyle is the greatest blessing 
because one takes pride and pleasure in his mastery of himself. 
Alas, when one casts off the yoke of mitzvos, and thinks there is another 
way to live, he fails to realize his own potential. This is a terrible curse. 
Thought Of The Week: 
True success is finding satisfaction in giving a little more than you take. 
This week’s issue, and the Torah learned in it, are dedicated by friends as 
a merit for a Refuah Shelaima for Aharon ben Shayna Golda among all the 
ill people of Klal Yisrael. 
Don’t keep all the goodness for yourself. Print, e-mail, and share Migdal Ohr with others. You’ll be glad you did. E-mail ‘Subscribe’ to info@JewishSpeechWriter.com 
E-mail Subscribe to info@JewishSpeechWriter.com ©2017 – J. Gewirtz  
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Torah Attitude 
Parashas Re’eh: To Follow Or Not To Follow Your Heart – Part 2 
August 17, 2017 
Summary 
The Torah makes it sound so easy to observe the commandments, as if they 
are the only thing that our hearts desire. Nowadays, one of our biggest 
challenges is the smartphone. Our lives are a constant struggle between our 
intellectual understanding and our emotional desires and cravings. Often, 
when we ask someone why they did a certain act, they will answer: “I felt 
like it.” My late mother had written to herself: “One does what one has to 
do.” When the mind guides the heart, then it is easy for us to keep the 
commandments and live a life based on Torah values. We do not realize to 
what extent our opinions are formed by the media and other influences we 
are exposed to. Our sages teach that only someone who studies Torah has 
the ability to free himself from the influence of his surroundings and to 
have a mind of his own. We must internalize what we know and take it to 
heart. We praise and thank G’d for our daily needs. We must remember that 
we do mitzvos to fulfill what G’d instructed us, and we must appreciate that 
G’d gave us this opportunity to serve Him. 
Deeper Level 
Last week, we asked whether our hearts help us to serve G’d in the proper 
way, or entice us to go against G’d’s will and serve idols. This week, we 
shall attempt to answer our question on a deeper level 
Sounds Easy To Observe The Commandments 
In Parashas Nitzvavim (Devarim 30:12-14) it says: “For this commandment 
that I instruct you today, it is not hidden from you, and it is not far away … 
Rather, this matter is very close to you, in your mouth and in your heart, to 
perform it.” Asks the Ba’al Ha’Tanya, (the first Rebbe of Lubavitch, Tanya 
Chapter 17), the Torah makes it sound so easy to observe the 
commandments, as if they are the only thing that our hearts desire. In 
reality, says the Ba’al Ha’Tanya, most of us desire and crave pleasures of 
this world, such as a beautiful home, stylish clothing, and a fancy car. 
People like to own a summer home and be able to travel on vacation. It 
does not come natural to us to serve G’d out of fear and love. This is 
something we have to work on. Even the Talmud (Berachos 33b) points out 
that it is not easy to serve G’d in fear. How much more effort do we have 
to exert ourselves to serve Him with love? The Ba’al Ha’Tanya further 
quotes the Midrash Rabba (Bereishis 44:10) that states that only the 
righteous are able to control their hearts with its desires. Whereas, the 
wicked are controlled by their hearts’ desire. 
Smartphone Addiction 
Every generation has it challenges and difficulties. Many people are weak 
and succumb to their challenges and become addicted. Nowadays, one of 
our biggest challenges is the smartphone, with access to anything our heart 
can desire. It further enables us to communicate with whoever we want in 
an instant. So many people have become addicted and are totally controlled 
by their phone. They cannot stop texting and talking. This is a real tragedy 
for it breaks families apart and destroys other relationships. It is not 
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uncommon to see a couple going for a walk, when one or both of them is 
busy on their phone. Similarly, one often sees a young mother taking her 
child out while she is talking on the phone. At weddings, it has become the 
norm to be busy texting when sitting at the table with other guests. Where 
a generation or two ago, one would say that someone is on the phone, 
nowadays it would be appropriate to say that the phone is on him. 
Constant Struggle 
The Rambam writes that our lives are a constant struggle between our mind, 
with its intellectual understanding, and between our emotional desires and 
cravings. Our job, says the Rambam, is to put our intellect in control of our 
heart’s desires. 
“I Felt Like It” 
Often, when we ask someone why he did a certain act, he will answer: “I 
felt like it.” This is very dangerous. The Talmud (Shabbos 105b) teaches: 
“This is the way of the evil inclination. Today he says, do this. Tomorrow, 
he says do that. Until eventually he says, go and serve idols.” If a person 
does what he feels like, it will start with small, even permissible, desires. 
But it is a slippery downhill slope that leads to no good. 
“One Does What One Has To Do” 
After my mother passed away, one of my siblings found a little note in her 
pocketbook, where she had written to herself: “One does what one has to 
do.” This was the way she had seen it by her parents. This was the way she 
lived. And this is what she taught us, her children. I do not think she was 
very different from other people of her generation, but she made a note of 
keeping it up in an ever-changing world, where the old values slowly 
disappeared and disintegrated. 
Mind In Control 
The Tanya explains that G’d created us with an ability to put our mind in 
control, and when the mind guides the heart, then it is easy for us to keep 
the commandments and live a life based on Torah values. This, says the 
Tanya, is the deeper meaning when the Torah says that Torah observance 
is in our hearts. When we let our hearts be guided by our minds, we know 
exactly what to do, and we desire nothing else. 
Influenced By Others 
This is what King Solomon says (Koheles 7;29): “G’d made man straight, 
and they searched and made many calculations.” The Rambam (Law of 
Character Traits 6:1) writes that we have to be very careful who we 
associate with, for human nature is to be 
influenced by our peers and friends. We think we have a mind of our own. 
We do not realize to what extent our opinions are formed by the media and 
other influences we are exposed to. 
Free From Influence 
With this insight, we can understand what it says in Pirkei Avos (6:2): “You 
do not have a free person, but the one who is occupied with the study of 
Torah.” This obviously does not refer to physical freedom. Our sages here 
teach that only someone who studies Torah has the ability to free himself 
from the influence of his surroundings and to have a mind of his own. Such 
a person will also be able to empower his mind to control his heart and its 
desires. This is the person that the Torah instructs to use his heart to serve 
G’d, as it says in the second portion of Shema (Devarim 11:13). However, 
if the mind is not in control of the heart, we must be very careful not to be 
enticed by one’s heart to do what is wrong, as it says in the following verse. 
Bring It To Your Heart 
We still need to understand, if we have to put our mind in control, why do 
we need to involve our heart in the process? Rabbi Israel Salanter explains 
that what we understand intellectually with our mind does not have any 
more impact on our actions than if it would be another person’s knowledge. 
As the Torah instructs (Devarim 4:39): “And you shall know today, and 
you shall bring it to your heart that HASHEM is the G’d in Heaven above 
and on the earth below, there is no one else.” Intellectual study and 
knowledge does not affect us. We must internalize what we know and take 
it to heart. For only then will we be able to overcome the influences of 
society, and live a life based on Torah values. 
Feel Appreciation 
So how do we internalize our intellectual knowledge and take it to heart? 
When we think about how good G’d is to us every day. From when we 
wake up in the morning, and we are able to function, and throughout the 
day we are capable to do our jobs and look after our families. We are 
constant beneficiaries of G’d kindness. We would not be able to lift a 
finger, or utter a word, without G’d’s assistance. When we pray and say 
Berachos, we must think about what we are saying, for this is the time that 
we praise and thank G’d for our daily needs. When we do a mitzvah, we 
must remember that we are doing this to fulfill what G’d instructed us. At 
the same time, we must appreciate that G’d gave us this opportunity to serve 

Him. These are all tools that enable us to put our heart into our observance 
and enjoy living according to the Torah. 
These words were based on notes of Rabbi Avraham Kahn, the Rosh Yeshiva and Founder of Yeshivas Keser Torah in Toronto. Shalom. Michael Deverett P.S. If you 
have any questions or enjoyed reading this e-mail, we would appreciate hearing from you. If you know of others who may be interested in receiving e-mails similar to 
this, please let us know at michael@deverettlaw.com. For previous issues please see http://www.shemayisrael.com/a/kahn/archives/archives.htm.  
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HaMaayan 
Parshas Reeh: You Make The Difference! 
Volume 31, No. 42 
27 Av 5777 August 19, 2017 
Sponsored by Nathan and Rikki Lewin in memory of his father Harav 
Yitzchak ben Harav Aharon Lewin a”h 
Our Parashah opens: “See, I present before you today a blessing and a 
curse.” Rashi z”l explains that the blessing and the curse refer to the 
blessing and the curse that would be given on Har Gerizim and Har Eval, 
respectively, after Bnei Yisrael had entered Eretz Yisrael, as described in 
our Parashah and later in Parashat Ki Tavo. The Torah instructs that six 
tribes stand on Har Gerizim and the other six tribes stand on Har Eval when 
the blessings and the curses are recited. 
R’ Pinchas ben Pilta z”l (rabbi of Wlodowa, Poland; died 1663) asks: Why 
does the opening verse change from singular to plural–“See (singular), I 
present before you (plural) today a blessing and a curse”? Also, why did 
Rashi point out that the blessing and curse referred to here are those 
delivered at Har Gerizim and Har Eval? 
R’ Pinchas explains: The Gemara (Kiddushin 40b) teaches that a person 
should always view the world as exactly half meritorious and half “guilty,” 
such that his next act will determine the fate of the world. How can one 
person have such an impact? Because, R’ Pinchas explains, “Kol Yisrael 
Areivim Zeh B’Zeh” / “All Jews are responsible for one another.” [This is 
why, for example, one person can recite Kiddush for another.] When did 
this inter-relationship come into being? Only, say our Sages, once Bnei 
Yisrael stood at Har Gerizim and Har Eval. 
In this light, R’ Pinchas concludes, our verse can be understood as follows: 
Each of you should see, and take responsibility for, the blessing and the 
curse that I am placing before all of you. When? Rashi answers: Once you 
stand at Har Gerizim and Har Eval. Perhaps, R’ Pinchas adds, the purpose 
of placing six tribes on each mountain was to illustrate the idea that the 
world is half meritorious and half guilty, such that each person can tip the 
balance. (Berit Shalom) 
“Come to the place that Hashem will choose.” (12:26) 
Why does the Torah not identify the site of the Bet Hamikdash? 
R’ Chaim Zaitchik z”l (1906-1989; Rosh Yeshiva of Yeshivat Bet Yosef-
Novardok in Buczacz, Ukraine; later in Israel) offers three reasons: 
1. So that the nations will not fight extra fiercely to hold on to it. 
2. So that whoever is occupying it will not destroy and deface it. 
3. So that the tribes of Bnei Yisrael will not fight over it. 
Also, R’ Zaitchik writes, human nature is to long more for the unknown. If 
we had known all along where the Bet Hamikdash would be, it would have 
become “old news” by the time it was actually built. 
For this reason also, R’ Zaitchik adds, Halachah prohibits building 
structures using the same design as the Temple and making implements (for 
example, a Menorah) using the design of the Temple implements. If we 
were permitted to do that, we would forget what we are missing by not 
having the Bet Hamikdash. (Ohr Chadash: Mo’adim p. 425) 
“Safeguard and listen to all these words that I command you, in order 
that it be well with you and your children after you forever, when you do 
what is good and right in the eyes of Hashem, your Elokim.” (12:28) 
Rashi z”l writes: “‘What is good’ refers to an action that is proper in the 
eyes of Hashem. ‘What is . . . right’ refers to an action that is proper in the 
eyes of men.” 
R’ Pinchas Naftali Schwartz z”l (1828-1885; Khust, Hungary) asks: How 
can Rashi write that “What is right” refers to an action that is proper in the 
eyes of men, when the verse says expressly, “What is good and right in the 
eyes of Hashem”? He explains: 
The Gemara (Chagigah 15b) relates: The sage Rabbah bar Shelah 
encountered Eliyahu Hanavi and asked him what Hashem was doing at that 
moment. Eliyahu answered, “He is repeating teachings in the names of all 
of the sages except for Rabbi Meir.” “Why not Rabbi Meir?” Rabbah bar 
Shelah asked, and Eliyahu responded that it was because Rabbi Meir 
studied Torah under a heretic. “Nevertheless,” Rabbah bar Shelah 
protested, “Rabbi Meir found a pomegranate; he ate the seeds and threw 
away the peel” [i.e., he took the good teachings that the heretic offered and 
disregarded anything inappropriate]. Eliyahu said, “Now Hashem is saying, 
‘Meir, my son, says . . .” 
Commentaries ask: Surely Hashem knew that Rabbi Meir took only good 
from his teacher. Why did He wait for Rabbah bar Shelah to say so? They 
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answer: A person must be “clean” not only in the eyes of Hashem, but also 
in the eyes of men. Otherwise, even Hashem is not pleased with him. 
That, writes R’ Schwartz, is what Rashi is teaching as well. In order to be 
“good and right in the eyes of Hashem” you must not only be proper in the 
eyes of Hashem, but also proper in the eyes of men. (Nefesh Tovah) 
“If there shall be a destitute person among you, any of your brethren in 
any of your cities, in the Land that Hashem, your Elokim, gives you, you 
shall not harden your heart or close your hand against your destitute 
brother. Rather, open! You shall open your hand to him; you shall lend 
him his need, whatever he is lacking . . . Give! You shall give him, and 
let your heart not feel bad when you give him, for in return for this matter, 
Hashem, your Elokim, will bless you in all your deeds and in your every 
undertaking:” (15:7-10) 
R’ Yosef David Sinzheim z”l (1736-1812; Chief Rabbi of France; author 
of the Talmud commentary Yad David) asks: The verses seem to be 
repetitious–“you shall not harden your heart,” “you shall not . . . close your 
hand,” “Open! You shall open your hand,” “Give! You shall give.” Why? 
He explains: When a needy person asks for charity, the first reaction of a 
stingy person is to “harden his heart,” i.e., to refuse to give. If the needy 
person pleads for help, the stingy person’s heart may soften, and he will 
reach into his pocket. But, he will “close his hand” inside his pocket, i.e., 
he will regret his sudden “generosity” and will find it difficult to remove 
the money from his pocket to give the needy person. “You shall not harden 
your heart or close your hand!” says the Torah. To the contrary, “Open! 
You shall open your hand.” Open your hand quickly! 
Do not worry, the Torah adds, that giving repeatedly will harm you. “Give! 
You shall give him, and let your heart not feel bad,” for Hashem will bless 
you, the Torah promises. (Shelal David) 
A Torah Tour of the Holy Land 
Who will build the third Bet Hamikdash? (Continued from two weeks 
ago) 
The Zohar (Pinchas 421a, as explained by the commentary Matok 
Mi’dvash) relates: Rabbi Eliezer once was approached by a wise man of 
the gentiles, who said, “Old man! Old man! I have three questions to ask 
you. 
“First, you say that you will have another Bet Hamikdash. In fact, only two 
were promised to you, while a third one is not mentioned in the Tanach. All 
that were to be built already have been built [i.e., the First and Second 
Temples], and there never will be another! Only two are mentioned in any 
verse; specifically (Chagai 2:9), ‘The glory of this last Temple will be 
greater than that of the first.’ You see that the Second Temple is called ‘the 
last.’ . . . [The other questions were unrelated.] 
“Old man! Old man!” the gentile concluded, “Do not tell me anything, for 
I will not listen to you nor accept what you say.” . . . 
Rabbi Eliezer related: I asked Eliyahu [Hanavi] and he said that the 
assembly discussed these questions and their answers in front of Hashem 
Himself. The answer [to the first question] is as follows: 
When Bnei Yisrael left Egypt, Hashem wanted them to be the equivalent 
on earth of the angels in the Heavens, i.e., like Adam before his sin. Hashem 
wanted to build them a Bet Hamikdash in the Heavens and lower it to earth, 
as it is written (Shmot 15:17), “You will bring them and implant them on 
the mount of Your heritage.” Where? The verse answers: At “the 
foundation of Your dwelling-place that You, Hashem, have made.” There, 
and nowhere else. “The foundation of Your dwelling-place that You, 
Hashem, have made” refers to the first Temple. “The Sanctuary, my 
Master, that Your hands established” refers to the Second Temple. Both of 
them were to be the handiwork of Hashem. 
However, when Bnei Yisrael angered Him in the desert, they died, and 
Hashem took their children into the Land instead. [As a result,] the Temple 
was built by humans; therefore, it could not last. King Shlomo knew this 
and therefore said (Tehilim 127:1), “If Hashem does not build a house, its 
builders toil in vain,” for it has no permanence. 
In the days of Ezra [when the Second Temple was built], the sin of 
intermarriage caused the Temple to be built by human hands. Therefore it 
had no permanence. Until this point, the Temple that Hashem had made 
had never entered this world. 
Regarding the future, it is written, “Hashem builds Yerushalayim.” He and 
no other will build Yerushalayim and the Temple. That is what we are 
waiting for, not for a building built by humans, which has no permanence. 
In the future, the First Temple and Second Temple [that Hashem made but 
never “gave” us] will come down together from the Heavens. (This answers 
the gentile’s question: We are not waiting for a “Third” Temple, but rather 
for the original Temple.) 
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Rabbi Eliakim Koenigsberg 

TorahWeb 
Seeing the Blessing 
"See, I present before you today a blessing and a curse. The blessing - 
if you listen to the mitzvos of Hashem...and the curse - if you do not 
listen" (Devarim 11:26-28.) Why does the possuk begin with the word 
"re'eh - see"? It should have simply said, "I present before you today a 
blessing and a curse." 
The Ohr Hachayim explains that for a person to convince others to 
follow one path and to avoid another, he has to have tried both and seen 
the value of one over the other. Moshe Rabbeinu was trying to convince 
Klal Yisroel that only spiritual pursuits have real value. So he said to 
them, "Re'eh- look at me. I have achieved prominence in the physical 
world. I have power, wealth, and kingship. And I have also tasted 
spiritual ecstasy when I ascended to the heavens to receive the Torah. I 
have experienced the best of both the spiritual and the physical worlds, 
and I tell you there is nothing that compares to the spiritual blessing 
that one receives for observing the mitzvos of the Torah." Moshe 
Rabbeinu was using himself as an example to convince the people to 
choose a life of Torah and mitzvos, and that is why he begins with the 
word re'eh. 
Perhaps there is another reason that the possuk begins with re'eh. 
Sometimes a person can be blessed with physical well-being. He is 
healthy, financially successful and admired by others. And yet he is not 
happy with what he has. Shlomo Hamelech writes, "A lover of money 
will never be satisfied with money" (Koheles 5:9.) Chazal comment, 
"A person does not leave this world with even half of his material 
desires fulfilled; one who has one hundred wants two hundred" 
(Koheles Rabbah 1:32, 3:13.) All too frequently, physical blessing does 
not lead to happiness. That is why the Torah uses the word re'eh, to 
highlight the fact that feeling blessed is often a matter of perspective. 
When one focuses on Torah and mitzvos, on fulfilling the will of 
Hashem, and he accepts that whatever he has in life is a gift and he is 
sameach b'chelko (happy with his portion), that will bring him inner 
satisfaction and contentment. 
This could be the deeper meaning behind the statement of Chazal, "And 
you will eat your bread with satisfaction - he eats a little and it becomes 
blessed inside him" (Toras Kohanim 1:7, cited by Rashi, Bechukosai 
26:5.) Satisfaction is not always a function of the quantity a person eats. 
The Torah promises that if we follow the path of Torah and mitzvos, if 
we do not look for physical pleasures but rather we focus on what is 
truly important in life, then Hashem will make us feel satisfied no 
matter how much we have. Re'eh - see the blessings in your life with 
the proper perspective, and you will appreciate them. 
There is yet a third lesson that the Torah might be hinting to with the 
word re'eh - that the way to acquire an appreciation for the beracha of 
Torah and mitzvos is by exposing oneself to kedusha, by seeing 
spirituality in action. Later in the parsha, the Torah introduces the 
mitzvah of ma'aser sheni, which requires a tenth of one's produce to be 
separated and eaten in Yerushalayim. The possuk explains that the 
purpose of this mitzvah is, "So that you will learn to fear Hashem, your 
G-d, all the days" (13:23.) How does eating ma'aser sheni lead a person 
to yiras shamayim? Tosafos (Bava Basra 21a) quotes the Sifrei which 
explains that when a person comes to Yerushalayim and sees the 
kohanim, leviim and talmidei chachamim around the Beis Hamikdash 
and the whole city involved in spiritual pursuits (kulam oskim 
b'meleches shamayim), it has an effect on him, so that even when he 
returns home, he is inspired to dedicate more time and energy to avodas 
Hashem. 
This comment of Chazal teaches a critical lesson. When a person is 
exposed to kedusha, when he sees others involved in spiritual activities, 
it elevates him. And that perhaps is the idea the Torah is hinting to with 
the word re'eh. Even if intellectually a person appreciates the value of 
Torah and mitzvos, unless he actually exposes himself to experiences 
of kedusha, he will still find it challenging to remain focused on 
spiritual endeavors. The environment of a person can have a powerful 
influence on him. If we look for opportunities to connect to kedusha 
and we associate with people who are involved in avodas Hashem, that 
can inspire us to strengthen our commitment to Torah and mitzvos, 
which in turn will bring us true blessing. 
Copyright © 2017 by TorahWeb.org. All rights reserved. 
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Rabbi Label Lam 

Dvar Torah 
Parshas Reeh 
The Biggest Possible Present 
See I give to you today a blessing and a curse… (Devarim 11:26) 
Of course the simple meaning is that there was a historical episode where 
a visual demonstration was displayed before the eyes of Israel and the 
images of blessing and curse were etched into the psyche of a nation. This 
was scripted as a teachable moment. Not only was it meant as a lesson then 
but it is equally applicable today. We say daily in our prayers, “Ki Hem 
Chayeinu”- “because they are our life” in reference to the words of Torah. 
Every word of Torah is therefore extemporaneous and aimed at us today, 
whenever today is. 
The Sefas Emes writes in his quasi cryptic-poetic fashion, “See I give to 
you today…The explanation is that freedom of choosing is in the hands of 
man to opt for either good or bad. (Quoting his grandfather the Chidushei 
HaRim) “About this we make the blessing daily, ‘who gives the rooster 
(man) the intelligence to discern between night and day.’ The meaning of 
“today” is that man is granted renewed free choice every day. Because after 
Adam sinned free will was removed from the man as our sages stated, “the 
wicked are controlled by their heart”. Even still the Holy One bless is He 
“renews the creation every day constantly” and He gives renewed -fresh 
free choice to man so that he can have the opportunity to express goodness 
again.” 
What does all this mean translated into useful English? The option to 
exercise free will is the greatest gift and the most uniquely Divine quality 
we humans possess. Unfortunately too much of what we do is relegated to 
inertia the forces of habit and our real power of free will is frustrated. 
I observed a wondrous thing by a friend of mine who used to smoke three 
packs of cigarettes a day for almost two decades. One day, for some 
mystical reason, he decided and quit. Since then he never touched a 
cigarette. The next day and forever more he would have to find something 
else to do with his hands and mouth. I wondered how a person can pivot on 
a dime like that and make such a dramatic change. 
I discovered where the Nefesh HaChaim quotes a Zohar explaining that 
accompanying a sincere decision is a holy power pack that gives the 
person the ability begin and drive into action. The volume of energy is 
in proportion to the size of the decision.” When I began to contemplate 
the power of this dynamic I started to appreciate why we make such a 
big deal about weddings. Why is everyone so willing to cross the ocean 
or the George Washington Bridge? What justifies spending so much 
money on such a brief celebration? What is so compelling? 
Simply put it’s not just one person making a decision about one area of 
his life. It is two people making a commitment regarding everything. 
They are choosing to remain bound together forever. At that moment a 
huge fuel tank is granted that will enable them to remain constant and 
loyal for many decades in the face of millions of unforeseen variables: 
The economy, health, the in-laws, society around them, and the roller 
coaster ride called kids, testing “whether that nation or any nation so 
conceived and so dedicated may long endure.” The enormity of the 
energy available at that moment is staggering. People intuitively come 
to bask in the afterglow of that event like the launching of a rocket ship. 
Now even the grandest of weddings is merely a faint echo of an original 
event from 3329 years ago. We cannot fathom the enormous 
superhuman energy that was endowed when the entire Jewish Nation 
declared “in a singular voice saying; ‘everything Hashem says we will 
do!’” (Shemos 24:3) That commitment unleashed and made available 
an enduring force that has allowed us to navigate the gauntlet of 
persecution “till the last syllable of recorded history”. 
Now, “See I give to you today a blessing and a curse”. When we see 
clearly and appreciate the power of a pedestrian decision and that 
today-right now is a fresh opportunity to choose a new direction then 
we can become free immediately. That itself is the blessing. Not seeing 
that is the curse of remaining moored to past non-decisions and 
situations, to be stuck with the old. See I – “ANOCHI HASHEM” that 
we all heard thundering at Mount Sinai is giving you the biggest 
possible present. 
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Rabbi Eli Mansour 
Weekly Perasha Insights 
Parashat Reeh: The Reward for Early Struggles 
The Gemara in Masechet Ta’anit (9a) tells that Rabbi Yohanan once saw a 
schoolchild coming out of school, and asked him which verse he studied 
that day. The child answered by citing a verse from Parashat Re’eh (14:22) 
in which the Torah introduces the obligation to tithe one’s annual produce: 
“Aser Te’aser.” Rabbi Yohanan then asked the child to interpret this phrase, 
and the child answered, “Aser Bishbil She’tit’asher” – “tithe so that you 
become wealthy.” The phrase “Aser Te’aser” alludes to the fact that by 
giving tithes – a Misva which we fulfill nowadays by donating one-tenth of 
our earnings to charity – one earns wealth. 
The Kedushat Siyon (by Rav Bentzion Halberstam of Bobov, 1874-1941) 
offers a deeper insight into this story. He explains that when Rabbi 
Yohanan saw this student, he sensed that the child was struggling, and was 
having difficulty understanding the material being taught. And so after 
hearing that the child learned the verse, “Aser Te’aser,” Rabbi Yohanan 
drew his attention to the interpretation, “Aser Bishbil She’tit’asher,” that 
giving charity eventually brings wealth. When one parts with a portion of 
his hard-earned income, and, despite having his own financial pressures 
and his own bills to pay, donates funds to charity, he at first experiences a 
loss. His balance in the bank drops, and his financial status appears to 
worsen. But with time, perhaps only years later, he will be rewarded for his 
generosity and will be blessed with wealth. Rabbi Yohanan was assuring 
this child that this is true of Torah study, as well. At first, in the early stages 
of a person’s Torah education, he invariably encounters difficulty. He feels 
frustrated and upset, figuring he is wasting his time as he struggles in vain 
to understand the material. But as in the case of charity, the rewards 
eventually come. Although the process of Torah learning begins with 
struggle and hardship, one who invests the effort will eventually find 
himself capable of understanding and internalizing what he learns. 
The Mishna in Avot famously teaches, “Yagati U’masati Ta’amin” – if a 
person says that he toiled in Torah study and was successful, he should be 
believed. This is in contrast to somebody who says that he toiled and did 
not succeed, or that he achieved success without toiling, who must not be 
believed. The only one of these three claims which can be assumed correct 
is “Yagati U’masati” – that one achieved success in Torah learning through 
hard work and diligence. A number of commentators raised the question of 
why the Mishna uses the term “Masati” – literally, “I found” – in reference 
to success in this context. Usually, the root “M.S.A.” denotes something a 
person discovers without effort, like a valuable object which one happens 
to find as he goes about his business. Why is this term used in the context 
of hard work and effort in Torah study? 
The commentators explain that indeed, after the initial struggles, one 
“finds” his success. After one overcomes the initial hurdles and prevails 
over the early struggles of Torah learning, he will reach the point where he 
“finds” success, where he acquires knowledge and understanding easily. 
The experienced student frequently arrives at new insights and absorbs 
knowledge almost by accident, without effort, armed with the skills and 
information he gained over the course of his years of struggle. 
Just as we cannot expect to enjoy wealth and prosperity immediately after 
giving charity, yet we fully trust in the Torah’s promise of reward for 
charitable donations, similarly, we must trust that our struggles and effort 
to understand complex, difficult areas of Torah will eventually yield 
rewards, and today’s hard work will allow us to easily absorb and 
internalize the sacred words of the Torah in the future. 
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Weekly Dvar Torah: Defining Failure 
By Rabbi Morechai Rhine 

Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
“It never happened, and it never will happen” − says the Talmud about Ir 
Hanidachas, the city that went astray. Although there is a mitzvah in the 
Torah of how to deal with an entire Jewish town whose people started to 
worship idols, in practice, it never happened. Which leads one to wonder: 
if the case of Ir Hanidachas never happened and never will, why does the 
Torah feel compelled to mention it? 
An important facet of planning for success is to define failure. Often, we 
pursue many good ideas at once; we divide our energies equally into 
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various endeavors. It may be too late when we discover that we’ve 
succeeded in many areas, but not in the ones most important to us. 
The American Jew hopes for success in a lot of areas − job, home, marriage, 
children, family, friends, and hobbies. We all hope for complete success in 
all endeavors, but it is important to take a moment to define failure as well. 
Ask yourself: “If I succeed in all except for family…” or, “If I succeed in 
all except for my children…” would you feel satisfied? 
Defining failure provides clarity to the way in which we live our lives. The 
great Jewish leader, Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, z”l, was able to write responsa 
without the aid of a library. He simply quoted the sources from memory. 
The Rabbi once explained that what compelled him to continue studying 
Torah was that he didn’t want to be an “ignoramus.” His definition of 
failure was a lack of proficiency in any area of Torah. His definition of 
failure compelled him to greatness. 
Imagine a Jewish community that started to drift in the direction of 
becoming an Ir Hanidachas. Reports would reach neighboring Jewish 
communities that Jewish identity was eroding in this particular city. Things 
were so bad that it was difficult to find a mezuzah in the entire city. 
Certainly the neighboring cities would become alarmed and would respond 
by reaching out to their Jewish brothers and sisters. Mezuzah campaigns 
would be launched; shabbatons would be organized. Soon, the trend away 
from Judaism would be stayed − all because the Torah is very clear in 
teaching that if a city of Jews goes astray it is a national failure. The reason 
Ir Hanidachas never happened is not because it can’t happen − it could. The 
reason Ir Hanidachas never happened is because failure was defined and 
we were put on alert. 
Defining failure applies in a personal sense as well. We all juggle numerous 
priorities during the course of the week. But no effort is too great if it means 
avoiding our self-definition of failure. For some people the, self-definition 
of failure is if their children don’t receive a Torah education. For them it is 
worthwhile to go through any expense to provide for their children’s 
education. For others, shalom bayit is most important. They consider any 
self-discipline to be worth putting forth the effort to maintain harmony in 
the home. 
Even within a definition there can be different applications. To some, 
success in raising children means that a child has to be well mannered; if 
they don’t say “please” and “thank-you,” all has failed. Others will add the 
desire that their children progress scholastically and religiously. If parents 
notice their children embarking on a path that may result in negative 
ramifications, they will take a stand, even if ordinarily they don’t have 
opinionated personalities. When we understand our personal definition of 
failure, we gain confidence to take the necessary steps to avoid it. 
The Torah took the time to define failure in a national sense. We should 
take the time to define failure in our lives as well. Therefore, identify what 
“failure” means to you. Gain the clarity you need to succeed. 
Shabbat Shalom 

The Weekly Sidra - “The Human Soul” 
By Rabbi Moshe Greebel 

Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
In this week’s Sidra we are confronted with a very unusual Mitzvah which 
has several most interesting interpretations: 
“You are the children of HaShem your G-d; you shall not cut yourselves 
(Lo Sisgod’du), nor make any baldness between your eyes for the dead.” 
(D’varim 14:1) 
That is, because the idolatrous people of those times ‘self-lacerated’ for the 
dead, we are prohibited from such activity. Rashi has the following to say 
on this prohibition: 
“Do not make cuts and incisions in your flesh (to mourn) for the dead, in 
the manner that the Amorites do, because you are the children of the 
Omnipresent and it is appropriate for you to be handsome and not to be cut 
or have your hair torn out.” 
The Ramban (Rav Moshe Ben Nachman 1194- 1270) of blessed memory, 
extrapolates further by teaching that the prohibition of Lo Sisgod’du refers 
to the eternity of the human soul. For the corporeal body is nothing but an 
external dressing for the eternal soul. Hence, it is incorrect for a Jew to 
mourn the dead more than necessary by self-laceration. 
Now then, concerning the phrase Lo Sisgod’du, the Gemarah in Y’vamos 
13b has this to say: 
“We learned elsewhere, ‘The M’gillah (of Esther) is read on the eleventh, 
the twelfth, the thirteenth, the fourteenth, or the fifteenth (of Adar), but not 
earlier or later.’ Said Raish Lakish to Rabbi Yochanan, ‘Apply here the text 
of Lo Sisgod’du, you shall not form separate sects…..’” 
That is, the objection of Raish Lakish to all the different dates of reading 
the M’gillah is a play on the words Lo Sisgod’du, where within that 

expression is the noun ‘Agudah,’ which translates into a union of men, or 
a sect. Raish Lakish is saying that not only does Lo Sisgod’du prohibit self-
laceration for the dead, it also prohibits forming different Agudos, each 
representing a different interpretation of the Torah. 
Now, while there are certainly differences of opinions regarding Halacha 
(Torah law) say, among our Rabbanim of blessed memory, they did not 
form separate sects based on these opinions, and were always mindful of 
all Yisroel’s eternal souls bound together as one. 
But, what could these two prohibitions of self-laceration for the dead and 
not forming Agudos have in common that they share the same expression 
of Lo Sisgod’du? For an answer to this query, we turn to the celebrated 
Admur (Chassidic master) the author of the Avnei Nezer (Rav Avraham 
Bornsztain, the Sochatchover Rebbe 1838- 1910) of blessed memory who 
regales us with the following. 
In the Gemarah of B’rachos 6a we find: 
“….. HaKadosh Baruch Hu said to Yisroel, ‘You have made Me a unique 
entity in the world, and I shall make you a unique entity in the world…..’” 
Concerning the eternal souls of Yisroel, taught the Rebbe, they are all one 
unique entity, joined together in one source. And, the disagreements, 
arguments, and conflicts between factions in Yisroel represent only the 
physical or corporeal perspective, which inclines towards the opinions and 
attitudes of those involved. Such disagreements however, do not at all 
represent the eternal souls of all Yisroel, which remain a ‘unique entity in 
the world.’ 
This is, continued the Rebbe, as The Passuk states, “Do not make cuts,” or, 
it is incorrect to mourn the departed more than necessary, for the eternal 
soul is what is important, not the physical shell. And, concerning this 
physical shell, it is incorrect to form schisms which would create different 
sects of Torah interpretation, for all Yisroel’s eternal souls are tied together 
at one source, a ‘unique entity in the world.’ So conclude the words of the 
Sochatchover. 
Now, when it comes to the prohibition of making oneself bald for the dead, 
the Torah seems to centralize this baldness ‘between your eyes for the 
dead.’ Based on the eternity of the soul, the text Divrei Shaul (Rav Yosef 
Shaul Ben Aryei Leibush Nathanson 1808- 1875 of blessed memory) 
comments on this baldness between the eyes, beginning with the following 
Mishna from Avos 4-16: 
“Rabbi Ya’akov said, ‘This world is like unto a vestibule (a chamber or 
channel communicating with or opening into another) before Olam 
HaBa’ah (the world to come). Prepare yourself in the vestibule so that you 
may enter the banquet hall.’” 
That is, human life, which is relatively short lived, is but a brief passageway 
into the eternal banquet hall for those who faithfully kept the Torah. In 
Olam HaBa’ah then, a new and more meaningful life begins for those who 
merit it. 
We however, instructs the Divrei Shaul, who have ‘short sightedness’ view 
the dead as truly being deceased, no more sentient and perceptive. That is 
why the Passuk stresses, “You shall not cut yourselves (Lo Sisgod’du), nor 
make any baldness between your eyes,” to teach that only among the eyes 
of humanity may the deceased be thought of as insentient and imperceptive. 
Yet, it is essential that we realize that in truth, the eternal soul lives in Olam 
HaBa’ah. 
May we soon see the G’ulah Sh’laimah in its complete resplendence- 
speedily, and in our times. Good Shabbos. 
In addition to being a M’chaneich, Rabbi Greebel is the part time Rav of Congregation Children of Israel of 
Youngstown, Ohio, and delivers a Gemarah Shiur via Skype. He can be contacted at weeklysidra@yahoo.com 
or at belmar.rabbi@yahoo.com 

Ir HaNidachas - The Wayward City 
By Rabbi Eitan Allen 

Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
In Parshat Re’eh, the Torah relates an upsetting and sobering mitzvah that 
can happen when Klal Yisrael dwell in Eretz Yisrael. If it becomes known 
that Jewish people in a certain city have turned away from HaShem, the 
Sanhedrin dispatches messengers to investigate. If it is found that a 
majority in the city have turned to Avodah Zara (idol worship), the city is 
declared a wayward city or Ir HaNidachas, and the Torah commands that 
the city be completely destroyed, with all its inhabitants killed and its 
material possessions burned in the street. The Torah further rules that this 
city may never be rebuilt, and its ruins be a reminder of the gravity of 
abandoning HaShem for idol worship. 
It is difficult to imagine the terrible burden of being commanded to destroy 
an entire Jewish city. While the pain of many decimated and lost Jewish 
communities is still felt, fulfilling this mitzvah is hard to contemplate. The 
Gemara in Sanhedrin deals with the halachot of identifying an Ir 
HaNidachas and how to carry out its destruction. Both the Gemara 
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(Sanhedrin 71A) and the Tosefta (ch 14) cite the opinion that, although the 
Torah instructs what to do in the case of an Ir HaNidachas, in actuality it 
never occurred, nor will it ever occur. The Gemara then poses the obvious 
question: if this mitzvah was never performed, why does HaShem 
command it? The answer given is “Drosh V’Kabel Sichar” – to delve into 
learning it and earn reward. If we follow the position of the Gemara and 
Tosefta, let us examine some of the finer points relating to this mitzvah and 
earn reward. 
The Mishnah in the beginning of Sanhedrin relates that the judgment of an 
Ir HaNidachas can only be ruled by the Beit Din of the Sanhedrin HaGadol. 
Although, this city may be situated within any of the 12 Shevatim (tribes), 
only the greatest and wisest Beit Din may decide its fate. The Rambam 
notes that, after thorough investigation, the Beit Din sends out two Talmidei 
Chachamim (wise men) to warn the city’s inhabitants and persuade them 
to correct their ways. What a powerful contrast this is. On the one hand, 
this city-wide persuasion to idol worship is so severe that only the greatest 
and largest Beit Din is able to handle the situation. On the other hand, only 
two scholars are sent to help turn the inhabitants toward the path of 
repentance. Here we see the great power of kiruv (outreach), and the 
teachings of HaShem’s Torah. It takes just two people to turn around an 
entire city whose citizens have abandoned belief in the Torah and its ways. 
Our Parsha tells us that the possessions of the entire city must be gathered 
and put into the street where they must be burned. It appears the Torah is 
discussing the scenario of a city with only one street. But Rabbi Akiva and 
Rabbi Yishmael argue that one should do it even when there is no city 
street. Rabbi Yishmael concludes such a city cannot become an Ir 
HaNidachas. Consequently all the inhabitants are judged individually for 
their sins. Rabbi Akiva says if there is no street, the Beit Din should build 
them a street and they are then subjected to the judgment of the Wayward 
City. Rabbi Yechiel Michel Stern draws a parallel between the street of the 
Ir HaNidachas and the street used during public fast days, as discussed in 
the Mishnah in Taanis (15a). Just as the community assembles in the street 
to pray for rain during a fast day, so too, the spoils of the Wayward City 
are gathered in the street to be burned. We learn another powerful lesson 
from this. One cannot simply ignore the environment in which he lives. Just 
as a person’s individual prayers are answered when combined with the 
community’s fasting and prayers, so it is with the actions of the people in 
the Ir HaNidachas. If this city deserts HaShem en mass, it is due to a failing, 
not only individually, but as a community. Therefore, the possessions must 
be brought into the city street, as if to say these possessions could have been 
used and shared among the community for the purpose of doing good 
things. But alas, they were not, and the community has left HaShem, so 
must suffer this difficult fate. 
Regarding the city’s fate, Rabbi Akiva – who taught that we must first build 
a street before declaring an Ir HaNidachas – presents yet another machloket 
(dispute) in the Tosefta. Rabbi Akiva disagrees with Rabbi Eliezer, based 
on his interpretation of the Pesukim in our Parsha, and states that, although 
the entire city and its possessions must be burned to the ground and all its 
inhabitants killed, the children should be spared. Yes, this entire city has 
abandoned HaShem, but the Torah says: “and He will give you mercy and 
be merciful to you” (13:18). This verse teaches us that, even though we 
destroy the city, we spare the children. How interesting to note that Rabbi 
Akiva is the one who taught us this p’shat (literal meaning). Rabbi Akiva – 
himself not learned or religious when young, but eventually becoming one 
of our greatest scholars – understood that although these children may have 
embraced Avodah Zara, they are not beyond hope. Yes, their entire town is 
destroyed, but the strength of the Jewish community and the teachings of 
the Torah have the power to bring them back as they grow into adulthood. 
As we have learned, the Gemara states that the conditions needed to create 
an Ir HaNidachas never occurred and never will. The Gemara tells us this 
mitzvah is given only for us to delve into and merit reward for our learning. 
The Gemara continues to explain why the Ir HaNidachas can never be. 
Rabbi Eliezer teaches that any city with one mezuzah may not become an 
Ir HaNidachas, because a mezuzah contains HaShem’s name and may not 
be destroyed. Perhaps this final lesson is the most compelling. It might be 
true that an entire city has abandoned HaShem, His Torah and its ways by 
placing their trust in Avodah Zara, but they will never reach such a low 
point that their city is declared an Ir HaNidachas. Rabbi Eliezer states the 
reason this will never happen is that, somewhere in the city, a mezuzah will 
be found. No matter how far away and misguided its beliefs may have 
become, some vestige of Yiddishkeit will remain. It simply cannot be that 
there is a Jewish city in Eretz Yisrael without one mezuzah, and that 
mezuzah will save this city from destruction. What we often refer to as the 
Pinteleh Yid – the spark of Judaism – will still be there. 

May we all merit to delve into this Parsha through the lessons it teaches and 
bring us and our fellow Jewish brothers and sisters closer to Avinu 
Shebashamayim – Our Father in Heaven. Shabbat Shalom. 
Heavenly Arithmetic: 1 Mitzvah = 2 Mitzvahs; 1 

Aveirah = 2 Aveirahs 
By Rabbi Dovid Sochet 

Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
This parsha opens with Moshe Rabbeinu telling the Bnei Yisroel, "Behold 
I place before you a choice." Everything is about choice. Hashem created 
and placed us on this world with the ability to make decisions. 
Nevertheless, free choice is not the objective of creation; it is merely the 
means to an eschatological purpose. The universe was created to be a 
conduit for the World-to-Come, the afterlife, which is the true eternal 
world. As Chazal teach us העולם בפני לפרוזדור דומה הזה העולם ,אמר יעקב רבי  

לוטרקלין שתכנס כדי ,בפרוזדור עצמך התקן ,הבא  - Rabbi Yaakov would say: This 
world is comparable to the antechamber before the World to Come. Prepare 
yourself in the antechamber, so that you may enter the banquet hall. 
The Gemarah offers that when a person performs a mitzvah an angel is 
created through this righteous deed. After a person’s demise that angel 
precedes his soul to the celestial arena and comes before the Heavenly 
Court to speak good on his behalf, as the pasuk states צדקך לפניך והלך  – "and 
your righteous deeds will precede you." In regard to one who, heaven 
forbid, transgresses and submits himself to sin, the prosecuting angel 
created by the sin envelopes him and appears with him on the Day of 
Judgment to bear witness to his sinful acts, as the pasuk says ארחות ילפתו  

ויאבדו בתהו יעלו דרכם  – "They are enveloped by their own courses, they enter 
the wasteland and are lost.” 
Note the difference between the prosecuting angel and the defending angel: 
The angel of defense actually precedes him to the world to come, as the 
Maharsha explains this angel is fully confident that the person will follow, 
and as such can actually lead the way. On the other hand, the prosecuting 
angel cannot go first, for the person’s soul will not follow out of fear and it 
has to be dragged to Judgment. 
The Orach L’chaim explains the words of the Mishnah ושכר מצוה מצוה שכר  

עבירה עבירה  - "the reward for meritorious deeds is a mitzvah, and the 
punishment for lamentable actions is a wicked accomplishment." We know 
that one of the Tenets of the Jewish faith is the belief that Hashem rewards 
those who heed His word and reprimands those who violate his 
commandments. This is (superficially) in some way akin to a system of 
checks and balances that Hashem has placed in the world. Hashem is 
infinitely good, the epitome of all kindness, (as Dovid Hamelech (King 
David) says מעשיו כל על ורחמיו לכל 'ה טוב  - Hashem is good to all, and He has 
mercy on all His creatures,) and wants his creations to be virtuous. 
Therefore, when a person fulfills Hashem’s will, and is now worthy of 
Hashem’s reward, Hashem Himself is delighted that He can bestow reward 
to this person. This act of providing a reason for Hashem to "feel" [if one 
could presume to utilize such an anthropomorphic term] like a proud father 
is in itself a mitzvah. This is what is meant by "s’char mitzvah", being the 
righteous recipient of Hashem’s bounty, is in itself another mitzvah. 
Unfortunately the reverse is also true. When a person sins and Hashem must 
punish him or even if he is merely unsuitable for a reward, it causes anguish 
to the Heavenly Presence to have to chastise his creations. Causing Hashem 
to mete out punishment is in itself another sin, hence "s’char aveirah” 
(retribution for evil deeds) is in itself another aveirah. 
The above may alternatively suggest that the difference in the Gemarah's 
wording regarding the conduct of the two angels, the defending angel and 
the accusing angel, is not only based on attitude of the soul that is to be 
judged. Rather, even concerning the angels, the defending angel is so glad 
to be on his way to bring joy to Hashem that in his eagerness he even 
precedes the defendant on the way to be judged. The prosecuting angel does 
not have this delight and therefore he must also be dragged together with 
the defendant for they both now realize the great anguish they have caused 
the King of all Kings. This angel does not want to be a part of another sin 
namely causing Hashem to punish this individual. 
This is denoted too, by the pasuk וקללה ברכה היום לפניכם נתן אנכי אה ר  , - "See, 
I present before you today a blessing and a curse." This is Moshe telling us 
that there are mitzvos and aveiros/sins. Hashem says I place them before 
you; you have free will to choose which path to follow. You will however, 
be rewarded if you follow my path and punished if not. This is alluded to 
by the words "blessing and curse" instead of stating, "I present before you 
mitzvos and aveiros." 
The pasuk now continues יאנכ אשר אלוקיכם 'ה מצות אל תשמעו אשר הברכה את  

ה מצות אל תשמעו לא אם והקללה ,היום אתכם מצוה ', - "The blessing: that you 
(asher) listen to the commandments of Hashem that I command you today; 
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and the curse: if you do not listen to the commandments of Hashem. 
Although this seems to be a balanced proposition it does however include 
an anomaly that is evident only in the Hebrew language - the word for 
“that,” which follows the words “A blessing” is "asher" whereas the word 
following the words “A curse” is "im", meaning "if". What should we make 
of these differing clauses? 
The word asher is actually from the same root as s’char, reward, as the 
pasuk tells us בנות אשרוני כי  - for woman have deemed me fortunate [or, 
Ashrei Yoishvei Vaysecha - privileged are those who dwell in Your house]. 
The pasuk is hinting to us that by actually heeding Hashem’s word we will 
not only bring about blessing on ourselves, but also are being worthy of 
Hashem’s reward and enabling Hashem to shower us with his blessing. So 
too, with the curse. By not following Hashem’s course one brings upon 
himself a curse – punishment- twofold; for the actual not doing Hashem’s 
will, and for causing Hashem to have to punish him. 
Please feel free to forward this Torah thought to anyone you feel will take pleasure in reading it. Feel free to 
contact me at Rabbisochet@gmail.com for any questions and comments. Good Shabbos. 

Shining Like a Son 
By Rabbi Abraham Bukspan 

Associate Member, Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
אלקיכם 'לה אתם בנים  You are children of Hashem, your G-d (Devarim14:1). 

In Parshas Re’eh, we are called children of Hashem. However, in parshas 
Behar, the pasuk says, “Ki li Vnei Yisrael avadim — For the Children of 
Israel are servants to Me” (Vayikra 25:55). 
The Gemara (Bava Basra 10a) reconciles these two verses. Hashem is 
saying to Bnei Yisrael, “When you do My will, you are called children. But 
when you do not do My will, then you are called slaves.” 
According to Rav Baruch Epstein in Tosefes Berachah, an argument can be 
made that the opposite is true. A son will always be considered a son even 
if he rebels against his father, for such a relationship can never be revoked. 
A slave, however, only deserves that name when performing the will of his 
master. If he doesn’t do what the master wants, what kind of a slave is he? 
In order to settle this conflict, Rav Epstein gives an example. A man is only 
obligated to put tzitzit on a garment that has four corners. If a person 
doesn’t own a four-cornered garment, he does not have to make himself a 
garment with four corners in order to obligate himself to do the mitzvah. If 
a person goes out of his way to make a four-cornered garment in order to 
be obligated in tzitzit, such a person is called one who fulfills the will of 
Hashem — because Hashem’s will is that we should do mitzvos. 
This person is like a son who tries to do the will of his father even when he 
doesn’t have to. He wants to further the relationship and therefore goes 
above and beyond the call of duty. A person who doesn’t go out of his way 
to acquire a four-cornered garment is called a slave. A slave only does what 
he has to do. If his master tells him to perform a task, he will do it, but he 
has no interest in making more of an effort just because he knows his master 
would be pleased. 
The Gemara is describing our loyalty to Hashem even when a loophole 
does exist, when we can get away without having to do the mitzvah. We 
must constantly ask ourselves: When a mitzvah does not have to be done, 
when we could be excused, do we still find a way to do it, because it is 
retzono shel Makom, the will of Hashem? Or do we take the easy way out 
and make use of a halachic excuse? Are we acting like a loving son who 
only wants to please, or like a put-upon slave who does what he has to do 
but is not willing to do any more than he must? 
Rav Epstein goes on to say that this is akin to the Gemara (Brachos 
35b) which distinguishes between the earlier generations and the later 
ones. “Observe the difference between the earlier and the later 
generations. The earlier generations used to bring in their produce by 
way of the kitchen-garden, in order to make it liable to tithe, whereas 
the later generations bring in their produce by way of roofs or 
courtyards or enclosures, in order to make it exempt from tithe. For 
Rabbi Yannai said: ‘Untithed produce is not subject to tithing until it 
has come within sight of the house.’ 
Much like with the mitzvah of tzitzit, there is a loophole that would 
exempt a person from the obligation of maaser, tithing. A person 
looking to do as little as possible can halachically circumvent these 
laws; but his omission speaks volumes. He is a son, but he acts like a 
slave. 
A person looking to grow in his relationship with Hashem, who wants 
to be a good and loyal son, will not look for loopholes. He will do what 
Hashem wants, even when it is not mandated by Halacha. Good 
Shabbos. 
NCYI Divrei Torah Bulletin - a Project of the Young Israel Council of Rabbis 
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Shabbat Shalom 
Re'eh 5777 
GOOD MORNING! Rosh Chodesh Elul, the beginning of the Hebrew 
month of Elul will be August 22nd and 23rd. This means that there is one 
month and counting to Rosh Hashanah (Wednesday evening, September 
20th). Many people might ask, "So, what?" or might think, "Thanks for the 
reminder to buy a brisket!" However, the answer to "So, what?" is that we 
have one month to prepare for Rosh Hashanah ... and Yom Kippur. 
Why would one want to prepare for Rosh Hashanah? Rosh Hashanah is the 
Day of Judgment when the Almighty decides "Life or death, sickness or 
health, poverty or wealth." Does it make sense to prepare for a day of 
judgment? You bet! However, for many it has the same emotional impact 
as their cardiologist telling them that they need to lose weight to avoid heart 
attacks and strokes ... a wonderful idea between meals! 
There is a tremendous benefit to living in Miami Beach. It's a hurricane 
zone. Around May you get the annual predictions -- 7 to 12 tropical storms, 
3 to 6 hurricanes, 0 to 2 major hurricanes. They actually have ways of 
measuring, correlating and predicting the number and size of storms. At the 
beginning of the season we start buying bottled water and batteries to 
prepare. We put a new battery in the weather radio which broadcasts the 
position and strength of the storms. We even have a chart where we mark 
off the present location of storms out there in the Caribbean. 
Why is living in a hurricane zone a benefit? It teaches you a very important 
lesson: Be real with life! Usually, the weather bureau (N.O.A.A. -- National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) gives a week's heads up. You 
know that in 7 days a Force 3 or 4 or 5 hurricane will hit. You generally 
know for sure whether it will hit land, you just don't know whether for sure 
it will hit YOU until perhaps a day or a few hours before landfall. 
What happens during that week? The hardware store sells out all of its 
plywood (used for covering windows) and batteries. They have to make 
special shipments from neighboring states! The grocery stores shelves are 
cleared out or seriously diminished of canned goods and water. People are 
scrambling to buy generators to provide electricity needed to keep the lights 
on, fans going and the refrigerator and freezer working. There is a mad dash 
for last minute preparations because the STORM IS COMING! 
What's the difference between a hurricane and Rosh Hashanah? The 
hurricane MAY hit your area; Rosh Hashanah DEFINITELY will touch 
you! 
So, if one believes in a God who has set a standard for behavior and 
observance in the Torah and who will judge us, does it make sense to make 
some preparations? It would be reasonable to think so. 
How can one prepare for the Day of Judgment? Here are: 
10 Things You Can Do To Prepare For Rosh Hashanah 
1. Take a spiritual accounting. Each day take at least 5 minutes to review 
your last year -- a) your behavior with family, friends, associates and people 
you've interacted with b) your level of mitzvah observance. 
2. Attend a class or classes at a synagogue, Aish center, a yeshiva on how 
to prepare. Read articles on aish.com and listen to world-class speakers on 
aishaudio.com. 
3. Study the Machzor (Rosh Hashanah prayer book) to know the order of 
the service and the meaning of the words and prayers. You can buy a copy 
of the The Rosh Hashanah/Yom Kippur Survival Kit, by Rabbi Shimon 
Apisdorf (possibly available at your local Jewish bookstore or at 
Amazon.com). 
4. Make sure that you have given enough tzedakah (charity) and have paid 
your pledges (One is supposed to give 10% of his net income). It says in 
the Machzor that three things break an evil decree -- Teshuva (repentance), 
Tefilla (prayer) and Tzedakah (charity). Why not maximize your chance 
for a good decree? 
5. Think of (at least) one person you have wronged or feel badly towards 
-- and correct the situation. 
6. Make a list of your goals for yourself and your family -- what you want 
to work towards and pray for. 
7. Limit your pleasures -- the amount of television, movies, music, food -
- do something different so that you take this preparation time seriously. 
8. Do an extra act of kindness -- who needs your help? To whom can you 
make a difference? 
9. Read a book on character development -- anything written by Rabbi 
Zelig Pliskin would be great! 
10. Ask a friend to tell you what you need to improve. A real friend will 
tell you ... but in a nice way! 
Torah Portion Of The Week: Re'eh 
This week is a jam-packed portion. It begins with a choice: "I set before 
you a blessing and a curse. The blessing: if you obey the commandments 
of God...; the curse if you do not ... and you follow other gods." 
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The portion continues with rules and laws for the land of Israel primarily 
oriented towards staying away from idol worship and the other religions in 
the land. In verses 13:1-12 you will find the section that caused a 
missionary's face to blanch and silenced him from continuing to proselytize 
a renowned rabbi. 
One of the indications of the existence and necessity of the Oral Torah -- 
an explanation and clarification (later redacted as the Talmud) of the 
written Torah (The Five Books of Moses) -- comes from verse 12:21 "You 
will slaughter animals ... according to the manner I (God) have prescribed." 
Nowhere in the Torah are we instructed in the manner of shechita, ritual 
slaughter. One might conclude that there was a very sloppy editor. Or -- 
one might conclude that there are additional teachings (the Oral 
Law/Talmud) clarifying and amplifying the written Word. 
The source of the Chosen People concept is brought this week: "You are a 
nation consecrated to God your Lord. God has chosen you from all nations 
on the face of the earth to be His own special nation ... (Deut. 14:1-2)." We 
are chosen for responsibility, not privilege --to act morally and to be a "light 
unto the nations." 
The portion then gives instructions regarding: permitted and forbidden 
foods, the Second Tithe, remissions of loans every 7 years, treatment of 
those in need (to be warm-hearted and open-handed), a Jewish bondsman, 
the three pilgrimage festivals (Passover, Shavuot, Sukkot). 
Dvar Torah 
based on Growth Through Torah by Rabbi Zelig Pliskin 
The Torah uses some mighty strong language this week that really needs 
some understanding: 
"See I am placing before you this day a blessing and a curse. The blessing, 
if you will listen to the commandments of the Almighty which I am 
commanding you this day. And the curse, if you do not listen to the 
Almighty's commandments." 
On top of this, the Sforno, a renowned 15th century Italian commentator, 
adds "There is no middle way. If a person follows the Torah, his life will 
be a blessed life. If a person fails to live by the commandments, he will live 
a cursed life." 
This seems to be a rather extreme statement. However, if we understand 
that life is either purposeful and meaningful or not, then we can understand 
that a life of meaning is a blessed life. And a life without meaning is a life 
devoid of satisfaction and imbued with a sense that nothing makes a 
difference when life is over anyway (and what could be a greater curse than 
that?). 
Understanding that there is a God Who created the world, sustains it and 
supervises it -- gives life intrinsic meaning. One can always create a sense 
of meaning in a diversion -- acquiring wealth, following baseball or even 
in something as noble as helping others. However, unless there is a God 
and there are absolute responsibilities and values, then there is no inherent 
meaning to life. It gnaws at one's psyche. 
A person needs to have purpose in life, to know that life is meaningful. To 
be aware of the Creator and to fulfill His will enables a person to experience 
the greatest of blessings in this world. Each day will be an exciting 
adventure full of the joy of doing the Almighty's will. The choice is yours 
to make. Choose life! 
Quote of the Week 
A good Jew is one who is trying to become a better Jew 
In Loving Memory of Miriam bat Avraham Mendelow, Jonas & Judy Mimoun 
In Memory of My Father Norman Shadowitz, Nissen ben Mordechai Leib. Mitchell 
Shadowitz 
This article can also be read at: http://www.aish.com/tp/ss/ssw/440154343.html Like what you read? As a non-profit organization, Aish.com relies on readers like you 
to enable us to provide meaningful and relevant articles. Join Aish.com and help us continue to give daily inspiration to people like you around the world. Make a secure 
donation at: https://secure.aish.com/secure/pledge.php or mail a check to Aish.com, c/o The Jerusalem Aish HaTorah Fund PO Box 1259 Lakewood, NJ 08701 Copyright 
© 1995 - 2017 Aish.com - http://www.aish.com  
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Weekly Chizuk 
Re’eh - The Miracle Worker 
“If there will arise among you a prophet, or a dreamer of a dream, and he 
gives you a sign or a wonder, and the sign or the wonder of which he spoke 
to you happens, [and he] says, "Let us go after other gods which you have 
not known, and let us worship them," you shall not heed the words of that 
prophet, or that dreamer of a dream; for the Lord, your G-d, is testing you, 
to know whether you really love the Lord, your G-d, with all your heart and 
with all your soul. You shall follow the Lord, your G-d, fear Him, keep His 
commandments, heed His voice, worship Him, and cleave to Him.” 
(Devorim 13:2-5). 
From “Chofetz Chaim on the Torah” 
This is an incredible scene. Let’s go back to the time when there were 
prophets in Klal Yisroel. These prophets were exceptionally holy people 
who went around giving mussar to the masses. They were renowned 
darshanim. Suddenly, one of them started preaching that all the Jews should 
worship idols. What’s happening? He has a superlative reputation as a very 

holy man. He’s one of the gedolei hador. Everyone respects him and hang 
on to every word he says. He announces that G-d spoke to him, and that G-
d has commanded the entire Jewish nation to start this new practice – there 
has to be a change in our religion. 
Klal Yisroel is now in a quandary. What do we do? He’s one of the gedolei 
hador. But we’ve never heard him speak like this before. This is heresy. 
But he’s always been right. 
Then he starts performing miracles to support his new sermon. He makes 
accurate predictions that come true. Wonders of wonders. How can this guy 
be wrong? 
The possuk states explicitly, don’t listen to him. He’s a false prophet, a navi 
sheker. Our job is to remain faithful to Judaism – pure, unadulterated 
Yiddishkeit. 
The question here is obvious. The possuk seems to be telling us that in fact 
he’s really experiencing prophecy. Heaven is revealing to him that 
everyone should abandon their faith. He’s able to prove it by performing 
miracles. Why is Hashem letting him get away with this? Why is Hashem 
giving him the power to be a miracle worker and convince people to 
become heretics? 
Rashi explains, “for the Lord, your G-d, is testing you […whether you 
really love the Lord your G-d]" (verse 4) – [Sifrei; San. 90a]. 
There will come a time when Hakadosh Baruch Hu wants to test Klal 
Yisroel. He wants to see if we are really totally devoted to Hashem and the 
Torah. Apikorsim and other rebels will suddenly obtain the power to 
perform wondrous and momentous miracles. They will enjoy exceptional 
success in their worldly and material goals. 
When will this nisayon occur? We are witnessing it right now. We know 
from the Tanach that before the Moshiach comes, Hashem will put Klal 
Yisroel through extraordinary ordeals. “And I will refine them as one 
refines silver, and I will test them as one tests gold” (Zechariah 13:9). 
Before Moshiach comes Klal Yisroel will be assessed to see what kind of 
Jews we are. He will measure us to see if we will remain truly faithful to 
Hashem and His Torah. This is obvious from the end of the possuk, “He 
(the faithful Jew) shall call in My name, and I will respond to him. I said, 
‘He is My people’; and he shall say, "The Lord is my G-d." 
What will be the nature of this ordeal? Hashem will take those Jews who 
have abandoned Yiddishkeit and elevate them to high-ranking positions. 
They will have uncanny success. It will be very discouraging for the Torah 
observant Jews. Seeing these scoundrels so successful and powerful will be 
a very difficult scene to ignore. They will be very convincing and 
influential. Many of the masses will be swayed to their way of thinking. 
We must remember that this is really to test us if we will maintain our faith 
and serve Hashem with a full heart, in spite of the extraordinary success of 
our enemies and ridiculers. If we maintain our faith, Hashem will love us 
and save us from our enemies, while regarding the evil-doers He will carry 
out the possuk, “and destroy the evil from within you.” 
The last Navi Malachi said, “And now we praise the bold transgressors. 
Yea, those who work wickedness are built up. Yea, they tempt G-d, and 
they have, nevertheless, escaped. Then the G-d-fearing men spoke to one 
another, and the Lord hearkened and heard it” (3:15,16). At that time of 
such religious turmoil those who fear G-d and value His Name must gather 
together to speak among themselves and encourage each other that what 
they are witnessing is merely a test. They shouldn’t complain about the 
achievements of the reshoim. If only we stand firm, then He will save us 
and the geula is very soon. 
These prophecies are especially relevant today when we see the success of 
the reshoim in their schemes to destroy the entire Jewish world. In spite of 
everything, we cannot give up or let our spirits fall within us. Hashem is 
testing us if we will remain true to the covenant and if we will love him 
with all our heart. 
The Maasai Lamelech remarks that at a gathering of Rabbonim and Roshei 
Yeshiva in Vilna to strengthen Yiddishkeit and Torah institutions, one of 
the Rabbonim opened his remarks with the possuk, “Then the G-d-fearing 
men spoke to one another…” He interpreted it as meaning that we have an 
obligation to gather together and make plans to strengthen Yiddishkeit. 
When the Chofetz Chaim started his drasha, he mentioned, as an aside, 
what this Rav had said. The Chofetz Chaim pointed out that the possuk 
starts with the words, “Then they spoke together…” This implies that this 
isn’t the beginning of the issue. Rather it is the result of what came earlier. 
Earlier the Navi stated, “Still harder did your words strike Me… You have 
said, ‘It is futile to serve G-d, and what profit do we get for keeping His 
charge and for going about in anxious worry because of the Lord of Hosts?’ 
And now we praise the bold transgressors. Yea, those who work 
wickedness are built up. Yea, they tempt G-d, and they have, nevertheless, 
escaped.” 
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The Navi is telling us that when the reshoim and the brazen rebels escape 
unharmed and succeed in building up their institutions, only then do those 
who fear Hashem gather together to talk one to the other. But now is not a 
time for talk. Now the reshoim are planting their roots and building firm 
foundations. Now is a time for courageous action. We have to strengthen 
Torah institutions and Yiddishkeit! 
Rav Shach, zt”l, once related (Shimusha Shel Torah, p. 137) that the 
Chofetz Chaim constantly awaited the coming of the Moshiach. He actually 
lived the edict, “I await his coming every day.” It wasn’t just a belief, it 
was a fact. 
Awaiting the Moshiach, said the Chofetz Chaim, should be in the same 
style as you would await a Shabbos guest. When Friday afternoon comes, 
everyone knows that the guest is going to arrive any minute. They don’t 
know exactly when, but they know he’s coming. In the meantime everyone 
is busy with his chores getting ready for Shabbos. But they don’t for one 
minute forget who is coming. They’re all listening for the doorbell to ring. 
That’s the way it should be about the Moshiach. We all go about our daily 
business. Life goes on as usual. But in the back of our minds we should be 
anxiously awaiting the sound of the Shofar announcing his arrival. 
The Chofetz Chaim continued with one of his famous parables. Have you 
ever taken a train? You’ll notice that as the train approaches its destination 
it picks up speed, in anticipation of the final stop. 
We also should take notice. The speed of history is increasing. Things are 
happening faster and faster. Changes that used to take centuries to occur 
now happen almost instantaneously. Regimes are rising and falling; people 
are suddenly thrown into affluence, or suffer terrible financial collapse. The 
pace of life has taken on a frenzied speed. Heaven is spinning the wheels 
of fortune faster and faster in order to quickly arrive at the last stop, the 
Geula, (let it happen speedily). 
The Chofetz Chaim added, that in normal times a business would readily 
offer long term credit to their customers. But when the owner is 
contemplating retirement or closure he’s not so ready to give credit. He 
wants cold cash. He calls up each one of his customers to pay up their 
accounts as soon as possible. 
This is what is happening today. Once, the Creator of the Universe was 
willing to give “credit” – He would be patient and collect what was due 
Him slowly, over a period of time. Not anymore. We are about to enter the 
new era of the Moshiach. It’s as if the world is “closing shop.” Hashem 
wants “cold cash” only. He’s hurrying up to finish all the accounts! 
Wishing Everyone A Gut Shabbos! 
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and “Mission Possible!” (Israel Book Shop ‑ Lakewood). If you would like to correspond with Rabbi Parkoff, or change your subscription, please contact: 
rabbi.e.parkoff@gmail.com  
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Gem Of The Week From RSR”H 
This week sponsored 
  -לעילוי נשמת ברכה בת ר' יצחק ע''ה
Attitudes Towards Tzedaka 
“Ki yihyeh becha evyon” is not something you say to an individual, because 
the duty of caring for the poor falls equally upon everyone. There is no 
other mitzvah that requires so much activity from both the klal and the 
individual. Its requirements cannot be met by the individual alone, nor by 
the community alone. Both must work side by side. 
The pasuk’s next order, lo se’ameitz es levavcha, literally means “do not 
harden your heart.” The implication is that when Jewish hearts are given 
free rein, they naturally do good, that only calculated selfishness can 
suppress that impulse. Jewish hands are open to the poor. 
Again and again, the needy man is referred to as achicha. Every needy 
person, even if you don’t know him, is your brother, a child of your Father 
in heaven. The duty to provide everything for the needs of the poor means 
that the poor are the concern of every Jewish community. A community is 
even allowed to force its members to donate. But the cultivation of Jewish 
benevolence depends on two factors. 
In Jewish thought, gemilus chasadim is considered tzedakah. One who does 
not help the poor to the extent of his ability commits a sin. This approach 
makes “doing good” independent of the donor’s mood, and instead classes 
it as an obligation. The recipient is thus spared humiliation, since he does 
not receive “alms,” gifts of mercy. 
Additionally, Chazal set the minimum amount of tzedakah: one must give 
to tzedakah one tenth of all yearly income. As a result, every Jew finds 
himself the administrator of a charity fund entrusted to him by Hashem. 
These assets are no longer his; hence, he is pleased when he finds an 
opportunity to do a good deed with them. 
Under Jewish law, support is assured to every poor person, and tzedakah 
does not shame the recipient who needs it. Moreover, one who is unable to 

work, but out of misplaced pride refuses the tzedakah to which he is 
entitled, is called a shofech damim. 
However, the same law attaches great value to self-sufficiency. A person 
should be prepared to live on bare necessities and work menial jobs to avoid 
charity. Some of our heroes—Hillel, Rabbi Yehoshua, Rabbi Chanina, Rav 
Sheishes, Rav Oshiya, Rav Huna—eked out a living as woodcutters, 
blacksmiths, water carriers. “Skin a dead animal in the marketplace and be 
paid,” Chazal tell us. “Do not say, ‘I am a priest and a scholar; such work 
is beneath me.’” 
Chazal tell us that one who does not need tzedakah but takes it anyway will 
not leave this world without having to resort to it—but one who is entitled 
to charity and yet manages to live without it will not leave this world 
without having supported others. 
With tzedakah, the community can rest assured that no one will be driven 
to crime. Through the joint efforts of the community and the individual, 
everyone can earn an honest living, saving society from the degeneration 
of the masses into crime. 
Have a wonderful Shabbos, 
Moshe Pogrow, Director, Ani Maamin Foundation 
Please note: The “Gem of the Week,” is based on excerpts from Rav Shamshon Raphael Hirsch 
zt”l’s commentary on Chumash, with permission from the publisher. 
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A Life Of Contentment 
“The blessing, that you listen to the commandments of God, your Lord, 
that I command you today.” Devarim 11:27 
Or HaChaim notes that the word ",t", which introduces the blessing, is 
an extraneous word. Its purpose is to teach us that in addition to the 
blessings themselves, which one earns as a reward for his mitzvah 
observance, there is an added benefit which accompanies the fulfillment of 
the mitzvos. That advantage is “that you shall listen”. It is a privilege to be 
a part of a lifestyle patterned by the Torah, and a person can achieve great 
satisfaction through it. 
Abiding by the Torah is in and of itself a most satisfying and soothing 
pleasure. The verse states (Yeshayahu 55:3): “Listen, and your soul will 
live.” One who experiences the invigorating spirit and the joy of the vitality 
of the Torah feels appreciative of those who encouraged him to obtain it. 
He also does not focus on the rewards due him for its fulfillment, because 
he feels accomplished and satisfied due to its inherent benefit of providing 
him a beautiful life of purpose. 
This merit is all based upon the initial acceptance of Torah, which is 
expressed in terms of “listening”. At this stage, the promise of all that which 
is good does not hinge upon doing or guarding the mitzvos, because 
listening to the word of Hashem affords a person happiness and 
contentment. The soul is refreshed, as if one had been offered an elixir of 
life. The Talmud Yerushalmi teaches (Chagiga 1:7): “The brightness (the 
wisdom and teachings) of the Torah have the power to return one to 
perfection.” 
The Direct Consequence Of Sin 
“And you shall break apart their altars, and you shall smash their pillars, 
and their Asherim you shall burn in the fire, and their carved images you 
shall cut down, and you shall destroy their names from that place. You 
shall not do so to God, your Lord.” Devarim 12:3-4 
The verse describes the manner in which we are commanded to obliterate 
all remnants of idolatry from Eretz Yisrael. “You shall break apart their 
altars, and you shall smash their pillars, and their Asherim you should burn 
in the fire…You shall not do this to God, your Lord”. Rashi here cites 
Rabbi Yishmael from Sifrei (61) who points out that it would be ludicrous 
to assume that a Jew would even think of demolishing any item used for 
the service of God. Rather, the Torah is admonishing us not to act in a 
debased manner as do the idolators. We are thus warned not to sin, which 
would cause the Beis HaMikdash to be destroyed. 
The Gaon from Tsubin quoted his brother, the oUjb iIzj' k"mz, who used to 
refer to the Gemara (Shabbos 120b) where someone who has the name of 
God inscribed upon his skin is allowed to submerge himself in water, even 
though this might cause the name to be erased. Although the Torah 
prohibits the erasing of God’s name, based upon the verse “You shall not 
do this to God, your Lord”, nevertheless, this is only a problem when it is 
done directly. Here, where the name of God might be erased indirectly 
(tnrd), it is permitted. Yet, as we have seen from the comment of Rashi, 
the understanding of the verse actually teaches us not to act sinfully, 
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whereby our transgressions will result in destruction. This is an indirect 
manner of obliterating the name of God, and yet this is included in the 
warning of the verse. Therefore, even indirect erasing of God’s name is also 
prohibited. Why, then, can a person with God’s name inscribed on his skin 
enter a pool of water? 
We see from here, the Rebbe concluded, that when a Jew sins, u"j, the 
outcome of his sins and their destructive effect is not considered an indirect 
result. Sin and its devastating ruins which occur in its wake are directly 
associated one with another. 
Merciful Entrapment 
“If your brother, the son of your mother, or your son, or your daughter, 
or the wife of your bosom, or your friend, who is as your own soul, should 
entice you secretly, saying: ‘Let us go and serve other gods,’ which you 
have not known, neither you nor your fathers...you shall not consent to 
him, nor listen to him, nor shall your eye pity him, nor shall you spare, 
nor shall you conceal him.” Devarim 13:7-9 
HaRav Aharon Kotler' k"mz, explains that the rule in all cases of capital 
punishment is that the court must be overly deliberate and exercise extreme 
caution in weighing the case of the accused. Any possibility of innocence 
must be examined and considered. “The assembly must judge ...and the 
assembly will save.” (BeMidbar 35:24,25) The exception to this is the case 
of one who attempts to lure others into the worship of idolatry. Here, we 
actually seek methods of entrapment and conviction, and the Torah 
emphasizes the rule that we are not to apply any mercy in dealing with him. 
Some examples of the system used in handling such a case are that we do 
not offer excuses for him, that he can be convicted even without having 
been given a warning beforehand, that judges who can rule in his case do 
not have to be so qualified as they must be for other cases, and that his 
punishment is stoning, which is the harshest of all death penalties. 
Furthermore, Chazal tell us (Mishna Sanhedrin 7:10) that in order to secure 
witnesses to his plotting, we set up a trap whereby we arrange witnesses to 
hide out of sight, and the person who was originally approached has the 
instigator repeat his persuasive comments to him within earshot of the 
witnesses. In this way, the actual judgment which is passed is technically 
not for the original attempt, which was done in private and without 
witnesses, but for the second statement, which was set up to trap him. 
Again, this is atypical, for even in the case of the simplest of sins we have 
a rule not to place a stumbling block before others, yet here we set this 
person up to violate the most severe of crimes, and all this in order to 
execute him. How are we to understand the distinct and exceptional nature 
of this situation? 
Our Torah is based upon the foundation that “the world is built for 
kindness”. (Tehilim 89:3) As Rabbi Chaim from Volozhin used to say, 
“The purpose of the world is in order for us to perform favors for others.” 
Once this person has approached another and attempted to corrupt and ruin 
him, the offer in and of itself causes this criminal to forfeit his right to exist. 
It is as if he is literally pursuing another person to kill him, in which case 
we must intervene to stop him at all costs. “One who causes another to sin 
is worse than one who kills him.” (BeMidbar Rabba 21:5) In the one case, 
one’s corporal existence has ended. This puts an end to his temporary state 
of being in this world. Yet, when one causes another to sin, this can 
jeopardize his right to the world to come, which is eternal. This is obviously 
a much greater loss, for it undermines the entire existence of the victim in 
this world, which is to be loyal to the service of God. In this way, we can 
now understand the extreme danger which is inherent, and why the Torah 
deals with it with such severity. 
In A State Of Holiness And Purity 
“And you shall eat before God, your Lord, in the place that He will choose 
His Name to dwell, the tithe of your grain, your wine, and your oil...so 
that you will learn to fear God, your Lord, all the days.” Devarim 14:23 
This refers to Ma’aser Sheni, the second tithe. – Rashi 
There are several peculiar phrases included in the blessing of JkJ ihgn - the 
condensed form of Birkas HaMazon, which is said after partaking of the 
seven fruits and grains enumerated in Devarim 8:8. At one point, we ask 
that God bring us back to Yerushalayim, and that we merit “to bless You 
(God) in holiness and purity”. What does this mean? What exactly do 
holiness and purity have to do with reciting brachos? Furthermore, after 
praying that we be returned to Yerushalayim, we ask that we “rejoice in its 
rebuilding...and that - VhrPn kftb - we eat from its fruit”. What is “the fruit 
of Yerushalayim”? The halacha is that no gardens are to be planted in 
Yerushalayim, so the reference to fruit is unclear. 
The Gri”z explains that according to the comment of Rashi, we can now 
understand these phrases in this blessing. The reference here is to Ma’aser 
Sheni and hgcr gyb. These portions can only be eaten in Yerushalayim, and 
the halacha requires that they only be eaten in a state of ritual purity. 

Kedusha refers to the place - in that these are to be eaten only within the 
walls of the city. As the Mishnah states (Keilim 1:6-8): “There are ten levels 
of holiness...one of them is the sanctity within the walls of Yerushalayim, 
for only there can the owner’s portions of the offerings and Ma’aser Sheni 
and Neta Reva’i be eaten.” It is these items that are holy, and they must be 
eaten in a state of ritual purity. 
Accordingly, the words “in purity and holiness” do not refer to “our 
blessing You”, but they modify the earlier phrase “we shall eat its fruit”, 
which can now be understood to refer to the offerings of fruit and the 
korbanos which are brought to Yerushalayim as part of their service. We 
are therefore praying that we merit the privilege of coming to the holy city 
with the Beis HaMikdash and merit to eat its holy portions in a state of 
holiness and purity. 
Enjoying Yom Tov 
“And you shall rejoice on your festival - you, your son, your daughter, 
your slave, your maidservant, the Levi, the convert, the orphan, and the 
widow who are in your cities.” Devarim 16:14 
Rambam rules (Hilchos Yom Tov 6:18) that in order to fulfill the mitzvah 
of simcha on Yom Tov, a man should eat meat and drink wine. Beis Yosef 
(O.C. 529) questions Rambam from the information in the Baraisa 
(Pesachim 109a) which seems to say that in our days, when we no longer 
have the Beis HaMikdash, simcha is only achieved with the drinking of 
wine, and that there is no need for meat. vnkJ kG oh (Beitza 2:5) explains 
that when the Baraisa says that in our days simcha is fulfilled with wine, it 
does not mean to exclude meat from the menu. Rather, it means that if we 
would have a Beis HaMikdash, it would be adequate to partake of the meat 
from the Shelamim offering, and one’s simcha would be complete. In our 
days, however, it is not enough to eat meat, which is still a source of simcha, 
but it must be supplemented with wine as well. 
In his commentary, Bayis Chadash, Rabbi Yoel Sirkus, uses a different 
approach to explain Rambam. Certainly, the main source of one’s simchas 
Yom Tov is to have the meat of a Shelamim. Yet, this simcha is composed 
of two elements. One aspect of the simcha is bringing an offering to 
Hashem, while the other is the eating of meat. Drinking wine, however, has 
within it the one component featured in the verse (Tehillim 104:15): “Wine 
gladdens the heart of man.” When there is no Beis HaMikdash, the wine 
remains a true source of simcha, while the meat is not a main source of 
simcha (without being from a korban). The Baraisa therefore acknowledges 
both meat and wine as sources of simcha, and this is the source of the ruling 
of Rambam. 
Sefer ohrnT ,IPF sidesteps the issue altogether, as he understands that 
Rambam did not mean that both meat and wine would ever provide simcha 
under the same conditions. Instead, Rambam means that simcha can be 
achieved in different times and manners. During the time of the Beis 
HaMikdash, meat was most effective. Nowadays, simcha is attained via 
wine. 
A Total Solar Eclipse 
Few natural phenomena evoke as much deliberation as a celestial eclipse. 
Rabbi Shrage Simmons notes that Jewish Kabbalistic thought teaches that 
everything in the physical world is a metaphor for a spiritual concept. What 
then is the specific message of a solar eclipse? The Talmud (Sukkah 29a) 
declares: “An eclipse of the sun is a bad omen for the world.” Why? It's 
like a king who made a huge banquet and set up a lantern to illuminate the 
party, but then the lantern was covered. Similarly, this world is a beautiful 
banquet which God has prepared for us. If the lantern is covered, as in a 
solar eclipse, it diminishes our enjoyment of the world. 
The world will soon be witness to one of the most spectacular events in the 
universe. On August 21, the sky will suddenly go dark in the middle of the 
day. The temperature will noticeably drop by many degrees in a few short 
moments. Birds will stop chirping and flee back to their nests. And millions 
of Americans will gather under the heavens, from Oregon to South 
Carolina, to view the first total solar eclipse to cross America in many 
decades. How do Jewish sources view a solar eclipse? 
Rabbi Benjamin Blech writes that at the very beginning of the Torah, 
Jewish biblical commentators find a direct allusion to the phenomenon of 
an eclipse: “And God said, ‘Let there be luminaries in the expanse of the 
heavens...and they shall be for signs and for appointed seasons and for days 
and years’” (Bereshis 1:14). What is the meaning of “for signs”? The 
classical commentary of Rashi tells us this refers to the times when the 
luminaries are eclipsed – and “this is an unfavorable omen for the world”! 
Does that mean that we ought to now be very afraid? Remarkably, Rashi 
concludes his commentary with a reference to words from the prophet 
Yirmiyahu: “...As it is said ‘And from the signs of the heaven be not 
dismayed, etc.’ (Yirmiyahu 10:2) When you perform the will of the Holy 
One, blessed be He, you need not fear retribution.” 
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If an eclipse is a prediction of imminent divine punishment, as Rashi 
inferred from the verse, why would Rashi immediately negate that very 
idea with a quote advising us not to be dismayed or fearful of heavenly 
signs? The answer is profound and rooted in the supreme importance Jews 
attach to the concept of free will, the ability of mankind to directly affect 
their destiny by virtue of their self-chosen actions. The concept of Greek 
fate runs counter to Jewish thought; fate can be altered by faith. As the High 
Holy Day formula puts it, “Repentance, prayer, and charity override the 
evil decree.” 
An eclipse may be an omen but it is not a verdict or a final judgment. It is 
a moment in time which serves as a reminder of God’s awesome power and 
goodness. Without the benefit of the sun, its light, its warmth, its power, its 
energy and its role in the solar system, we could not survive for a moment. 
That is why, with infinite wisdom and at preordained times on the calendar, 
God removes us from its rays for the briefest of times so that we might 
reflect on the miracle of its otherwise constant presence which we so readily 
take for granted. It is that which the Torah refers to as “a sign.” 
A sign asks us to take note. It has a message. Fail to heed it and suffer the 
consequences reserved for those who take God’s gifts which make life 
possible for granted. It is not hard to believe that the Creator of the universe 
built signposts predicated on natural law as ongoing reminders for 
mankind. 
The eclipse reminds us of a universe so much vaster than our ability to fully 
comprehend. Don't fear it; rather welcome it as a sign, as King David 
reminded us, that “The heavens declare the glory of God, and the sky above 
proclaims his handiwork.” (Tehillim 19:1) Adapted from Aish.com, with 
permission 
Halachic Corner 
Pirkei Avos: Chapter 6 
Rosh Chodesh Elul will take place Tuesday and Wednesday - Yom Shelishi 
v’Yom Revi’i Just as an employer is cautioned not to rob a workman of his 
wages and not to delay payment, so too is the workman warned not to cheat 
the employer by idling away his time. He must do all that he is able to do, 
as our father Yaakov said (Bereshis 31:6): “And you know that with all my 
power I have served your father.” Therefore, a workman is not allowed to 
work all night and then hire himself out by day if he will become too weak 
from the night work to perform his duties properly during the day. A 
workman is also not allowed to starve himself or to afflict himself, for by 
weakening his body he will not be able to do the work for his employer in 
a proper manner. This law would apply to any field of employment. 
Questions for Thought and Study 
1. Why did Moshe emphasize himself when he said "hfbt" (“I”) when 
speaking to Bnei Yisrael at the beginning of the parasha? See Ohr HaChaim 
11:26 
2. Why did Moshe have to repeat to Bnei Yisrael that they should destroy 
all vrz vsIcg (idolatry) if he had already commanded them to do this during 
their battles (7:5)? See Ha’amek Davar 12:2 
3. How is there a hint to ritual slaughter in the words "W,hum rJtF" (“as I 
commanded you”) in Pasuk 12:21? See Da’as Zekaynim 12:21 
4. Why does the Torah use the term "thcb" (prophet) in connection with a 
false prophet? Isn’t that person clearly a fraud? See Ramban 13:2 
5. How does one “cling” to God, as indicated by the words "iUeCs, IcU" 
(“and to Him you shall cling”)? See Rashi 13:5 
Answers: 
1. Or HaChaim gives two explanations. First, Moshe himself had 
experienced the best of this world (wealth, power, etc.) and the best of the 
heavenly world (when he ascended Har Sinai). Thus, he was uniquely 
qualified to explain to Bnei Yisrael why they should be holy and follow 
God’s ways. Secondly, he was giving Bnei Yisrael an example to see what 
one could accomplish as he had accepted so much in his lifetime. 
2. The main part of this section was about the sacrifices that Bnei Yisrael 
would bring in Eretz Yisrael. Moshe was warning Bnei Yisrael again that 
if all idolatry was not removed from Eretz Yisrael then the Shechina would 
not rest in Eretz Yisrael and the sacrifices would be meaningless. 
3. The words "W,hum rJtF" are numerically equal to "vnvcC ohbJ cIru ;IgC 
sjt cIr" - “most of one pipe for a bird and most of both pipes for a 
mammal”. This is a description of the rules regarding the esophagus and 
the trachea in the slaughter of mammals and birds. 
4. Ramban gives two answers. First, the false prophet has to make the claim 
that he is a prophet in order to transgress this prohibition. Secondly, the 
false prophet accidentally, through mystical ways, does make correct 
predictions. He is still a false prophet, as this is only a coincidence. 
5. By doing acts of kindness (ohsxj ,khnd) such as burying dead bodies or 
visiting the sick, one clings to Hashem’s ways. 
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Covenant & Conversation 
Re'eh 5777 - The Limits of Grief 
“You are children of the Lord your God. Do not cut yourselves or shave 
the front of your heads for the dead, for you are a people holy to the 
Lord your God. Out of all the peoples on the face of the earth, the Lord 
has chosen you to be His treasured possession” (Deut. 14:1-2). 
These words have had a considerable history within Judaism. The first 
inspired the famous statement of Rabbi Akiva: “Beloved is man 
because he was created in the image [of God]. Beloved are Israel for 
they are called children of the All-present” (Avot 3:14). The phrase, 
“Do not cut yourselves”, was imaginatively applied by the sages to 
divisions within the community (Yevamot 14a). A single town should 
not have two or more religious courts giving different rulings. 
The plain sense of these two verses, though, is about behaviour at a 
time of bereavement. We are commanded not to engage in excessive 
rituals of grief. To lose a close member of one’s family is a shattering 
experience. It is as if something of ourselves had died too. Not to grieve 
is wrong, inhuman: Judaism does not command Stoic indifference in 
the face of death. But to give way to wild expressions of sorrow – 
lacerating one’s flesh, tearing out one’s hair – is also wrong. It is, the 
Torah suggests, not fitting to a holy people; it is the kind of behaviour 
associated with idolatrous cults. How so, and why so? 
Elsewhere in Tanakh we are given a glimpse of the kind of behaviour 
the Torah has in mind. It occurs in the course of the encounter between 
Elijah and the prophets of Baal on Mount Carmel. Elijah had 
challenged them to a test: Let us each make a sacrifice and see which 
of us can bring down fire from heaven. The Baal prophets accept the 
challenge: 
Then they called on the name of Baal from morning till noon. “O Baal, 
answer us!” they shouted. But there was no response; no one answered. 
And they danced around the altar they had made. At noon Elijah began 
to taunt them. “Shout louder!” he said. “Surely he is a god! Perhaps he 
is deep in thought, or busy, or traveling. Maybe he is sleeping and must 
be awakened.” So they shouted louder and slashed themselves with 
swords and spears, as was their custom, until their blood flowed. (I 
Kings 18:26-28) 
This was, of course, not a mourning ritual, but it gives us a graphic 
sense of the rite of self-laceration. Emil Durkheim provides us with a 
description of mourning customs among the aborigines of Australia. 
When a death is announced, men and women begin to run around 
wildly, howling and weeping, cutting themselves with knives and 
pointed sticks. 
Despite the apparent frenzy, there is a precise set of rules governing 
this behaviour, depending on whether the mourner is a man or woman, 
and on his or her kinship relationship with the deceased. “Among the 
Warramunga, those who slashed their thighs were the maternal 
grandfather, maternal uncle and wife’s brother of the deceased. Others 
are required to cut their whiskers and hair and then cover their scalps 
with pipe clay.” Women lacerate their heads and then apply red-hot 
sticks to the wounds in order to aggravate them.(1) 
(A similar ritual is performed by some Shia Muslims on Ashura, the 
anniversary of the martyrdom of Imam Hussein, the prophet’s 
grandson, at Karbala. People flagellate themselves with chains or cut 
themselves with knives until the blood flows. Some Shia authorities 
strongly oppose this practice.) 
The Torah sees such behaviour as incompatible with kedushah, 
holiness. What is particularly interesting is to note the two-stage 
process in which the law is set out. It appears first in Vayikra/Leviticus 
Chapter 21. 
The Lord said to Moses, “Speak to the priests, the sons of Aaron, and 
say to them: A priest may not defile himself for any of his people who 
die, except for a close relative . . . They may not shave their heads or 
shave the edges of their beards or cut their bodies. They must be holy 
to their God and must not profane the name of their God.” (Lev. 21:1-
6) 
There it applies specifically to cohanim, priests, on account of their 
holiness. In Deuteronomy the law is extended to all Israel (the 
difference between the two books lies in their original audiences: 
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Leviticus is mainly a set of instructions to the priests, Deuteronomy is 
Moses’ addresses to the whole people). The application to ordinary 
Israelites of laws of sanctity that apply to priests is part of the 
democratisation of holiness that is central to the Torah idea of “a 
kingdom of priests”. The question remains, however: what has restraint 
in mourning to do with being “children of the Lord your God”, a holy 
and chosen people? 
[1] Ibn Ezra says that just as a father may cause a child pain for his or 
her long-term good, so God sometimes brings us pain – here, 
bereavement – which we must accept in trust without an excessive 
show of grief. 
[2] Ramban suggests that it is our belief in the immortality of the soul 
that is why we should not grieve overmuch. Even so, he adds, we are 
right to mourn within the parameters set by Jewish law since, even if 
death is only a parting, every parting is painful. 
[3] R. Ovadiah Sforno and Chizkuni say that because we are “children 
of God” we are never completely orphaned. We may lose our earthly 
parents but never our ultimate Father; hence there is a limit to grief. 
[4] Rabbenu Meyuchas suggests that royalty does not defile itself by 
undergoing disfiguring injuries (nivul). Thus Israel – children of the 
supreme King – may not do so either. 
Whichever of these explanations speaks most strongly to us, the 
principle is clear. Here is how Maimonides sets out the law: “Whoever 
does not mourn the dead in the manner enjoined by the rabbis is cruel 
[achzari – perhaps a better translation would be, ‘lacking in 
sensitivity’]” (Hilkhot Avel 13:12). At the same time, however, “One 
should not indulge in excessive grief over one’s dead, for it is said, 
‘Weep not for the dead, nor bemoan him’ (Jer. 22:10), that is to say, 
weep not too much, for that is the way of the world, and he who frets 
over the way of the world is a fool” (ibid. 13:11). 
Halakhah, Jewish law, strives to create a balance between too much and 
too little grief. Hence the various stages of bereavement: aninut (the 
period between the death and burial), shiva (the week of mourning), 
sheloshim (thirty days in the case of other relatives) and shanah (a year, 
in the case of parents). Judaism ordains a precisely calibrated sequence 
of grief, from the initial, numbing moment of loss itself, to the funeral 
and the return home, to the period of being comforted by friends and 
members of the community, to a more extended time during which one 
does not engage in activities associated with joy. 
The more we learn about the psychology of bereavement and the stages 
through which we must pass before loss is healed, so the wisdom of 
Judaism’s ancient laws and customs has become ever more clear. As it 
is with individuals, so it is with the people as a whole. Jews have 
suffered more than most from persecution and tragedy. We have never 
forgotten these moments. We remember them on our fast days – 
especially on Tisha B’Av with its literature of lament, the kinot. Yet, 
with a power of recovery that at times has been almost miraculous, it 
has never allowed itself to be defeated by grief. One rabbinic 
passage(2) epitomises the dominant voice within Judaism: 
After the Second Temple was destroyed, ascetics multiplied in Israel. 
They did not eat meat or drink wine... Rabbi Joshua told them: “Not to 
mourn at all is impossible, for it has been decreed. But to mourn too 
much is also impossible.” 
In this anti-traditional age, with its hostility to ritual and its preference 
for the public display of private emotion (what Philip Rieff, in the 
1960s, called “the triumph of the therapeutic”), the idea that grief has 
its laws and limits sounds strange. Yet almost anyone who has had the 
misfortune to be bereaved can testify to the profound healing brought 
about by observance of the laws of avelut (mourning). 
Torah and tradition knew how to honour both the dead and the living, 
sustaining the delicate balance between grief and consolation, the loss 
of life that gives us pain, and the re-affirmation of life that gives us 
hope. 
Shabbat Shalom 
1. Emil Durkheim, Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, translated 
by Karen Fields, Free Press, 1995, pp. 392-406. 
2. Tosefta Sotah 15:10-15; see also Baba Batra 60b. 
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Peninim on the Torah 
Parashas Re’eh פרשת ראה תשע"ז 

ן לפניכם היום ברכה וקללהראה אנכי נת  
Behold! I set before you today the blessing and the curse. (11:26) 
“It is either/or,” writes Targum Yonasan: Ana mesader kadameichou 
birkesa v’chilufta, “I arranged for you today a blessing and its opposite. 
Sforno writes, “Perceive that your affairs are not of an intermediate nature 
– as is the case concerning other nations. The fate of other nations is not 
marked by full prosperity or complete devastation – as is ours. Theirs is not 
a condition of extremes: of blessing and curse.” The lot of Hashem’s 
People, His children, is destined to be the most uncommon, in which there 
will be no middle course. We will either be blessed or cursed. Klal Yisrael 
does not have the luxury of a moderate stance. One is either good/blessed 
or bad/cursed. Torah brooks no compromise. Our commitment to Hashem 
must be total, unequivocal. Thus, our decision (which should be one of 
clarity) has two options: blessing or curse – one or the other. We cannot 
have both. 
Centrism is a form of moderation and compromise. I once heard a powerful 
idea attributed to the Kotzker Rebbe, zl, who commented concerning those 
who choose the middle road, the road of compromise, the centrist road. He 
said, “There is no middle road when it comes to avodas Hashem, serving 
G-d. One is either a tzaddik or a rasha.” The Rebbe peered out the window 
and said, “Men/human beings walk on the sidewalk – on the right or left 
side of the street. In the middle go the horses.” Nothing can be added to his 
holy words. It may sound like I am preaching living to the extreme. For a 
Jew, life is to the extreme. One cannot relax his Torah observance, perform 
his mitzvos at a more convenient time. One either performs or he is a rasha. 
If one chooses a centrist approach based upon compromise, he risks 
walking together with the horses – or worse – being considered to be one 
of them. 
Furthermore, the blessing and curse to which the Torah refers are not 
rewards; rather, they define the life one leads. One who listens to Hashem 
is blessed. One who refuses to listen is cursed. It is as simple as that. It is 
something that re’eh, one can see – if he is willing to open his eyes and 
look. This is not the place to dramatise and spell out the ill effects of a “non-
listening” lifestyle. It is re’eh, plain for all to see. 
Since we have no middle road -- and not listening is fraught with the danger 
of curse -- it is important, writes the Chazon Ish, zl, to inculcate into the 
hearts and minds of our youth that one must go to the extreme, not 
compromise, not accept any artificial form of observance. It is either the 
real thing or it is nothing. They must see the derech ha’emes, path of truth, 
without embellishment, without ambiguity. It is very much like a bird that 
flies in the sky. It must constantly flap its wings or else it falls to the ground. 
It can glide only so far. So, too, must we always keep our wings flapping 
and stay the course. 
Horav Lazar Brody, Shlita, offers an excellent analogy to illustrate how the 
closer one gravitates to a life of observance, of blessing, the further he 
removes himself from the source of curse. A king had an only son, who 
was very special to him. Enamoured with his son, the king would do 
anything for the prince. One day, the prince began to complain of severe 
pain in his feet. A few days later, his feet began to swell; infection was 
beginning to set in. The king summoned medical specialists from all over 
the kingdom. The greatest medical minds of the land came and were 
confronted with a medical mystery which no one could solve. Finally, after 
great deliberation, they came to the overwhelming conclusion: the prince’s 
legs must be amputated. 
When the king heard the diagnosis and dreaded cure, he asked, “Are you 
absolutely certain that this is the only way to save my dear son’s life?” The 
physicians shook their collective heads, nodding to the affirmative. The 
prince’s legs must be amputated, or he would soon die. They scheduled the 
surgery, as the broken-hearted king prepared for the worst. 
Suddenly, the royal shoemaker ran into the palace and begged to be heard. 
What could a shoemaker have to add to the educated opinions of such 
distinguished physicians? “Please, my king, permit me to speak. I can cure 
the prince,” the shoemaker declared, somewhat out of breath. The 
physicians were at first shocked with this man’s insolence. What could he 
offer that they, the brilliant doctors, could not achieve? The shoemaker 
looked at the king with pleading eyes, “Please!” he asked. “Allow me one 
chance.” The king listened. After all, the shoemaker was a trusted and 
devoted citizen, and he made fine shoes. 
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“My king, I am the heir to a distinguished lineage of master craftsmen. For 
generations, my family has provided the finest leather shoes for the royal 
family. As such, we understand the dynamics of the foot and the critical 
importance of wearing proper, well-fitting shoes. Ill-fitting shoes can cause 
many problems, even circulation issues.” 
The shoemaker examined the prince’s feet and prescribed a comfortable 
shoe in a larger size. Two days later, the prince’s gray pallor began to 
subside, and his colour began to return. The pain dissipated and the 
weakness improved, as the prince was able to get off the bed and walk with 
support. Within ten days the prince was completely cured, to the 
overwhelming joy of his parents and the rest of the kingdom. 
The lesson is clear: Am Yisrael is compared to the ill crown prince, who is 
impeded by the severe, debilitating pain in his feet, which hinders his 
mobility and health. The infection in the prince’s feet exemplifies our bitter 
exile, with the actual feet representing Jewish life. 
The king’s physicians are the philosophers, maskillim, enlightened by the 
modernism preached by a society bent on secularism and the abolishment 
of religion. The shoes are the tarbus ha’goyim, gentile culture, with its 
liberal -- often hedonistic and usually immoral -- views. The new correct-
fitting shoes signify a life of Torah adherence, ritual observance, and 
mitzvah performance. The shoemaker is none other than the tzaddik, holy, 
righteous leader of the generation – whose job it is to save the prince from 
the faulty diagnosis of the secularists. 
The secularists, reformers who seek to modernise Jewry, blame all of its 
supposed ills on tradition. They feel that the only solution to Jewish life in 
exile is amputation, severing our relationship with the past, with Sinai, with 
Hashem. The tzaddik teaches otherwise. Only by living a life of Torah does 
the Jewish soul achieve its proper “fit.” It does not require a podiatrist to 
understand the message of this analogy. 
 אבד תאבדון את כל המקומות אשר עבדו שם הגוים אשר אתם
 ירשים אתם את אלהיהם על ההרים הרמים ועל הגבעות ותחת כל
 עץ רענן
You shall utterly destroy all the places where the nations that you are 
driving away worshipped their gods: on the high mountains and on the 
hills, and under every leafy tree. (12:2) 
The Torah instructs us to destroy the idols and the places where they were 
worshipped. Actually, halachah dictates that only the idol itself is destroyed 
– not the place upon which the idol was set. Furthermore, if a hill, mountain, 
or tree attached to the ground was designated as an idol, it did not have to 
be destroyed. What is the meaning of the Torah’s exhortation to “destroy 
all the places”? Horav Michel Feinstein, zl, explains that, obviously, idols 
have no power whatsoever. They consist of nothingness; they are simply a 
ruse to fool their worshippers. One of the methods employed by its priests 
to ensnare people was to set the idol upon a high place or beneath a verdant 
tree. Thus, they implied that the idol was of an elevated status, or that it 
provided comforting shade. In order to refute these false messages, the 
Torah enjoined us to remove the idol from the place, exposing its 
diminutive, powerless nature. It is nothing. Once its foundation is removed, 
its true insignificance is revealed. Everyone now sees that the idol is 
comprised of emptiness. 
This idea applies equally to the idol’s espousers and leadership. When 
they are revealed in their true colours, when the facade that they 
represent is exposed, when the people who have followed them see 
clearly that their leaders are a sham – the hold these people have over 
them is broken. 
It is related that Aristotle, the great philosopher, was caught in an 
inappropriate act, clearly not becoming an individual of his 
distinguished status. When asked how he allowed himself to act in this 
manner, his answer was classic and indicative of his true essence. 
“Now, I am not Aristotle,” he responded. He was implying that, once 
the mask is removed, one sees the true essence of a person. Aristotle’s 
eminence was based upon a sham. It was all fake. The real Aristotle 
was capable of acting in the most base and reprehensible manner. 
Everything else was a façade. 
The secular leadership who advocate modernity, who shun tradition 
and view our way of life as archaic and senseless, are far from elevated 
people. They live a life of moral abandon, answering only to their 
whims and passions, while espousing a decadent philosophy and 
dogma to support their lifestyle. If one were to see them for what they 
really are, his attachment to them would quickly wane. By piercing 

through the façade, we pierce their bubble, exposing the bankruptcy of 
their cause. 
 כי עם קדוש אתה לד' אלקיך
For you are a holy people to Hashem, your G-d. (14:2) 
Rashi explains that our personal kedushah, sanctity, is endowed to us by 
our forebears, our ancestors. In my opinion, herein lies one of the most 
inspiring principles of Judaism: we are descendants of a holy, illustrious 
lineage, and, as such, we have a responsibility to maintain this pedigree. 
This is perhaps one of the reasons that so many assimilated Jews have no 
impetus to return. They have no idea of their heritage, who they are, and 
from whom they have descended. The German reformers who initiated the 
break with traditional Judaism first erased Jewish history. They were 
acutely aware that, as long as we maintain a connection with the past, it 
would be difficult to sever one’s relationship with Judaism. Torah became 
a legend. The Oral Law was the work of a group of overzealous, demanding 
rabbis; thus, it had no basis in Jewish law. Once that connection was 
broken, the rest was simple. Many of our ancestors were simple – for the 
most part not erudite – and economically-challenged people, who remained 
averse and diffident, living in the ghetto from birth to cradle. Without 
history, we can have no pride; without pride; we have no destiny. 
We owe a debt of gratitude to our long history of forebears; as such, we 
have a responsibility to maintain their legacy. First and foremost, we owe 
it to ourselves and to them to study and research that legacy. Who were 
they? How did they live? How did they die? Why? Certainly, any serious-
minded Jew or Jewess who possesses a modicum of intelligence will ask 
him or herself: So, why am I not following in their footsteps? Why am I not 
proud of my Jewish identity? After all, are not all of the preceding 
generations counting on me? Do I not owe them something? 
These are timely questions which are sadly not asked much anymore. 
Today, the lines are drawn. One is either frum, observant, or not. Well, at 
least that is the way it used to be. Unfortunately, we are discovering more 
and more that some young people from observant homes have questions 
which they are not interested in sweeping under the rug. The outside world 
can today be accessed with the touch of a phone. They are regularly 
bombarded with enticing propaganda wherever they go. While the vast 
majority is sheltered from the various media – there are always the innocent 
few, the troubled, the one child that got away. We are often too busy to 
notice the change until it is too late. It begins subtly and, with time, 
becomes more dramatic. We wonder how it happened. Perhaps… just 
perhaps… maybe we never explained to them that they are part of 
something great, that they play a critical role in its continuity, and that they 
have in their hands the power to destroy the hopes and aspirations of 
thousands of their ancestors. Perhaps the following vignette might awaken 
someone. It is not new, but its timeless message is certainly worth 
repeating. 
The story takes place in Kiev in 1960, but it must be a story that has often 
repeated itself, when elderly parents sit down with their children and share 
with them the regrets concerning the past and their hopes for the future – 
not their future, but that of their children. In this vignette, an elderly father 
took a quiet boat ride on the Dnieper River with his last surviving child – 
his daughter. 
We have to remember that many of these parents, although not necessarily 
old, were nonetheless aged in the sense that they had survived World War 
II in Russia, and had lived through much persecution and suffering. Many 
were not physically well and they were emotionally overwhelmed with 
anxiety concerning the future of their children – not the physical future, but 
their spiritual/Jewish future. 
The father began, “You know, my dear daughter, I had five sons who did 
not survive the difficult war years. Sadly, I do not have anyone to recite 
Kaddish for me when my time comes to leave this world. Therefore, I want 
you to be my Kaddish, to sanctify your life, so that you will be a living 
tribute to sanctifying Hashem, thus perpetuating my name. I want you to 
understand that your concern should not be only for your personal self, but 
also for the memory of all those in your family who preceded you in life 
and who are no longer here. You are their hope. 
“Now, I know that Shabbos, kashrus, etc., are mitzvos upon which I am 
certain you would never renege. Our heritage is too much a part of you. It 
is the basics, such as behaving with a demeanour becoming a member of 
the am ha’nivchar, chosen people, acting and living out your life with 
kedushah, sanctity, tznius, moral modesty, both in attire and comportment, 
that reflect your noble calling. Your dealings with your fellowman should 
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bespeak a status whereby people will comment: ‘There goes Chaim 
Kohen’s daughter.’ 
“Our sages teach us a frightening lesson: If children leave the path of Torah 
forged for them by their parents, then their father’s merit cannot save them 
– regardless of their father’s virtue and piety. On the other hand, a child 
who is a tzaddik, righteous, can save a father and cause his neshamah, soul, 
to be taken out of Gehinom, Purgatory, even if the father was a rasha, evil-
doer. Therefore, I ask for myself – and all those who have preceded me - 
that you perform the mitzvos with proper care, giving attention to 
maintaining yourself on an elevated level of propriety and ethical character, 
so that the labour of a lifetime will not go down the proverbial drain. 
“What do I mean with the words ‘labour of a lifetime’?” The father pointed 
to a bridge that spanned the river. It was a large, solidly constructed bridge 
which served as the means for connecting two parts of the city, allowing 
for thousands of vehicles to cross it daily. “Do you see that bridge?” he 
asked. “Hundreds of people worked to construct that bridge. It took a few 
years of great effort exerted by many in order to provide us with this 
wonderful bridge. At the end of the job, the contractor presented the 
government with his bill. Our government is very astute. It will not pay for 
a commissioned job until it has been tested out. They must confirm that 
everything was executed in accordance with the plan and blueprint. Is the 
bridge strong? Will it last for many years? They test the bridge to see if it 
is able to bear the enormous weight of all the traffic that will traverse it 
daily. To this end, they bring a train pulling forty cars loaded with coal and 
run them across the bridge. If it withstands the test and all forty cars are 
able to make it across, - it is a success. If not… 
“This test is not only for money, for failure means there is no payment. It 
is also about pride and reputation. For some, failure can spell disaster. It 
took years developing their skill and reputation and, in the span of a few 
minutes, all could be all lost. 
“And the test begins. One by one, the cars slowly make it onto the bridge. 
As each car rolls onto the bridge, the weight on it increases, and the 
suspense builds. Thirty cars have crossed – thirty one – two – three… 
finally the last car – number forty is slowly grinding its way up to the 
bridge. Knuckles are white, breathing is slowed almost to a halt; this is the 
moment that matters most. Will they leave successful, or will they leave 
with their heads bowed in defeat? The car reaches the middle of the bridge, 
and the bridge begins to tremble. Suddenly, with a loud crashing noise, the 
bridge crumbles under the weight, causing all forty cars to plunge into the 
river below. All of the toil exerted by the engineers, the technicians, the 
various labourers – all for naught. Instead of being crowned with laurels, 
they return home in shame and dejection. 
“It is very much the same with the bridge that spans the generations, the 
chain that stretches back to Sinai and reaches all the way back to Avraham 
Avinu. Every one of our fathers, our ancestors, traversed that bridge of life. 
They passed the ultimate test by clinging to their beliefs and maintaining 
their convictions. I, too, will not live forever, and one day I will go the way 
of all men. I will have lived my life with conviction and observed Hashem’s 
Torah and mitzvos, despite the many challenges which I confronted. We – 
they and I - look to you to remain strong, to overcome the yetzer hora, evil 
inclination, that is constantly presenting obstacles in our way. Remember, 
an error on your part affects not only your life, but the legacies, hopes and 
aspirations of all of us who preceded you. You are that last car that can 
make the difference between success and eternal failure.” 
The message is quite simple: It is not always about us. Each and every one 
of us carries an enormous responsibility upon his/her shoulders. The 
decisions and choices we make do not affect only our lives, but have 
ramifications throughout time. We owe it to the many generations of our 
forebears who rely upon us. 
 כי טוב לו עמך
For it is good for him with you. (15:16) 
The Talmud Kiddushin 20a teaches that the eved Ivri, Jewish bondsman, 
enjoys the same standard of living as does his owner. Imcha b’maachal 
u’b’mishteh, “With you in food and drink. You should neither eat white 
bread while the eved eats black bread, nor should you sleep on cushions 
while he sleeps on straw.” This teaches us that one who purchases an eved 
is actually purchasing an adon, a master, for himself. Tosfos question why 
the bondsman becomes the master, on a higher level than the owner. Why 
does the owner not simply have equal status with the eved? Why would the 
eved be better? They explain that, as long as the master has two equal 
pillows, they both have equality. (If he only has one, if neither uses it, it is 

a middas Sodom (a designation used to describe a very evil, heartless 
person.) Therefore, the master gives the pillow to the eved. Now, the eved 
has a pillow and the master has nothing. This is why Chazal consider it as 
if the master now has a master over him. The Maharit wonders why Rabbi 
Akiva’s rule of Chayecha kodmin, “Your life precedes his.” V’chai achicha 
imach, “So that your brother can live with you” (Vayikra 25:36). Why 
should the master be relegated to giving up his pillow, if it means that he 
will not have a pillow upon which to sleep? 
Horav Leib Lopian, zl, offers a powerful insight into the emotions of people 
and how the Torah is concerned and sensitive to each person’s individual 
feelings. When the owner, who always sleeps on a soft pillow, must give it 
up, so that his eved is comfortable, the owner will (as a result of sleeping 
on a pillow of straw) feel the pangs of poverty. He now knows what a poor 
man who cannot afford a soft pillow must endure in a night’s sleep. When 
the eved must sleep on a straw pillow, however, his pain goes deeper. He 
senses more than poverty. He realises that he has the straw because he is 
the eved, and, since there is only one soft pillow, it goes to the master. Thus, 
the Torah demands that we delve into the mind of the eved, feel what he 
feels. It is one thing to be poor – and feel it; it is entirely another feeling to 
feel that one is a slave. 
Horav Avraham Gurwitz, Shlita, relates that his father-in-law (Rav Leib 
Lopian) once travelled with an orphaned student to arrange for him (the 
student) to be able to continue learning in the yeshivah. They stopped for 
the night at a home which had only one bed and a couch for sleeping. Rav 
Leib insisted that the young man use the bed while he (the Rosh Yeshivah 
of Gateshead) slept on the couch. His son-in-law felt that his rationale was 
based on the above. If the young man would sleep on the couch, it would 
awaken within him a sense of sadness over being an orphan. To put it in 
contemporary vernacular, when someone has a problem, hang-ups, issues 
which weigh heavily on his mind, if he feels stigmatised because he senses 
that he is different, any change in his life will exacerbate his feelings of 
dejection. An orphan carries considerable baggage on his shoulders. When 
a situation arises in which that weight increases (or, at least, he thinks it 
did), he will be aware of it. 
Va’ani Tefillah 
 רפאנו ד' ונרפא
Heal us, Hashem, and we will be healed. 
Sickness presents the Jew with conflicting emotions. On the one hand, he 
is religiously challenged. Who does not want to be healthy? Who feels that 
his actions warrant illness, pain and debilitation? Sickness is an 
overwhelming challenge for us to overcome. It takes a very special person 
to accept sickness with equanimity. On the other hand, once we realise that 
Hashem communicates with us through his agency of illness, we are able 
to advance on our relationship with Hashem by using illness as the vehicle 
for engendering prayer, faith and hope. Sickness brings with it loneliness, 
dejection, feelings of betrayal. Conversely, once we affirm our faith that 
sickness is Hashem’s communication, we realise that we are really not 
alone, for Hashem is by our side. He employs sickness as a vehicle for 
spiritual healing. It is an unprecedented opportunity to reach out and 
strengthen our feelings about Hashem, increase our faith in Him. Thus, as 
we progress, our loneliness dissipates, as we begin to acknowledge that we 
are never really alone. 
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Rabbi Dovid Siegel 

Haftorah 
Parshas Reeh - Yeshaya 54,11 
This week’s haftorah directs its focus towards Zion and presents her 
illustrious future in the time of the Jewish redemption. In the haftorah, we 
discover that after all the warm comforting words said to the Jewish people 
Zion still refused to be consoled. The prophet Yeshaya directs his words 
towards Zion and says in the name of Hashem, “You afflicted, stormy city 
who has not been comforted, behold I will lay your floors with precious 
stones and set your foundation with sapphire stones.” (54:11) In truth, the 
Jewish people have already returned to the land of Israel but Zion remained 
unconsoled. The thousands of years that Zion lay in ruins needed to be 
accounted for. In the past, she had been accustomed to being the center of 
the world, the most beautiful sight on earth. But that wonderful respect, 
dignity and appreciation was taken away from her and has been withheld 
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for such an extended period of time. Instead of her previous splendor and 
glory she continuously faced shame, degradation and times of despair. Zion 
therefore responded to Hashem and requested compensation and 
consolation for her long forsaken life. 
Hashem granted her request and told Zion that He would restore her tenfold 
to her original glory. In addition, Hashem pledged to establish Zion such a 
desirable city that even her floors and walls would be constructed from 
precious jewels and stones. Her physical beauty will transcend any existing 
structure and the city will literally sparkle and glisten. Every moment spent 
in Zion will be an unforgettable experience and everyone will be irresistibly 
attracted to her splendor and glory. 
The prophet adds a special dimension to this glorious era and says, “And 
all of your children will be students of Hashem and much peace will be 
amongst them.” (54:13) The clarity of Torah knowledge will be so readily 
accessible that all of the children of Zion will be regarded students of 
Hashem Himself. Chazal in Yalkut Shimoni (Yeshaya 479) expound upon 
this verse and reveal that the confusion and diversity amongst the Jewish 
people are the result of the present system of learning. Until the era of 
Mashiach one must rely upon human beings with their limited intellectual 
capacities to transmit the Torah from teacher to student. But in the times of 
Mashiach all of the children of Zion will be privileged to study Torah from 
the original source, Hashem Himself. The clarity that will result from such 
study will produce an indescribable degree of peace and harmony, everyone 
following the same perfect path of observance. 
The prophet then directs his words to the nations of the world and says, 
“All who are thirsty go and drink, even without pay; go and acquire wine 
and milk.” (55:1) Chazal (Yalkut ad loc.) explain that the water stated here 
refers to Torah knowledge and the wine and milk refer to spiritual 
sustenance. The Radak develops this and says that the revelations of 
Hashem in the time of Mashiach will produce an indescribable thirst for 
knowledge. The nations of the world will be so impressed by Hashem’s 
miracles and revelations that they will flock to Zion to study the word of 
Hashem. This will produce the ultimate fulfillment of the prophetic words, 
“For from Zion will go forth Torah.” Once again Zion will be the center of 
Torah for the world. But this time the Torah will be appreciated even by 
the nations of the world who will recognize it as the absolute truth. Even 
the nations will experience Torah as their true sourceof life and will search 
for it as one searches for his bread and water. 
And to complete the picture, Yeshaya foretells, “Behold nations that never 
knew you will run and become your servants because the glory of Hashem 
shines upon you (55:5) With this, Zion will finally be consoled. She has 
been promised to return to her original splendor. She has been promised to 
become the most desirable spot on the face of the earth. Her students will 
be privileged to study directly from Hashem. She’ll serve as the center of 
Torah for the entire world, nations of the world included. And finally she’ll 
even attract the nations to flock to her and display total subservience to the 
glory of Hashem which will permanently rest in her midst. Her lonely 
forsaken life is over forever and in its place she will now enjoy the glorious 
future of being the most desirable site on earth. 
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Rabbi Yaakov Asher Sinclair 

Ohr Somayach – Torah Weekly 
Overview 
Moshe presents to the nation the blessing of a spiritually oriented life, and 
the curse of becoming disconnected from Hashem. When the nation enters 
Eretz Yisrael they must burn down any trees that had been used for idol-
worship, and destroy all idolatrous statues. Hashem will choose only one 
place where the Divine Presence will dwell. Offerings may be brought only 
there; not to a private altar. Moshe repeatedly warns against eating animal 
blood. In the desert, all meat was slaughtered in the Mishkan, but in Eretz 
Yisrael meat may be shechted anywhere. Moshe lists the categories of food 
that may be eaten only in Jerusalem. He warns the nation against copying 
ways of the other nations. Since the Torah is complete and perfect, nothing 
may be added to or subtracted from it. If a "prophet" tells the people to 
permanently abandon a Torah law or indulge in idol worship, he is to be 
put to death. One who entices others to worship idols is to be put to death. 
A city of idolatry must be razed. It is prohibited to show excessive signs of 
mourning, such as marking the skin or making a bald spot. Moshe reiterates 
the classifications of kosher and non-kosher food and the prohibition of 

cooking meat and milk. Produce of the second tithe must be eaten in 
Jerusalem, and if the amount is too large to carry, it may be exchanged for 
money with which food is bought in Jerusalem. In certain years this tithe is 
given to the poor. Bnei Yisrael are instructed to always be open-hearted, 
and in the seventh year any loans must be discounted Hashem will bless the 
person in all ways. A Jewish bondsman is released after six years, and must 
be sent away with generous provisions. If he refuses to leave, his ear is 
pierced with an awl at the door post and he remains a bondsman until the 
Jubilee Year. The Parsha ends with a description of the three pilgrimage 
festivals of Pesach, Shavuot and Succot. 
Insights 
In G-d We Trust 
“…You shall open your hand to your brother, to your poor, and to your 
destitute in your Land.” (15:11) 
Sign seen hanging in a store: 
“In G-d we trust, everyone else pays cash.” 
A philosopher once asked Rabban Gamliel, “Your Torah commands you 
over and over again to give charity, and to not be afraid of it affecting your 
financial security. Isn’t such a fear natural? How can a person give away 
his money without worrying that perhaps he should have saved it for a rainy 
day?” 
Rabban Gamliel asked him, “If someone asked you for a loan, would you 
agree?” 
“Depends on who that someone is,” replied the philosopher. “If it’s 
someone I didn’t know, yes, I would be afraid of losing my money.” 
“What if he had guarantors?” asked Rabban Gamliel. 
“Well, if I knew I could rely on them, I would agree.” 
“How about if the guarantor was the President, how would you feel about 
that?” 
“Well, of course, in those circumstances I would have total confidence that 
I’d get my money back.” 
“When someone gives charity,” said Rabban Gamliel, “he’s actually 
extending a loan to the ‘President of the Universe’. It says in the Book of 
Mishlei (Proverbs): One who gives graciously to the poor, extends, as it 
were, a loan to G-d, Who will pay back all that is due.” 
G-d pays us back in this world by making sure we get back what we 
“loaned” Him. And, in the next world we get the full reward for our “loan”. 
No one is as trustworthy as G-d. If He guarantees to return our money, why 
should anyone have the slightest hesitation in giving charity?” 
Source: based on the Midrash 
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Between the Fish and the Soup 
Parashat Re’eh - D’var Torah – 5777 
'You are G-d’s children. Do not mutilate yourselves and do not make a 
bald patch in the middle of your head as a sign of mourning’ 
is immediately followed with: 
‘For you are a holy people to the Lord your G-d. G-d has chosen you from 
all nations on the face of the Earth to be His am segula - own special 
nation’ (14:1-2). 
Rashi makes the connection between the two verses. You are My children, 
says G-d. With that status, you should take pride in your appearance even 
when grieving the death of close relatives. In addition, he continues, self-
mutilation was forbidden as it was a mourning practice of the idolatrous 
Canaanites. 
The Sforno explains that Torah does not permit such excessive mourning 
for the reason that Israel is a holy nation. The self-mutilation mentioned 
here has two causes. One is the deep concern for the soul of the person that 
died. The other is the profound sense of loss felt by the mourners. 
The Torah urges moderation in mourning: “For you are a holy people”. 
Every Israelite including the person that just died has a share in the World 
to Come, where “one hour of spiritual happiness is better than all the joy 
this world has to offer” (Avot 4:22). The soul, which is the essence of the 
dead person, is on the way to that ultimate fulfillment. That should be a 
source of comfort. All the more so, as the Israelites are “am segula”. The 
Kli Yakar translates “segula” as having a very special place in the World 
to Come. And the tears genuinely shed over the dead person are in spiritual 
terms counted and placed in the deceased’s reserved place in the World to 
Come (based on Psalms 56:9). 
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“You are G-d’s children” are also words of support to the mourners. G-d, 
our Eternal Father, is still with us even in the hard times of the death of a 
loved one. 
Both the Sforno’s and K’li Yakar’s explanations do not view death as a full 
stop, but as a comma. All people survive death in spiritual form (c.f. Eccl. 
12:7). The essence of the person is immortal. Thus a period of mourning is 
appropriate. But life continues. Even with Moses, that period of mourning 
was 30 days only (34:8). 
In addition, this prohibition reflects a fundamental Torah attitude towards 
living. Those who disfigure themselves permanently are giving a message 
to the rest of society. The message is that they are living in the past. Life 
was better before, and can never be the same again. 
This contrasts with the Torah attitude, expressed by Moses: “Choose life, 
so that you and your children may live” (30:19). Every day presents a 
different challenge. A range of opportunities once missed may never come 
again. They should not be obscured by idle and self-indulgent nostalgia. As 
Kohelet puts it: “Do not say that times long ago are better than today. 
Putting that idea forward is not wise” (Eccl. 7:10). 
Thus Torah attitude to mourning is expressed with: “For you are a holy 
people to the Lord your G-d”. Mourners have to come to terms with death 
in that framework. The current shiva practices need to be within that spirit. 
These include tears, but also reviewing the positive events and lessons from 
the deceased’s life, and emulating them in future generations. It would 
certainly include the well-established practices of learning mishnayot 
dedicated to the soul of the deceased. And where possible, to contribute and 
enrich the ongoing life of the community with projects in the name of 
deceased. 
Parashat Re'eh (Haftara) – 5777 
‘You (i.e. the Israelite Nation in the future) will be established through 
righteousness.' (Isaiah 54:14) 
Guided Tour 
The context of the Haftara is the Return to the Holy Land and to Zion. The 
first half of the Haftara is a relatively factual description of the end of the 
Exile. Zion, under G-d's total protection from powerful enemies, will 
sparkle as though covered with precious stones. The inhabitants' way of life 
will be characterized by 'tzedaka' – doing what is right and just (54:14), 
Torah learning (54:13), and pro-active co-operation in re-building the city 
(54:13 – following extension of the interpretation of that verse in the 
Talmud: Berachot 64a). 
The second half brings inspiration by looking into the future when G-d's 
rule takes root. 'All who are thirsty come for water! Even if you have no 
money, buy food and eat…without cost' (55:1). Food and drink – both in 
the physical and (following Rashi, Ibn Ezra) spiritual senses will be within 
everyone's reach – no doubt because the moral currency of the city will 
already have been 'established in "tzedaka" – righteousness': the norms of 
social justice (54:14). 
Isaiah was a navi: an individual who personally received the word of G-d, 
and conveyed it to the people. Isaiah himself lived at around 720 BCE. That 
was when both the kingdoms of Israel and Judah were going through 
spiritual and moral decline. In consequence, his earlier prophesies – 
messages directly from G-d - foresaw the exiles of both the Northern 
Kingdom of Israel (which took place in his lifetime), and ultimately the 
Southern Kingdom of Judah. 
The scene of the middle section of Isaiah with which contains the opening 
part of the Haftara is some 200 years later – relating to primarily to the end 
of the Babylonian exile, although it could at the same time be also be 
hinting towards redemption in a much later future era. This part of the book 
mentions Cyrus II, Emperor of the Medes and the Persians, by name. G-d 
declares him to be His shepherd and His anointed (44:28 and 45:1). 
Following his declaration, some of the Jews returned, physically and 
spiritually, to rebuild a much-devastated Holy Land. And the last eleven 
chapters of the Book – beginning with the closing text of this Haftara - 
relates to the final redemption and the end of the Diaspora: when ‘all Israel 
will emerge out of its nations of dispersion and reassemble on G-d’s sacred 
mountain of Jerusalem.’ (66:20) 
The Book of Isaiah contains deeply inspiring words of encouragement, 
applying to both the Israelites and the world at large. It repeatedly stresses, 
as seen in this Haftara, that the Israelite exiles and Divine punishments 
suffered will be temporary, and that G-d will eventually redeem His people 
and settle them permanently in His land, in honor, prosperity, and with 
worldwide influence. 

The content of the Haftara declares to the Israelites in exile that the future 
will bring a new era. Indeed, declares the Prophet: at that time 'no weapon 
manufactured against you will succeed' (54:17). And in that new era, 
adherence to G-d's Laws will enable the Israelite Nation to return to its roots 
under the leadership of the House of David. And at that time, other nations 
will recognize the Creator's Presence amongst His People in the Holy Land, 
and run to associate themselves with the House of Israel. 
D’var Torah 
The prophecy of Isaiah states that in the future, the Israelite Nation will be 
established through 'tzedaka' - righteousness – doing what is right at the 
right time, and in the right circumstances. In that context, consider the 
following letter. It is a free translation from an item in 'Ha-Ichud' – Parasha 
Sheet #473, Ashdod, Israel. 
'Dear Fellow Residents, 
'In a terrorist attack in Hebron, a soldier named Netanel was shot by an 
Arab, who escaped. Netanel collapsed to the ground, rapidly losing blood. 
Under normal circumstances he wouldn't have had a chance, since the hour 
was very early morning, with no-one about. However, the shots were heard 
by another soldier, who came running to investigate. When he saw Netanel 
wounded, he administered first aid and summoned an ambulance, and 
accompanied him to the hospital; he left Netanel's side only after his 
parents arrived. He left the hospital quickly, without identifying himself. 
After the doctors administered to Netanel, they declared that without the 
other soldier's application of first aid, Netanel would not have survived. 
'Now, Netanel's parents owned a makolet (local general neighborhood 
store), and they hung a large sign in their window, to inform the neighbors 
of their son's miraculous aid from Heaven; and to enlist the aid of anyone 
who might be able to identify their son's rescuer. And so the sign hung in 
their window, for one-and-a-half years. 
'One day a woman, resident of Be'er Sheva, entered the makolet to make a 
purchase. Upon leaving she read the sign in the window, then very excitedly 
re-entered the makolet and burst into tears, saying, "That's my son, that's 
my son! My son saved your son!" She went on to describe the background 
of the story. She located her son via mobile phone, asking him to come to 
meet her at the makolet, and in a brief moment he was identified as the 
rescuer. 
'The emotional meeting of the two families quickly became the talk of the 
town. When it came time to leave, the rescuer's mother asked the other 
woman to join her in a side room. She said, "This isn't the first time we met, 
likely you don't remember that we met in this very makolet twenty years 
ago". Netanel's mother didn't know what she was referring to, and the other 
woman continued. "Twenty years ago I was passing in the neighborhood, 
and I entered your makolet to make a purchase. At that time I was pregnant, 
and the two of us entered into a pleasant conversation. I mentioned the 
difficulties I was having with my pregnancy, and I told you of my plan to 
abort. When you heard my woes, you and your husband summoned all your 
powers of convincing to prevent me from going ahead with my plan, telling 
me how rewarding children are. The two of you talked, and you talked, until 
you convinced me. Now, this same infant who was born because of you, he 
is the same soldier who saved your son's life. G-d paid you back in kind." 
'Stay healthy.........Shalom' 
 

Rabbi Doniel Staum 

Stam Torah 
Parshas Re’eh 5777 - “Priceless Land” 
A Texas rancher was visiting a farm in Israel. The proud Israeli farmer was 
showing the Texan around. “Here is where I grow my tomatoes, 
cucumbers, and squash. Over there I built a clubhouse for my children, next 
to the shed I built, on the side of the flower garden.” The Texan was 
surprised by how much the Israeli had cultivated on such a small tract of 
land. “Is this all your land?” the Texan asked. 
“Yes” replied the Israeli proudly, “every bit of it is mine.” 
“No, I mean this is it? Is this all of it?” asked the Texan incredulously. 
“Betach! It really is all mine!” 
“Well son”, replied the Texan, “back home I’d get in my car before the 
sun’d come up and I’d drive and drive, and when the sun set, why, I’d only 
be halfway across my land.” 
“Oh yes,” replied the Israeli wistfully, “I know exactly how you feel; I used 
to have a car that ran the same way.” 
Moshe Rabbeinu pined to enter the Land until the day he died. Ultimately 
he was only allowed to gaze at the Land from afar. But throughout his final 
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will and testament to his beloved people, which comprises most of the book 
of Devorim, Moshe reminded the nation of the physical and spiritual 
delights of the land. At the same time he repeatedly cautioned them to 
maintain the sanctity of the Land by observing the Torah. Otherwise, he 
warned, the Land will repulse them and they would suffer greatly as a 
result. In the palace of the king one must act with greater vigilance and 
respect.(1) 
The timeless words of the Torah contain the key for our ultimate return to 
the Land. The Land must be purged from all impurities of idols and other 
gods. The laws endemic to the Land must be adhered to with precision, 
such as shemittah (sabbatical year of the Land) and the various tithes. If 
Klal Yisroel will fulfill those dictums they will live in unhindered peace 
and the land will flourish. “You shall cross the Jordan and settle in the Land 
that Hashem, your G-d, causes you to inherit, and He will give you rest 
from your enemies all around, and you will dwell securely(2).” 
In bentching(3) we thank G-d, not only for the food He allowed us to enjoy, 
but also for the Holy Land from which all blessing emanates from. “We 
thank You Hashem, our G-d, because You have given to our forefathers as 
a heritage, a land which is desirable, good, and wide.” 
That the land is desirable and good is clear. But how can it be said that it is 
a spacious land? The square footage of Eretz Yisroel is less than the 
relatively small state of New Jersey(4). Even with if the Biblical parameters 
of Trans-Jordan included, the land is dwarfed by any one of the surrounding 
Arab countries(5). Despite how much we love the land and how connected 
we feel to it, it is not a physically spacious land? 
Rabbi Moshe Wolfson shlita(6) related the following beautiful explanation: 
Reuven meets his friend Shimon one afternoon and excitedly tells him that 
he has just recently purchased some real estate. “That is wonderful”, replies 
Shimon, “How much land did you buy?” Reuven smiles, “A foot of land!” 
Shimon gazes at him incredulously, “A foot of land is practically 
insignificant. For that you are excited? I think you were duped into a silly 
deal.” 
We would all agree that Reuven does not possess much business acumen. 
But what if Reuven approached Shimon and told him that he purchased a 
foot of diamond. Undoubtedly Shimon would be most impressed, for a foot 
of diamond is invaluable. The disparity between a foot of land and a foot 
of diamond is diametrically different. The smallest diamond is very 
valuable, and every added inch of diamond is worth exponentially more. 
Eretz Yisroel is described as, “a land that Hashem, your G-d, seeks out; the 
eyes of Hashem, your G-d, are always upon it…(7)” Every inch of land in 
Eretz Yisroel is priceless and invaluable. Thus, because it is “a land which 
is desirable and good”, it is wide and spacious. Perhaps geometrically, in 
comparison to other lands, it is physically a small land. But as the land 
which is G-d’s Palace, as it were, it is a huge land, a veritable treasure. 
The truth is that one need only travel the roads of Eretz Yisroel to know the 
veracity of these words. Today the cities of Eretz Yisroel are congested and 
bustling with Jews, thank G-d. It can be difficult to find living space or 
even to merely get around the city roads. However, once one drives slightly 
beyond the city limits (which are constantly expanding) there is open 
landscape for miles and miles. 
This phenomenon is extremely noticeable in Yerushalayim. “Jerusalem, 
mountains surround it, and G-d surrounds His people, now and forever(8).” 
The hills surrounding Jerusalem are breathtaking. Houses and settlements, 
literally, jet out of the sides of the mountains creating ornate beautiful 
neighborhoods. But if one is driving down Highway One, passed Har 
Menuchos on the left heading out of western Jerusalem, once one has 
passed the outlying neighborhoods of Ramot which appear atop the 
adjacent hills, there are wide gaps of land before the next village appears 
on the horizon. 
The same holds true to the east. When one travels beyond the ever 
expanding neighborhood of Har Chomah, the rolling hills of the Judean 
desert come into view, with the villages of Gush Etzion in the distance. 
Similarly, if one stands above the Mount of Olives in the Arab village of 
At-Tur in one direction is a magnificent view of the Temple Mount. In the 
other direction is nothing but miles of desert. 
But even desert land does not seem to be an impediment to us. During the 
previous sixty years, areas which were nothing but desert are today 
beautiful tracts of oasis land with Jews living comfortably there. 
It may be the land is crowded and population is increasing constantly. Yet 
the land still beckons to us and awaits our return with open arms… and 
open land. 

Rabbi Yehuda Halevi expressed his nostalgic love for the Land with 
unparalleled prose and eloquence(9): “Would that I could wander among 
the places where G-d revealed to your seers and envoys. Who could make 
wings for me so that I could wander afar and spread the broken pieces of 
my heart between your broken pieces (i.e. ruins)? I will fall to my face upon 
your land and treasure your stones and treasure your soil. I will even stand 
near the graves of my forefathers, and be in wonder in Hebron, the site of 
the graves of your chosen ones… Living souls are the air of your land, 
flowing myrrh the dust of your soil, and dripping honey your rivers…” 
When I was in Eretz Yisroel a few months ago I had the opportunity to see 
many beautiful places and special people, but I did not have a chance to 
pray at Kever Rochel. On the final afternoon of my visit with an eleven 
p.m. flight rapidly approaching, I had about three hours left before the taxi 
would arrive to drive me to Ben Gurion airport. 
I stopped the next cab that passed and asked him how long it would take 
and how much it would cost for him to drive me to Kever Rochel and to 
wait for me to enter and daven and then to drive me back. In typical harried 
Israeli dialect he replied, “One hundred shekel; one hour. Get in, let’s go!” 
It was a great deal and well worth the price to have the opportunity to daven 
in one of the holiest places in the world, and we set off. 
The driver was not a religious man, but it was clear that he had tremendous 
respect for Torah and tradition. The Israeli radio was playing in the car, but 
it wasn’t too loud so I didn’t ask him to shut it. As we drove towards East 
Jerusalem we conversed about living in Yerushalayim and how fortunate 
he was to be there. 
When we arrived at the security check point barrier outside Bethlehem, he 
suddenly shut off the radio and quipped, “Zeh makom kadosh; kahn ayn 
radio – This is a holy place; here there’s no radio!” 
All of Eretz Yisroel is holy and ever inch of the land is invaluable. It is the 
land of Torah(10), a land of spirituality, and the land from which our hearts 
never left. 
Those who were involved in the formation of the state were dubbed 
Zionists. Truthfully however, a Zionist is one who loves the land because 
he/she recognizes that it is the Palace of the King from where His Presence 
never completely left. A Zionist is one who seeks to restore the land to its 
glory, not merely by aesthetically and physically beautifying the land, but 
by promulgating and studying Torah, the very fabric of the land. 
“Who could make wings for me” 
“A land which is desirable, good, and wide” 
Rabbi Dani Staum, LMSW, Rabbi, Kehillat New Hempstead, 
Rebbe/Guidance Counselor – Heichal HaTorah, Principal – Ohr Naftoli- 
New Windsor 
1. It is also not coincidental that the parshios read during the Shabbosos 
following Tisha B’av discuss and describe the greatness of Eretz Yisroel. 
2. 12:10 
3. Grace after Meals 
4. Israel is 8,522 square mile; New Jersey is 8,729 square miles 
5. With the exception of Lebanon (4,035 sq. miles) 
6. In his sefer “Tzion V’areha” (Zion and its cities). The sefer is a collection 
of Rabbi Wolfson’s explanations and thoughts, based on the wisdom of the 
Sages, regarding Eretz Yisroel generally and about many of its cities. 
7. Devorim 11:12 
8. Tehillim 125:2 
9. Tisha B’av Kinnah 36 – “Zion halo Tishali” 
10. The kabbalistic works explain that every four amos (cubits) of land in 
Eretz Yisroel corresponds to a specific part of Torah. 
 

Rabbi Berel Wein 

People 
Standing on the corner of two major thoroughfares in midtown Manhattan 
recently I was struck by the number and variety of people walking past. 
There were hordes of them all purposefully heading towards some 
appointed place and event. They were a composite of all of humanity, 
representing every color of human skin, babel of languages, all social strata, 
faiths and ethnic origins. 
When I was a blasé New Yorker twenty-three years ago I never noticed that 
all of these people existed and were parading before me. The anonymity of 
urban life allows one to ignore people as though they do not exist. We tend 
to see only what we wish to see, the people we can recognize and with 
whom we can identify, and we are oblivious to everyone else. 
We see our world but avoid seeing God’s world. And so the entire wonder 
of God’s creation of humans escapes us. In so doing we fall victim to 
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intolerance, hatred of others, war and violence. Abraham Lincoln once 
famously said that God must love the poor for He created so many of them. 
Well, God must love variety for He created such a variation in human 
appearance, culture and ethnicity. 
So then why do humans decry such variety? Why do we crave conformity 
and governmental rule over individual freedom and self-assertiveness? 
Why do we long to restore civilization to the level of the generation of the 
Tower of Babel, of absolute unity of language and conformity of thought? 
Why, indeed? 
The Lord apparently was displeased by the attitudes and behavior pattern 
of the generation that attempted to construct the Tower of Babel. He wished 
there to be a scattering of humans all over the globe with a wide variety of 
languages, cultures and folkways. This is the plain reading of the biblical 
narrative in the opening chapters of the Torah. 
People were clearly meant to be different one from another. Only because 
of this can we justify and understand God’s singling out of the Jewish 
people as being special and different than all other peoples, cultures and 
faiths. Jews represent the quality of difference that God planted within 
human society. It is the stubbornness of human beings to accept this idea 
of difference as being a Godly gift that has led to so many of the ills that 
have plagued human society over the ages. And, in the case of the Jews, it 
remains the root cause of anti-Semitism until this very day. 
The slogan of the sinners of Israel over the millennia of our existence as a 
people has always been that we wish to be like everyone else, like all the 
other nations of the world. But that is contrary to the wishes and guidance 
of the Creator. Historical, racial and ethnical differences always arise to 
guarantee that the principle of human diversity always is present and active. 
I know that this is an oversimplification of a very complex matter but I also 
hope that you will understand the basic point that I am trying to make. 
There is a reason that the rabbis instituted a blessing that states: “Blessed 
be God Who has made His creatures different one from another!” 
We somehow fear people that are different than we are. They challenge our 
security and our very self-image. We see this in the cruelty of children to 
those that are physically different than they are. In the nineteenth century, 
Christian Europe was convinced that it was doing God’s work in 
“civilizing” the human inhabitants of Asia and Africa. 
The missionaries were convinced that they were teaching the true faith to 
the previously heathen masses. Current day historians and social scientists 
heatedly debate whether colonialism and imperialism were a boon or a 
curse to humankind then. But there is no question that hundreds of 
thousands and even millions of people were destroyed or enslaved, simply 
because they were different than those who were then temporarily more 
powerful militarily. 
The inability to live and let live, which is the basic premise for allowing 
differences to exist and be tolerated in human society, lies at the root of the 
bloody conflicts that so bedevil us currently. How to retain our own self-
esteem and strong identity without having to demonize those that are 
different than we are is a major spiritual, psychological and social 
challenge. Most of human history details for us the unfortunate results of 
humankind’s inability to rise and overcome that challenge. But, we have to 
keep on trying. 
Berel Wein 
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Rabbi Berel Wein 

Weekly Parsha 
Re’eh 
The American Declaration of Independence claimed that certain basic 
human rights were obvious. Yet what is obvious to some is in reality 
obscure and unknown to many others. Because of this, the Torah 
emphasizes the obvious in this week’s Torah reading. The choice between 
death in this world and the next, and life – eternal life, no less, should be 
obvious. The Torah in fact states that seeing this will lead to a correct 
choice. But one needs to see them objectively and rationally. 
People, who make poor choices, do so on the basis of emotion, desire, 
foolishness and illusory hopes and false ideas. These are the products of 
distorted vision - the inability to see things clearly. Only clear vision can 
lead to wise and correct choices. The commandments that the Torah enjoins 
us to observe are a form of corrective lenses to aid us in seeing things 
clearly and accurately. 

People have to pass an eye and vision test in order to be able to legally 
operate an automobile. How much more so is an eye and vision test 
necessary when life and death itself is in question? The Torah advises us to 
always choose life. This is the basis for all Jewish society throughout our 
long and sometimes very painful history. It is obvious that one should 
always choose life. But we must always be reminded even of the obvious. 
We should never underestimate the power of distorted vision which causes 
untold damage to our own selves. 
The final gift, so to speak, that the Lord granted to our teacher Moshe was 
that he was able to “see” the Land of Israel and the story of the Jewish 
people throughout history. The Torah teaches us that imagination is a form 
of “seeing.” What we see from this is that seeing in the mind’s eye is also 
a legitimate form of sight. 
The Jewish people survived on the basis of imagination for all of the 
centuries of our exile and dispersion. We always imagined Jerusalem and 
the Temple, the Land of Israel and the ingathering of the exiles to their 
ancient homeland. When imagination wanes, so does our hope and 
creativity. Of course imagined reality may not completely coincide with the 
actuality of the human condition and circumstance. But without the original 
power of imagination – of seeing things in our mind and heart and not only 
with our actual physical eyes – one will never advance to actually seeing 
the desired goal. 
That is why the Torah emphasizes time and again the importance of seeing 
things correctly, both in imaginary and in actual sight. The prophets of 
Israel fired our imagination with their visions of the future redemption of 
the Jewish people and humanity generally. We have seen some of these 
visions fulfilled in our times and in front of our very eyes, if we are but 
wise enough to see things accurately. The importance of this kind of sight 
is never to be minimized. 
Shabbat shalom, Rabbi Berel Wein 
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Person in the Parsha 
Socialism: Is It Good for the Poor? 
I must begin with a disclaimer. I am not an economist. Admittedly, there 
was a time early in my college days when I considered majoring in 
economics. My father, may he rest in peace, was a workingman and a 
member of a labor union (about which he had only good things to say). This 
led to my initial interest in labor economics, but the first psychology course 
I took quickly persuaded me that the depths of the human psyche were far 
more interesting than statistics about wages and unemployment. 
Over time, however, it was precisely this fascination with the human 
psyche that motivated me to ask the following question: “Why are many 
Jews so convinced of the values of socialism, and why have they been so 
involved in the leadership of the Socialist movement?” I need not, in this 
essay, spell out details about the roles that Jews have played in the 
formation of the ideology of socialism and in its practice. Suffice it to say 
that the Jews are numbered among socialism’s most prominent 
theoreticians, and that the Communist Revolution was the favored cause of 
multitudes of young Jews in the early years of the 20th century. 
Why? What did Jews find so attractive about these movements? Why do 
Jews to this very day lean leftwards in their politics and advocate economic 
policies consistent with socialism? Why, for example, were so many of the 
original pioneers of the settlement of the land of Israel socialist, or 
communist, in their orientation? 
Some have seen in the affinity that many Jews had with socialism a reply 
to anti-Semitism. This point of view maintains that Jews believed that they 
could rid themselves of the hostility others bear toward them by adopting a 
cause that would solve the world’s economic suffering. 
Others maintain that Jews are “revolutionary by nature,” and will 
participate in any revolutionary movement, particularly one which 
promises the establishment of a “just society”. 
Still others maintain that for many young Jews in pre-Holocaust Eastern 
Europe, socialism was a “way of getting rid of their Jewish heritage, of 
leaving the ghetto behind them.” 
I have found myself intrigued, over the years, by another perspective 
entirely. Jews find socialism attractive because they believe that it is rooted 
in Jewish tradition. In particular, they find that Judaism’s concern for the 
poor and its advocacy for the practice of charity are consistent with the 
values of socialism, if not identical to them. 
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I would like to examine this contention, if only superficially. I choose to do 
so with a humorous anecdote, which is often related during conversations 
about the efficacy of socialism. Here is the anecdote: 
At the beginning of the 20th century, a famed socialist leader left a mass 
public meeting with a throng of admirers at his heels. On their way, they 
passed a beggar pleading for alms. The charismatic leader ignored the 
beggar, but one of his many followers threw the poor man a coin. The leader 
turned to his follower with a scornful gaze. He shouted, “Traitor!” The 
follower, stunned and confused, protested: “What did I do? After all, I just 
helped a poor man. Didn’t you teach us about the terrible suffering of the 
proletariat?” The leader responded, “We await the revolution, the 
comprehensive and absolute solution to the problems of the poor. When 
you give alms to the poor person, you reduce his suffering. By doing so you 
are delaying the revolution. Instead of a total and final solution, you give 
him a momentary “fix.” Instead of giving him a new coat, you stitch another 
patch upon his rags. Therefore, you are a traitor to the cause!” 
I am indebted to Rabbi Chaim Navon for this anecdote, with which he 
begins his essay on this week’s Torah portion in his excellent work, 
Parashot. Rabbi Navon offers a novel analysis of the entire topic, which I 
leave you, dear reader, to look up for yourself. I will, however, share with 
you the textual difficulty with which he begins his exposition. 
There are two verses in this week’s Torah portion, Re’eh (Deuteronomy 
11:26-16:21), which are difficult to reconcile. 
The first, Deuteronomy 15:4, appears in the context of the command for 
creditors to remit debts during the sabbatical year. It reads, “There shall be 
no needy among you… If only you heed the Lord your God and take care 
to keep all this Instruction that I enjoined upon you this day.” 
The second, a mere seven verses later (ibid. 15:11), reads, “For there will 
never cease to be needy ones in your land, which is why I command you: 
open your hand to the poor and needy kinsman in your land.” 
One verse assures us that there will be no poverty, while the other verse 
confronts us with the sad reality that there will never cease to be “needy 
ones in your land.” 
There are many ways to address this apparent contradiction. One simple 
approach is that the first verse refers to the ideal society, one which has 
thoroughly addressed and resolved the problem of poverty. The second 
verse refers to the sad reality, knowing full well that the ideal is rarely 
achieved. 
Let us return to the Socialist leader who was the subject in the anecdote 
quoted above. What exactly was his moral flaw? I found it expressed very 
articulately in an essay by a scholar whom I’ve quoted frequently, in the 
past. 
His name was Rabbi Chaim Zeitchik and this is what he wrote in his 
comments on this week’s parsha: 
“Let us not forget that charity is not just a matter of economic support. 
Charity demands heart. One must empathize with the poor man’s plight. 
One must feel his dilemma, his pain, his panic. If one sees only the poor 
man’s outstretched hand and does not hear the bitter cries of his heart, then 
he has not been charitable. How penetrating are the words of the Talmud 
(Bava Batra 9b): ‘He who gives a coin to the poor man deserves six 
blessings, but he who soothes him with words deserves eleven blessings.’” 
The utopian dream of the socialist visionaries has never been realized. One 
reason is that they saw the outstretched hand of the beggar but did not hear 
the bitter cries of his pained heart. 
The lesson for each of us is quite simple: True charity must go much further 
than writing a check or handing out ten dollar bills. It must also consist of 
kind gestures, gentle smiles, and sincere words of encouragement. 
 
Rabbi Pinchas Winston 

Perceptions 
Parashas Re'eh - False Prophets 
August 13-19, 2017 
This week’s parsha discusses the navi sheker, or false prophet. He’s the guy 
who shows up claiming to have spoken to God and received instructions to 
do that which is contrary to Torah law. He might even SUCCESSFULLY 
perform a miracle to validate his assumed authority. 
The Torah says to kill him. After being proven guilty before a Sanhedrin, 
he is executed as mandated by Torah. For obvious reasons, the world has 
no room for false prophets and dreamers who steer people away from God 
and truth. 

Of course, now that the Jewish people are still in exile, we lack a Sanhedrin 
and any authority to execute anyone, Consequently, “false prophets” spring 
up everywhere and can say and do whatever they want. They can act 
without any obvious impunity. 
Then again, we don’t have prophecy either. We lost that in 313 BCE, long 
before we even entered this fourth and final exile. That being the case, it is 
even harder to be a false prophet than ever before, seemingly ending the 
entire issue of the navi sheker. 
Perhaps. Perhaps not. There is usually a lot more to mitzvos than what first 
meets the eye. This is why when explaining the parameters of a mitzvah it 
is not uncommon to include actions that, at first, do not seem to be part of 
the mitzvah. Mitzvos have underlying principles that often have multiple 
and varied expressions, making them applicable even at times one might 
have thought they were no longer relevant. 
For example, a navi sheker only CLAIMED to have received his 
instructions as prophecy. God, of course, never actually told him what he 
said to do. He doesn’t need prophecy to be a false prophet. He just needs to 
say he had it, and that can apply in ANY generation, even today, especially 
if people are gullible enough to believe him/her. 
I’m not sure if the prohibition can be stretched to include the following, but 
its message certainly does. 
One of the main aspects of the false prophet is his credibility in the eyes of 
others. If everyone thinks that he is crazy, they won’t listen to him. He is 
only dangerous as long as people believe he may speak on behalf of God, 
something God does not take lightly—AT ALL. 
What about a “rabbi” or “leader” who tells their congregation what THEY 
think God REALLY meant when He commanded a particular mitzvah? I 
was once told by someone with authority in his community, “I don’t believe 
God meant for people to sit in the dark on Shabbos just because they forgot 
to turn on their lights, or that He wanted someone to be alone on Shabbos 
instead of driving to shul to be with others.” 
Now, he didn’t say that God told him that. Even if he did, no one would 
have believed him and they would have let him go instead. That gullible 
they were not. But, when he expressed such beliefs as opinions, they carried 
weight in the minds of those to whom he spoke, partly because they wanted 
to believe the same thing, partly because he was an intelligent and “learned” 
man. They relied upon their rabbi for religious direction. 
That too is speaking in the Name of God. It says, “Though God did not tell 
me to say this, He probably would have if prophecy was possible today.” 
That implication is far from harmless. 
There is a famous midrash in the Talmud in which Moshe Rabbeinu is 
shown the greatness of Rebi Akiva (Menachos 29b). The vision, 
apparently, occurred prior to Moshe Rabbeinu being taught the entire Torah 
on Mt. Sinai by God. Therefore, when Rebi Akiva expounded what he 
knew, Moshe Rabbeinu did not recognize what he said, and became 
concerned. 
It wasn’t until Rebi Akiva said that the law came directly from Moshe 
Rabbeinu at Mt. Sinai that Moshe Rabbeinu calmed down. Moshe realized 
that Rebi Akiva had been teaching law that he himself had yet to learn. 
The midrash is clear. Rebi Akiva had not known something Moshe 
Rabbeinu had not known as well. He had not originated a law, based upon 
the needs of his time, that had not begun with Moshe Rabbeinu at Mt. Sinai. 
It had been a timing issue in the Talmud, not a knowledge one. 
This did not stop a current branch of the Jewish people from using the 
midrash, in a large ad in the New York Times, to say exactly the opposite. 
They were faithful to the Talmudic account up until the end of the story. 
The conclusion THEY inserted was: If the great Moses did not know what 
Rebi Akiva knew in his time, then Rebi Akiva would not have known what 
he know in our time. 
In other words, the ad ignored the most important part of the story, the 
punchline if you will. They inserted their own message which contradicted 
the point of the story. They used a midrash that was written to reduce any 
falsely assumed halachic authority in the future to invest themselves with 
it. And you can be sure that their words did not fall on deaf ears. 
Now, if people do not believe in the authority of the Talmud, or even that 
Torah was given word-by-word by God to Moshe Rabbeinu at Mt. Sinai, 
they can think they were just cleverly making THEIR point. What THEY 
believe however does not determine reality. What GOD thinks IS reality, 
and He is going to be far less impressed by their faulty and abusive 
representation of Torah and Judaism. 
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This does not just apply to secular religious leaders. It applies to everyone. 
“God” and “truth” are spelled differently, but they mean the same thing. A 
person may not believe in absolute truth, but that does not mean they aren’t 
misrepresenting it when they express their opinion. If they convince others 
of their tragically mistaken point of view, then they are guilty of lying about 
God. 
It is something to consider unless a person is 100 percent certain that God 
doesn’t exist, which he can never be. It is simply impossible to know 
enough to be 100 percent certain of such a thing. Too much exists to say 
otherwise to be even close to it. Doubt in God’s existence is due to 
ignorance, not knowledge, even with respect to atheistic geniuses. 
Even when a God-believing person acts in a way contrary to Torah—a 
profanation of the Name of God—he misrepresents truth to the world. He 
may not be a navi sheker, but his actions might be considered close to it. 
Torah believing Jews, for many, represent the word of God in the world. 
That’s a HUGE responsibility that must be shouldered with care. 
The bottom line? Pursue truth, and protect it. The reward is great for doing 
so, and the opposite is true when it is left vulnerable to abuse. 
Copyright © 2017 by Thirtysix.org 
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Bais Hamussar 
Dvar Torah # 588 
Re'ei ראה 
This Dvar Torah is dedicated for the hatzlacha b'ruchniyus u'bgashmiyus 
of Matisyahu Yehoshua Falik ben Sarah Breindel 
In this week's parasha the Torah instructs us, "If there shall be a destitute 
person amongst you... you shall surely open your hand and lend him 
money, as much as he needs; whatever he is lacking" (Devarim 15, 7-8). 
Rav Wolbe writes (Alei Shur vol. I p. 93) that kindness is not limited to 
fulfilling another's request for help. The title ba'al chesed is reserved for 
one who has the ability to discern what is needed without the request being 
made, and then fulfills that desire. 
However, kindness is not restricted to monetary donations. A smile can 
uplift someone who is dejected and words of encouragement can bring 
another real happiness. These are such small actions that could have such 
big ramifications. These are merely two of many kindnesses that we have 
the ability to perform - if we just took notice of what people are missing! 
Everyone appreciates a compliment, and almost anyone you come in 
contact with benefits from a good word or a cheerful smile. So do a chessed 
that takes no time or money and make a point of complimenting or 
encouraging someone - today (and every day)! 
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of the Mashgiach z"l to thousands across the globe and sponsor a weekly Dvar Torah for $150 as an honor, memory or in zechus of someone. For just $360 you can 
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Jewish History Crash Course 
Crash Course in Jewish History Part 57 - The Czars and the Jews 
It is arguable which of the Russian Czars was the worst to the Jews. We'll 
start with Czar Nicholas I (who ruled from 1825 to 1855) as one of the 
prime contenders and work our way down. 
In 1827, Czar Nicholas I introduced what became known as the Cantonist 
Decrees. (The name came from the word "canton," meaning "military 
camp.") These decrees called for the forced conscription of Jewish boys 
into the Russian Army. These boys were between the ages of 12 and 18 and 
were forced to serve for 25 years! During their army service, every effort 
was made to convert them to Christianity. 
Due to the horrendous conditions under which they were forced to serve, 
very few of the boys who were conscripted came out alive, and if they did, 
they no longer identified themselves as Jews. As far as the Jewish 
community was concerned, either way was a death sentence. 
Some Jewish parents were so desperate they would actually cut off the right 
index finger of their sons with a butcher's knife -- without an index finger 
you couldn't fire a gun and you were exempt from service. Other people 
would try and bribe their kid's way out. 
The Cantonist Decrees raise the level of pressure on the Jewish community 
to new extremes. 

If that wasn't bad enough, there was the government-sponsored anti-
Semitism. 
Protocols Of The Elders Of Zion 
Around the turn of the century, the Russian secret police began to circulate 
a forgery which became the most famous anti-Semitic "document" in 
history -- The Protocols of the Elders of Zion. These protocols purported to 
be the minutes of a secret meeting of world Jewish leaders, which 
supposedly took place once every hundred years for the purpose of plotting 
how to manipulate and control the world in the next century. 
As ridiculous as this might sound to us today, the Protocols were seized 
upon as "proof" that the world was dominated by Jews who were 
responsible for all of the world's problems. 
Fans and proponents of the Protocols have included such anti-Semites as: 
Henry Ford, the founder of Ford Motor Company; Adolf Hitler, as might 
be expected; Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser; and King Faisal of 
Saudi Arabia, among others. 
Despite the fact that the Protocols are a proven forgery whose allegations 
are completely ridiculous, and that they are considered an expression of the 
worst kind of anti-Semitism, the Protocols continue to sell briskly today 
and are carried by such huge bookstore chains as Barnes and Noble and 
amazon.com in the name of freedom of speech. 
Pogroms 
We spoke of pogroms -- mob violence against Jews -- in Part 49 when we 
covered the murderous attacks of the Ukrainian Cossack Bogdan 
Chmielnicki in 17th century Poland. 
In Czarist Russia, there were so many pogroms against the Jews that it is 
simply impossible to even begin to list them all. (In one four year period 
there was 284 pogroms, for example.) 
These pogroms were seldom spontaneous, though incitement by Christian 
clergy around the Christian holidays could drive the masses into a frenzy. 
However, in Czarist Russia, most of the pogroms were government 
organized. Why would the Czarist government organize mobs to target 
Jews? Because Jews were the classic scapegoats for the economic problems 
of Russia (and many other countries in history). 
Of course, the problems of Russia had nothing to do with the Jews. The 
problems of Russia had to do with a totally backward, feudal, and highly 
corrupt regime. One of the ways of diverting attention from the corruption 
was to blame the Jews and to allow the masses to blow off steam by taking 
it out on the Jews. 
The problems of Russia got worse after Czar Alexander II (who was one of 
the more competent Czars and who was relatively benign to the Jews) was 
assassinated in 1881 by an anarchist who threw a bomb at his carriage. And 
when the problems of Russia got worse, the problems of the Jews got worse 
as well. 
The government of the new Czar, Alexander III (who ruled 1881-1894) 
organized one pogrom after another to keep the anger of the masses focused 
on the Jews. 
In addition to the pogroms, Alexander III promulgated a series of laws 
against the Jews. These laws were called the May Laws and they included 
such prohibitions as: 
1. "It is henceforth forbidden for Jews to settle outside the cities and 
townships." 
2. "The registration of property and mortgages in the names of Jews 
is to be halted temporarily. Jews are also prohibited from administering 
such properties." 
3. "It is forbidden for Jews to engage in commerce on Sundays and 
Christian holidays." 
Writes Berel Wein in Triumph of Survival (p. 173) of the reign of Alexander 
III: 
"Expulsions, deportations, arrests, and beatings became the daily lot of the 
Jews, not only of their lower class, but even of the middle class and the 
Jewish intelligentsia. The government of Alexander III waged a campaign 
of war against its Jewish inhabitants ... The Jews were driven and hounded, 
and emigration appeared to be the only escape from the terrible tyranny of 
the Romanovs." 
It did not help matters any that during the reign of Alexander III a terrible 
famine struck Russia in which 400,000 peasants died. Those who survived 
were bitter and their resentments grew (which would erupt eventually in an 
aborted revolution in 1905 and the successful Russian Revolution which 
ushered in Communist rule in 1917.) 
The Last Romanov 
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When Alexander III died, he was succeeded by Nicholas II, the last of the 
Romanovs. The new Czar had to cope with the mess left behind by his 
father and he did so badly. 
During his reign one of the most famous pogroms took place -- in Kishinev, 
on Easter (April 6-7), 1903. 
The Kishinev pogrom happened when there was a lot of tension in Russia 
(two years before the first, unsuccessful revolution). Wanting to dispel the 
tension, the Czarist government once again organized a pogrom against the 
Jews. 
Strange as it may sound, the Kishinev pogrom received a lot of international 
attention. This was because by this time pogroms were something that the 
"enlightened" Western World no longer found acceptable. (If only they 
knew what they themselves would do to the Jews 40 years later!) 
Here is an excerpt from a description of the pogrom printed in the New 
York Times: 
"It is impossible to account the amounts of goods destroyed in a few hours. 
The hurrahs of the rioting. The pitiful cries of the victims filled the air. 
Wherever a Jew was met he was savagely beaten into insensibility. One 
Jew was dragged from a streetcar and beaten until the mob thought he was 
dead. The air was filled with feathers and torn bedding. Every Jewish 
household was broken into and the unfortunate Jews in their terror 
endeavored to hide in cellars and under roofs. The mob entered the 
synagogue, desecrated the biggest house of worship and defiled the Scrolls 
of the Law. 
"The conduct of the intelligent Christians was disgraceful. They made no 
attempt to check the rioting. They simply walked around enjoying the 
frightful sport. On Tuesday, the third day, when it became known that the 
troops had received orders to shoot, the rioters ceased." 
After two days of mayhem, the Czar said, "Okay enough -- mission 
accomplished. Now it's time to stop it." And it stopped. 
Until the next time. 
Between 1903 and 1907, times of great internal unrest in Russia, there were 
284 pogroms with over 50,000 casualties. The level of violence was 
unbelievable. 
There was only so much of this kind of thing that people could take. The 
Jewish community was being devastated and people were looking for a way 
out. Jews were running out of the shtetls and joining all of the anarchist, 
communist, socialist, bundist movements that they could find in the hopes 
that they would be able to change the situation in Russia. Jews have been 
history's great idealists and during this time they were desperate to find 
some way of making things better. (We will cover their activism when we 
discuss the events surrounding World War I.) 
Another thing that was happening in this time period was emigration. We 
see mass emigration of Jews out of Russia. Between 1881 and 1914, some 
50,000 Jews left every year to a total of 2.5 million Jews. 
Despite these migrations, the Jewish population of Russia stayed constant 
-- at about 5 million Jews, due the very high birthrate. Had these Jews not 
left Russia there would have been 7-8 million Jews there. 
And it was America which absorbed most of the Jewish immigrants during 
this period of time. 
Golden Land 
We might recall (from Part 23) when the Jews were exile by the 
Babylonians, the exile had happened in two stages. First the Babylonians 
took away 10,000 of the best and the brightest, and that turned out to be a 
blessing in disguise because when the Jews arrive in Babylon, there is a 
Jewish infrastructure in place. Yeshivas had been established, synagogues 
built, there was a kosher butcher and a mikvah. Jewish life could continue 
and as a result we saw hardly any assimilation during the Babylonian exile. 
However, when the poor Jews of Russia arrived en masse in America at the 
end of the 19th century -- passing through the famous Ellis Island -- they 
found no Jewish infrastructure in place. 
The Jews who had preceded them in the migration of the 1830s were 
German Jews (about 280,000 of them). These German Jews -- who resented 
the poorer Russian Jews -- were either Reform, (and did not believe that 
the Torah was G-d-given nor in any specific G-d-given law that Jews had 
to keep) or they were secular Jews who totally eschewed Jewish tradition. 
Thus, the poor Russian Jews stepped into the Golden Land of Assimilation 
as we shall see in the next installment. 
Next: Jewish Life In America 
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48 Ways to Wisdom 
Way #41 Getting Into Reality 
Too many people today are living an illusion. They'll escape into the 
fabricated world of a movie, or into a virtual reality experience. 
But isn't the most beautiful reality the one that's real? Wouldn't you 
rather see a fantastic sunset than watch it in a movie? Wouldn't you 
rather experience the thrill of adventure than simulate it in an 
amusement park? Wouldn't you rather achieve greatness than 
hallucinate you're Cleopatra? 
Everyone has a sneaking suspicion there's something really fantastic, 
exciting, and breathtaking about life. 
So why are so many people miserable? Because they're not focused on 
reality. A person can create the impression that he has his act together, 
though in reality he's deluding himself. 
Ma'amido al ha'emes literally means "set him into truth." Don't live a 
life of illusions. Get into reality. It's the real thing. 
You Can Find The Truth 
In our generation, people often don't bother seeking truth, because they 
don't believe it exists. "Everyone is right. Everything is right." So we 
accept living in confusion. People are even afraid to debate deep issues 
because they say, "You're going to brainwash me. I won't be able to 
decide if what you're saying is right or wrong." 
Fight this insanity in yourself and others. We need to have confidence 
that truth exists and it can be found. That's the starting point for all 
reality. 
Become a truth seeker. Be ambitious to know what life is really about. 
Constantly look for evidence to either substantiate -- or contradict -- 
your ideas. Always be open to new information that will enable you to 
hone your understanding of the truth. 
Never stop asking: Is it good to be alive? What's good about it? 
Know Your Evidence 
There are many different theories on "the purpose of life." This 
indicates how easy it is to delude oneself. You have to know what your 
"purpose of life" is based on. Intelligent decisions are built on evidence. 
Where is the source of your information? What is your evidence? 
Two people can be neighbors for years, play golf together, share 
barbecue dinners, and consider themselves the best of friends. They 
only argue over one issue: HaShem. The most fundamental issue of life 
-- which colors our thinking on virtually everything -- and these two 
can't even agree if He exists! 
"Co-existence" is not always proof that someone lives in the same 
reality as you. So whose reality is true? 
You must have confidence in your ability to distinguish right from 
wrong. For example, you know you have 10 fingers. But what if 
someone says you've got 74 fingers? What's your proof he's wrong? 
You know because the sum total of all your senses and prior 
experiences tell you that you've got 10 fingers. It is an unshakable 
conviction. 
Now let's try a more difficult example. Is it more important to be happy 
or to be rich? Most people will say "happy." And what if someone says, 
"It's alright to be miserable and isolated, as long as you've got money!" 
Who's right and who's wrong? Do you know? 
What if you were born in Germany and they said, "Kill all the Jews, the 
plague of mankind." When they put you on trial for war crimes, you 
can't claim innocence. Every human being has the responsibility to 
know reality -- to find out if Jews are human beings. 
Get clear on the evidence for your outlook. It'll keep you from being 
dragged around by passing fads ... or worse. 
Attitude Adjustment 
Reality is largely a function of attitude. 
Imagine a young woman flying from Chicago to attend a friend's 
wedding in New York. She has a beautiful gown, custom-made 
especially for the occasion. Then, just before leaving her hotel for the 
wedding, a clumsy bellhop spills a tray of room service all over her 
dress. Catastrophe! 
Instantly, her mind races through all the possibilities: look for an 
emergency dry cleaner, try to borrow another dress, or simply skip the 
wedding. She's got to make a decision! 
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She concludes that the best option is to go to the wedding with a dirty 
dress. This triggers another whole series of decisions, because when 
someone asks, "Why is your dress all dirty," what will she answer? She 
can simply say, "It doesn't really matter, the important thing is that I'm 
here to enjoy my friend's wedding." Or she can say, "poor me" -- and 
spend the whole evening complaining about exactly how it happened 
and how she was crestfallen and what a disaster it was. 
If you decide: "The world's a mess and it's a drag to be here," then that's 
how you'll live. If you decide: "Life is good and it's a pleasure to be 
here," that's how you'll live. 
If it's good to be alive, you need to know: What's good about it? Am I 
using my potential? Why not? What's holding me back? 
Frequently, the real problem is that a person doesn't know what he 
wants. If you don't know what you want, you can't drive full force to 
get it. 
Once you know what you're living for, there's no holding you back. 
You'll jump out of bed every morning with childlike wonderment at 
life's great thrill. 
If there's ugliness in the world, you have two choices: either complain, 
or clean it up. It's all in the attitude. Don't sit there and say "I wish the 
world was different." The beauty of life is that you can change the 
ugliness. You have the potential -- if you choose to use it. 
There are always 10 different ways to go. Life is your decision. Nobody 
else does it for you. 
Fight Insanity 
Judaism says the most terrible, painful, destructive and contagious 
disease of all is ignorance. People may even commit suicide because of 
ignorance. They lose money in the stock market and suddenly feel that 
life is no longer worth living. What happened? They severed their 
connection with reality. 
"Sanity" means more than just not getting locked away in an insane 
asylum. Sanity clears your mind of the fuzziness and allows you to see 
the beauty of creation. Sanity is energizing, expansive, awesome. 
Insanity is contagious. Imagine we lock you up in an asylum where 
everyone sees snakes crawling on the walls. After six months, it's 
almost guaranteed you'll believe there's snakes on the wall. 
People accept the most ridiculous things because everyone else accepts 
it. Fashion trends and mass marketing operate on this principle. 
The 48 Ways says: What's the best way to survive an insane asylum? 
Cure your fellow inmates. Otherwise you're bound to be influenced by 
them. 
Look For The Root 
We've all tried to help someone with a problem -- a friend, a roommate, 
a colleague, a cousin. The guy is all muddled and depressed -- "I'm no 
good, I'm weak, I'm nothing." You support him, cheer him up, get him 
ready to tackle life, and then ... he's out again the next morning. 
The problem is you did not set him firmly into reality. You did a patch 
job -- and the patch came off. 
To align someone with reality, get to the root of the problem. Don't just 
look for cosmetic solutions. Go below the surface and find the gap in 
knowledge which leads to the negative action. What is the core issue 
holding him back? Look for the Achilles heel -- the single strategic 
move that will turn him around, release his potential, and get him 
moving in the right direction. This will make your solutions more 
effective and permanent. 
For example: Imagine the father of a teenager, frustrated that his son is 
not listening to parental advice. There is constant tension and fighting. 
What's the solution? Get the father to realize a basic principle: "You 
can never tell anyone what to do. You can only show him why it's 
meaningful and to his benefit." This way, you've helped the father 
reframe his approach, and removed a major obstacle toward a peaceful 
relationship. 
Furthermore, make sure you're dealing with the real problem, not just 
an illusion of what the problem is. Let's say in our example that the son 
is convinced his parents hate him. Focus him on the following 
illustration: He's traveling through Europe, gets hit by a car and winds 
up in the hospital. Who's going to travel 5,000 miles to see that he gets 
the best treatment? He knows who will come -- his father. Yet you say 
he hates you! 
Focus his attention: His parents are totally devoted to him and can't 
possibly hate him. You've now given him clarity. At least until the next 
time his father calls him a dumbbell... 

Personalized Problem Solving 
Realize there are no "pat" solutions. Just as every person is unique in 
appearance, so too everyone has different motivations and needs. One 
person may be driven by idealism, another needs security, another 
wants material possessions, another is in pursuit of honor. So even if 
you've found one solution, it may not be universally applicable. 
(On the other hand, there are certain universal drives: the desire to be 
good, to actualize potential, to help others, etc.) 
The best solution to a problem is the one that someone comes up with 
on his own. Because when someone personally understands the 
obstacles that interfere with fulfillment, he'll devote himself more fully 
to that solution. 
Therefore, setting a person on the straight course doesn't mean being a 
"solution-wiz" dispensing answers. It means being a facilitator, 
showing others their mistakes, and guiding their personal exploration 
of correct solutions. 
Don't forget to tackle your own problems. Because in order to get 
someone else into reality, you first have to understand it yourself. So 
strive to resolve your own issues, to free yourself to look beyond your 
own little box. The more "perfect" you become, the better leader you 
become for others. 
In some instances, however, if you do hit an impasse with yourself, one 
way out is to try solving other people's problems. With yourself, you're 
all boxed up. With others, you're more objective. And once you 
experience success in external problem-solving, you can then apply it 
to yourself. 
HaShem And The Jews 
You're walking down the street and you see a child running into traffic 
to chase his ball. A car screeches to a halt. The driver yells from his 
window about the child's foolishness. Some of the bystanders shake 
their head, others wag an accusing finger in his direction. But one 
person runs after the kid, chases him five blocks, grabs him, and smacks 
him across the behind. Who is that man? His father. Anyone else says, 
"He's going to get himself killed one day, what a pity." But only the 
father cares enough to make sure he's scared stiff not to do something 
like that again. 
HaShem cares about the Jewish people more than any parent cares 
about his child. The Jewish people are part of the grand eternal plan and 
HaShem will not allow us to disappear. That's why He has to keep us 
set into reality. Even if we say, "It doesn't matter if we're Jewish, so 
what if we assimilate?" The Almighty says: "No way. I have a deal with 
Avraham and you are too precious to get lost. If I have to teach you the 
difference, you'll learn." 
HaShem's never "punishes." It is always instructive, setting us on the 
path of reality. 
Furthermore, the Almighty does not take revenge on His children. 
Imagine that your son does awful things, putting his life in danger and 
causing you terrible suffering. Then one day he comes back and says, 
"Dad, I'm sorry. What I did was dreadful. Please forgive me." Now 
what are you going to say -- wait, I've got to get some blood out of you? 
Or will you break down crying, hug him and celebrate? 
A parent doesn't take revenge on a child. That's the principle of our 
Father in heaven. 
Why Is "Getting Into Reality" An Ingredient In Wisdom? 
• The first step in gaining sanity is to ask yourself: "What am I 
living for?" 
• We need to be good. Helping other people straighten out their 
lives is not just another part of living; it's what living is about. 
• Get to the root of the problem. Cut it out and release the latent 
potential. 
• Reality itself is absolute. At any moment, it's either night or 
day. You can sleep through reality, and choose not relate to it. But that's 
still what it is. 
• Ask yourself: "Do I really want to live in reality?" 
• Make decisions about the wisdom you learn: "Am I going to 
live with it or am I going to ignore it?" 
• Live in the real world. If you appreciate this, you'll yearn for 
sanity. 
Author Biography: Rabbi Noach Weinberg was the dean and founder of Aish HaTorah International. Over 
the last 40 years, his visionary educational programs have brought hundreds of thousands of Jews closer 
to their heritage. Copyright © 2003 Aish.com - "The 48 Ways to Wisdom" is culled from the Talmud (Pirkei Avos 
6:6), which states that "the crown of Torah is acquired by 48 Ways." Each of these is a special tool to help us sharpen our 
personal skills and get the most out of life.  
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The following columns on last week’s parsha were received after publication 

 
Rabbi Nosson Greenberg 

Khal Machzikei Torah 
 לעילוי נשמת שרגא טוביה בן ר' נתן הלוי
Eikev 5777- What’s For Supper? 
In this week’s parsha Moshe reminds the Bnai Yisrael that having a perfect 
life would depend on their fealty to Hashem and His mitzvos. He warned 
them that things could unravel pretty quickly. He said, “Hishamru lachem 
pen yifteh levavchem vesartem va’avadetem elohim achairim” - “Guard 
yourselves lest your hearts are enticed and you will turn away and serve 
elohim achairim” (Devarim, 11:16). Literally, elohim achairim means 
“other gods”, i.e. idols, but (since it would be inappropriate to translate it 
thus, for it suggest that these idols are on an equal footing with Hashem) 
Rashi [citing Sifri] translates it as “gods who are strangers”. He explains 
that when a person cries out to these idols for help, he (obviously) receives 
no response. The idol is therefore like a complete stranger to its worshipper. 
This Rashi is not only teaching us how to correctly translate a word in the 
Torah, but is also giving us a crucial definition of Emunah - faith in Hashem. 
Unlike an idol, which cannot respond, Emunah entails working on the belief 
that Hashem always does. Hashem always responds in one of three ways: 
He says “Yes”, He says “No”, or He ignores. [The latter is reserved for the 
types of humans that Hashem (and fellow man) finds extremely distasteful, 
such as extremely pompous & arrogant people.] 
Bottom line is that when we daven to Hashem, it seems we are commonly 
met with the same silence or non-change as of that of one praying to his 
idol. Judaism demands that we recognize the difference, that one is silence, 
whilst the other is a response. This is one of the nisyonos - challenges - in 
living in a time of Churban, where our normally keen sense of perception 
of Hashem’s answers have been removed, and what we take as silence is in 
reality, our own deafness. 
Yankel went to his doctor to talk about his wife. 
He said, "I’m not sure, but I think my wife is deaf." 
"Well," the doctor replied, "go home, stand about 15 feet from her, and say 
something. If she doesn't reply, move 5 feet closer and say it again. Keep 
doing this until we get an idea about the severity of her deafness." 
The husband went home and did exactly as the doctor had instructed. He 
started off 15 feet from his wife in the kitchen as she was working at the 
counter. 
He said, "Shprintzale, what's for supper?" 
He heard no response. He moved 5 feet closer and asked again. No reply. 
He moved 5 feet closer. Still no reply. 
He finally got fed up and moved right behind her, about an inch away, and 
hollered, "Shprintza, what's for supper?" 
Shprintza turns around and says, "Yankel, for the fourth time, it’s chicken!" 
We are all Yankels, and Churban has us standing “15 feet” away from 
Hashem. We need to remind ourselves that the silence is our own 
shortcomings not Hashem’s. The responses are out there, we are just right 
now incapable of hearing until we get a little closer. 
There is a famous story where a Yid with a troubled heart approached the 
Ponevezher Rav. He said, “Rebbi, ich davent tzum Oibishter und Ehr enfert 
nisht” - “I daven to Hashem but He doesn’t answer me”. The Rav 
responded, “Ehr enfert, nisht!” - “He answers, "No"!” This is not just a 
catchy comeback, it is also an insight in how to hear Hashem’s responses. 
The difference between the Yid’s proclamation and the Ponevezher Rav’s, 
is a comma. That is the trick to analyzing the aftermath of our prayers. 
Before declaring G-d has not responded, we must comma -pause-. Pause 
and analyze ourselves, and make sure we are not of the ilk that has caused 
Hashem to ignore. This may involve a need for self-improvement. Pause 
and analyze how we petitioned Him. Was it half-hearted, insincere, or 
inappropriate? Those too, are grounds to being ignored. Pause and look 
around. Look for subtle changes in our lives, our moods, our priorities, our 
surroundings. Look to connect the dots in life. For there are a myriad of 
ways that a “Yes” answer is packaged. If we cannot find anything, then it 
could well be Hashem is answering "No, not right now”. But remember, we 
are all Yankels, with hearing that is faint and eyesight that is glaucomic. We 
are all Yankels, where not picking up on the Yeses and Nos in life, and 
denying our own shortcomings is a favorite pastime. 
And Hashem, like Shprintza, patiently keeps answering, and waits for us to 
get close enough to Him so we can finally hear his response. 
Loud & clear! 
Have a great Shabbos, Rabbi Nosson Greenberg 
Rav, Khal Machzikei Torah Far Rockaway, NY ravgreenbergkmt@gmail.com Be sure to catch my weekly Chumash Shiur on 
Torahanytime.com 

 

Rabbi Dr. Tzvi Hersh Weinreb-OU 

Person in the Parsha 
Eikev: Discipline and Suffering 
As a parent, grandparent, and psychologist, I am often considered to be 
something of an expert on parenting and child-rearing. In that capacity, I 
have frequently been asked to review or give an opinion about any of the 
plethora of books on the subject of raising one’s children. 
Like in any genre, there are better books and worse books in this category. 
What I have noticed is that many of them fail to include a chapter on one of 
the most important components of child rearing: discipline. With few 
exceptions, the most that these books contain on the subject of discipline is 
a chapter on “setting limits.” 
In my opinion, and certainly in my experience, discipline is an essential 
component of all parenting and teaching relationships. And discipline is not 
just about “setting limits.” It is also about “setting goals.” 
My reading on the subject of dealing with children, whether as a parent or 
as a teacher, has taught me of the importance of setting clear and achievable 
goals and objectives for children to reach, and then to show recognition of 
the achievement of those goals. 
My experience as a parent myself, as a teacher for many years, and as a 
psychotherapist for much of my adult life, has borne out the wisdom of these 
two steps: Firstly, lay out the expectations that you have of the child and 
clearly define the nature of the task at hand. Secondly, when the child has 
accomplished the task, even if not totally successfully, give him or her 
feedback and recognition, whether in the form of a verbal compliment or a 
nonverbal gesture. 
Discipline does not just involve “setting limits.” Indeed, saying “no” and 
issuing restrictive commands may not at all be what discipline is about. 
Rather, it involves “setting goals.” It is about extending a challenge, with 
the implicit confidence that sends that child the message, “You can do it!” 
This, to me, is the essence of discipline. It is not synonymous with 
punishment. It is synonymous with learning and personal growth. 
And this is what I think is meant by the passage in this week’s Torah 
reading, Eikev, “Bear in mind that the Lord your God disciplines you just 
as a man disciplines his son.” (Deuteronomy 8:5) 
The Torah has much to say, even if the parenting books don’t, about 
discipline. It takes for granted that parents will discipline their children, and 
that teachers will discipline their students. After all, that is why students are 
called disciples. 
The Torah insists, moreover, that the Almighty, too, disciplines us. And He 
does so in much the same way as successful parents do. He sets clear 
expectations for us, and He shows us His favor when we meet those 
expectations and His disfavor when we fail to do so. The Lord really is a 
Father in this sense. 
It is no wonder then, that the book of Proverbs cautions us to “heed the 
discipline of your father, and do not forsake the instruction of your mother.” 
Notice: first discipline, and then instruction. First mussar, and Torah only 
afterwards. 
As usual, there is an even deeper message in the word that the Torah uses 
for discipline. The root containing the Hebrew letters yud-samach-resh is 
the root of both “discipline” and “suffering.” 
Judaism teaches us that there is a meaning to our suffering. Sometimes that 
meaning is obvious to us; more typically though, the meaning eludes us, 
and we desperately search for it. 
But one thing is clear. We learn through discipline, and we also learn 
through suffering. 
The words of Victor Frankl, the psychologist and Auschwitz survivor, who 
certainly knew a thing or two about suffering, are very instructive here: 
“…On the biological plane, as we know, pain is a meaningful watcher and 
warder. In the psycho-spiritual realm it has a similar function. Suffering is 
intended to guard man from apathy, from psychic rigor mortis. As long as 
we suffer we remain psychically alive. In fact, we mature in suffering, grow 
because of it – it makes us richer and stronger.” 
It is through the processes of discipline and suffering that we develop and 
are transformed. Both processes are painful, sometimes profoundly so. But 
through both, we widen our horizons, enhance our spirits, and attain a 
deeper understanding of our life’s purpose. 
Discipline and suffering: important to us all as individuals, as part of the 
Jewish people, and as mortal humans, struggling to cope and, ultimately, to 
grow. 
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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Kidushin 40a) states that if one intended to do a 
mitzvah, but was xbtb - prevented from doing it, he is credited as 
if he had performed the mitzvah. On the other hand, a thwarted 
intent to do an aveirah is ignored. However, the ShaCH (n”uj 
21:3) cites the Yerushalmi quoting R’ Yochanan as saying that 
although an xbut is an acceptable excuse and one is credited for 
the intent, it is not shcgs itnf – as if he had actually done the act 
physically. Thus, if a merchant fails to deliver goods because of 
an xbut, he can’t demand payment “as if” he had delivered. The 
Gemara (Succah 52a) states that the Yetzer Hora is constantly 
growing, uk kufh vhv tk urzug v”cev tknktu – if not for Hashem’s 
assistance, no one would be able to overcome it. Thus, in the 
performance of every mitzvah, Hashem is a partner. Mishna 
Halachos (6:215) suggests that if one tries his utmost but is 
prevented from completing the mitzvah because of an xbut, that 
means that he is missing Hashem’s assistance, and he is rewarded 
for having done as much as he could. This would seem to be the 
rule regarding mitzvos that are ouenk ost ihc where the purpose 
of the mitzvah is to fulfill the ‘s iumr. However, with regard to 
mitzvos that are urcjk ost ihc, such as Tzedaka, if the money does 
not reach the poor person because of an xbut, can we say that he is 
credited as having fulfilled the mitzvah because he did all he 
could ? The Tosefta (Peah 4:17) states that if one said he would 
give and then he gave, he gets S’char for the saying and the 
giving; if he was prevented from giving, he only gets S’char for 
saying.  Perhaps for this reason, the Posuk states: i,, iu,b  - a 
double Lashon, when speaking of giving Tzedaka to a pauper, 
where the mitzvah is only fulfilled with an actual giving. On the 
other hand, when instructed to donate to the Mishkan, the Posuk 
says hk ujehu – where “taking” i.e. setting aside with an intent to 
donate (vnak) fulfills the mitzvah, even if an xbut might prevent 
the actual giving.   

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
What restriction is there on davening Shacharis early during the 
summer ?   

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(When would the Kohen or Levi return to read the Haftarah ?)   
The Shaarei Teshuvah (j”ut 566:1) cites the Noda BiYehuda 
(2:110) which states that on a Taanis, if the one called up for the 
Maftir Aliyah is unable to say the Haftarah, it is preferable to ask 
the Kohen or Levi who had the first 2 Aliyos to say it for him. If 
they are also unable, then someone else should be asked.  

DIN'S CORNER:  
One is permitted to begin Mincha within the 13 ½ minute period 
after Shekiyah, even where he knows that he will be unable to 
finish Shemonah Esrei until after the 13 ½ minutes have passed. 
This is derived from Tosafos (Berachos 7b) which states that 
Bilaam’s curse would have been effective, despite lasting longer 
than Hashem’s moment of “anger”, since it would have begun 
properly. (Yabia Omer  j”ut 7:34) 

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Tur (j”ut 603) cites the Yerushalmi (Shabbos 1:3) where R’ 
Chiya tells Rav, even if you are not careful to eat all year vrvyc, 
do so seven days out of the year. The Avi HaEzri says that these 
seven days are the days between Rosh HaShanah and Yom 
Kippur, and based on this, the minhag in Ashkenaz was to refrain 
from eating bread baked (even commercially) by non-Jews during 
those days. Of what value is such a temporary restriction ? Why 
not suggest extra vigilance in davening, Torah study or Lashon 
HoRa ? The Gemara (Shabbos 12b) relates that R’ Yishmael once 
read on Shabbos to the light of a candle (against the Chachomim’s 
recommendation) and almost tilted the candle to improve the 
light. Tosafos asks why he wasn’t protected from such a possible 
aveirah the same way that (even) the donkey of R’ Pinchas b. 
Yair refused to eat grain that was not permissible, and Tosafos 
answers that this protection only applies to eating prohibited food, 
which is particularly shameful for a Tzadik. Why is eating 
prohibited food, which is a simple utk, so shameful that it merits 
Hashem’s protection, more than more serious aveiros ? The 
Gemara (Avodah Zara 34b) states that a ship carrying muryas (a 
fish product) docked at the port of Aco, and R’ Abba sent men on 
board to guard the muryas and prevent contamination with 
anything not kosher. Should we not need a Mashgiach to guard 
against other aveiros ? Why only for food ? The Tikunei Zohar 
(90b) states that the task of Tzadikim in this world is to rectify the 
consequences of the first aveirah – that of Adam HaRishon eating 
what was forbidden, which generated under vrhcg ,rrud vrhcg, all 
subsequent aveiros. As such, it would be particularly shameful for 
a Tzadik to suffer even an inadvertent lapse in this area, so extra 
care is taken to watch what we eat, and in addition, Hashem 
provides protection. This may also be why during vcua, hnh ,rag, 
when we hopefully do Teshuvah on all of our aveiros, we are 
elevated temporarily, closer to the status of a Tzadik, and as such, 
we are rhnjn in the manner of a Tzadik, to refrain from rykp ,p.     

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
A man was trying to marry off his daughter, and several times, the 
Shidduch neared completion, only to fall apart at the last moment. He 
was advised by Gedolim that although generally, Hashem works with 
Hester Panim (concealment), the Hester Panim does not apply to 
punishments, and therefore he should examine his conduct to find the 
reason for what was happening to him. The father sat and thought for a 
long time but could not find anything in his behavior to explain this 
unusual consequence. He davened earnestly, asking Hashem to open his 
eyes until one day, someone approached him with an observation. He 
said to the father “I notice that you prepare a drink every morning and 
after reciting the brocho of SheHakol with Kavanah at the beginning, 
you continue to consume several cups throughout the day. Is it possible, 
that when you finish the last cup of your drink, that you neglect to recite 
the brocho of Borei Nefashos ? It is a very common occurrence that one 
forgets to do so, and it might explain why your Shidduchim fall apart at 
the last second, because you begin the mitzvah of thanking Hashem for 
the drink with a brocho, but without completing it with Borei Nefashos”.   
The father took his words to heart, and soon completed a Shidduch.       
P.S. Sholosh Seudos is sponsored by the Grossman family. 


